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Algebraic Geometry over Free Groups: Lifting Solutions into
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Olga Kharlampovich and Alexei Myasnikov
Abstract. In this paper we prove Implicit Function Theorems (IFT) for al-
gebraic varieties defined by regular quadratic equations and, more generally,
regular NTQ systems over free groups. In the model theoretic language these
results state the existence of very simple Skolem functions for particular ∀∃-
formulas over free groups. We construct these functions effectively. In non-
effective form IFT first appeared in [18]. From algebraic geometry view-point
IFT can be described as lifting solutions of equations into generic points of
algebraic varieties.
Moreover, we show that the converse is also true, i.e., IFT holds only
for algebraic varieties defined by regular NTQ systems. This implies that if a
finitely generated group H is ∀∃-equivalent to a free non-abelian group then
H is isomorphic to the coordinate group of a regular NTQ system.
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Introduction
The classical algebraic geometry is one of the main tools to deal with polyno-
mial equations over fields. To study solutions of equations in free groups one needs
a similar theory over groups. Recently basics of algebraic geometry over groups
were developed in a series of papers [2, 12, 13]. This provides the necessary topo-
logical machinery to transcribe geometric notions into the language of pure group
theory. In this paper, following [2] and [12], we freely use the standard algebraic
geometric notions such as algebraic sets, the Zariski topology, Noetherian domains,
irreducible varieties, radicals and coordinate groups to organize an approach to
finding a solution of Tarski’s problems in [17]. Our goal here is to prove several
variations of so-called implicit function theorem (IFT) for free groups. The basic
version of IFT was announced at the Model Theory conference at MSRI in 1998
[14, 21]. In [15] we used the basic version of implicit function theorem to solve
the genus problem for quadratic non-orientable equations, and showed also that the
abelianization of the cartesian power of infinitely many copies of a free non-abelian
group has 2-torsion. The preprint [18] contains proofs of several variations of IFT
in terms of liftings.
In a sense some formulations of IFT can be viewed as analogs of the corre-
sponding results from analysis, hence the name. To demonstrate this we start
with a very basic version of the implicit function theorem which holds for regular
quadratic equations.
Let G be a group generated by A, F (X) be a free group with basis X =
{x1, x2, . . . , xn}, G[X ] = G ∗ F (X) be a free product of G and F (X). If S ⊂ G[X ]
then the expression S = 1 is called a system of equations over G. A solution of
the system S = 1 over G can be described as a G-homomorphism φ : G[X ] −→ G
such that φ(S) = 1. By VG(S) we denote the set of all solutions in G of the system
S = 1, it is called the algebraic set defined by S. This algebraic set VG(S) uniquely
corresponds to the radical R(S):
R(S) = {T (x) ∈ G[X ] | ∀A ∈ Gn(S(A) = 1→ T (A) = 1}.
The quotient group
GR(S) = G[X ]/R(S)
is the coordinate group of the algebraic set V (S). Every solution of S(X) = 1 in G
can be described as a G-homomorphism GR(S) → G.
Recall that a standard quadratic equation S(X) = 1 over groupG is an equation
in one of the following forms (below d, ci are nontrivial elements from G):
(1)
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi] = 1, n > 0;
(2)
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi]
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizid = 1, n,m > 0,m+ n > 1;
(3)
n∏
i=1
x2i = 1, n > 0;
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(4)
n∏
i=1
x2i
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizid = 1, n,m > 0, n+m > 1.
Equations (1), (2) are called orientable and equations (3), (4) are called non-
orientable. The numbers n and n+m are called genus and atomic rank of S(X) = 1.
Put
κ(S) = |X |+ ε(S),
where ε(S) = 1 if the coefficient d occurs in S, and ε(S) = 0 otherwise. A standard
quadratic equation S(X) = 1 is regular if κ(S) > 4 and there is a non-commutative
solution of S(X) = 1 in G (see [16] for details), or it is an equation of the type
[x, y]d = 1. Notice, that if S(X) = 1 has a solution in G, κ(S) > 4, and n > 0 in
the orientable case (n > 1 in the non-orientable case), then the equation S = 1 has
a non-commutative solution, hence regular.
Basic Form of IFT. Let S(X) = 1 be a regular standard quadratic equation
over a non-abelian free group F and let T (X,Y ) = 1 be an equation over F , |X | =
m, |Y | = n. Suppose that for any solution U ∈ VF (S) there exists a tuple of
elements W ∈ Fn such that T (U,W ) = 1. Then there exists a tuple of words
P = (p1(X), . . . , pn(X)), with constants from F , such that T (U, P (U)) = 1 for any
U ∈ VF (S). Moreover, one can fund a tuple P as above effectively.
We define a Zariski topology on Gn by taking algebraic sets in Gn as a sub-basis
for the closed sets of this topology. If G is a non-abelian fully residually free group
(for every finite set of non-trivial elements in G there exists a homomorphism from
G to a free group such that the images of these elements are non-trivial), then the
closed sets in the Zariski topology over G are precisely the algebraic sets.
The Basic Form of IFT implies that locally (in terms of Zariski topology in Fn),
i.e., in the neighborhood defined by the equation S(X) = 1, the implicit functions
y1, . . . , ym can be expressed as explicit words in variables x1, . . . , xn and constants
from F , say Y = P (X). This allows one to eliminate a quantifier from the following
formula (if it holds in a free group F )
Φ = ∀X∃Y (S(X) = 1 → T (X,Y ) = 1).
Indeed, in this event the sentence Φ is equivalent in F to the following one:
Ψ = ∀X(S(X) = 1 → T (X,P (X)) = 1).
From the point of view of model theory Theorem A states the existence of very
simple Skolem functions for particular ∀∃-formulas over free groups. Observe, that
Theorem A reinforces the results of [18] by giving the corresponding explicit Skolem
functions effectively.
From algebraic geometry view-point the implicit function theorem tells one
that (in the notations above) T (X,Y ) = 1 has a solution at a generic point of
the equation S(X) = 1. Indeed, since the coordinate group FR(S) of the equation
S(X) = 1 is discriminated by the free group F the equation T (X,Y ) = 1 has a
solution in the group FR(S) (where elements from X are viewed as constants). This
shows the Theorem A can be stated in the following form.
Theorem A′. Let S(X) = 1 be a regular standard quadratic equation over
a non-abelian free group F and let T (X,Y ) = 1 be an equation over F , |X | =
m, |Y | = n. Suppose that for any solution U ∈ VF (S) there exists a tuple of
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elements W ∈ Fn such that T (U,W ) = 1. Then the equation T (X,Y ) = 1 has a
solution in the group FR(S) (where elements from X are viewed as constants from
FR(S)).
This approach allows one to generalize the results above by replacing the equa-
tion T (X,Y ) = 1 by an arbitrary system of equations and inequalities or even
by an arbitrary boolean formula. Notice, that such generalizations in the form of
Theorem A are impossible. To this end we need to introduce a few definitions.
Let S(X) = 1 be a system of equations over a group G which has a solution in
G. We say that a system of equations T (X,Y ) = 1 is compatible with S(X) = 1
over G if for every solution U of S(X) = 1 in G the equation T (U, Y ) = 1 also has a
solution in G. More generally, a formula Φ(X,Y ) in the language LA is compatible
with S(X) = 1 over G, if for every solution a¯ of S(X) = 1 in G there exists a tuple
b¯ over G such that the formula Φ(a¯, b¯) is true in G, i.e., the algebraic set VG(S) is
a projection of the truth set of the formula Φ(X,Y ) ∧ (S(X) = 1).
Suppose now that a formula Φ(X,Y ) is compatible with S(X) = 1 over G.
We say that Φ(X,Y ) admits a lift to a generic point of S = 1 over G (or shortly
S-lift over G), if the formula ∃Y Φ(Xµ, Y ) is true in GR(S) (here Y are variables
and Xµ are constants from GR(S)). Finally, an equation T (X,Y ) = 1, which is
compatible with S(X) = 1, admits a complete S-lift if every formula T (X,Y ) =
1 & W (X,Y ) 6= 1, which is compatible with S(X) = 1 over G, admits an S-lift.
We say that the lift (complete lift) is effective if there is an algorithm to decide for
any equation T (X,Y ) = 1 (any formula T (X,Y ) = 1 & W (X,Y ) 6= 1) whether
T (X,Y ) = 1 (the formula T (X,Y ) = 1 & W (X,Y ) 6= 1) admits an S-lift, and if it
does, to construct a solution in GR(S).
Now the Implicit Function Theorem (IFT) for regular quadratic equations can
be stated in the following general form. This is the main technical result of the
paper, we prove it in Sections 3–6.
Theorem A. Let S(X,A) = 1 be a regular standard quadratic equation over
F (A). Every equation T (X,Y,A) = 1 compatible with S(X,A) = 1 admits an
effective complete S-lift.
Furthermore, the IFT still holds if one replaces S(X) = 1 by an arbitrary
system of a certain type, namely, by a regular NTQ system (see [16] for details).
To explain this we need to introduce a few definitions.
Let G be a group with a generating set A. A system of equations S = 1 is called
triangular quasi-quadratic (shortly, TQ) if it can be partitioned into the following
subsystems
S1(X1, X2, . . . , Xn, A) = 1
S2(X2, . . . , Xn, A) = 1
...
Sn(Xn, A) = 1
where for each i one of the following holds:
1) Si is quadratic in variables Xi;
2) Si = {[y, z] = 1, [y, u] = 1 | y, z ∈ Xi} where u is a group word in
Xi+1 ∪ · · · ∪Xn ∪A such that its canonical image in Gi+1 is not a proper
power. In this case we say that Si = 1 corresponds to an extension of a
centralizer;
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3) Si = { [y, z] = 1 | y, z ∈ Xi };
4) Si is the empty equation.
Define Gi = GR(Si,...,Sn) for i = 1, . . . , n and put Gn+1 = G. The TQ sys-
tem S = 1 is called non-degenerate (shortly, NTQ) if each system Si = 1, where
Xi+1, . . . , Xn are viewed as the corresponding constants from Gi+1 (under the
canonical maps Xj → Gi+1, j = i + 1, . . . , n, has a solution in Gi+1. The co-
ordinate group of an NTQ system is called an NTQ group.
An NTQ system S = 1 is called regular if for each i the system Si = 1 is either
of the type 1) or 4), and in the former case the quadratic equation Si is in standard
form and regular.
In Section 8 we prove IFT for regular NTQ systems.
Theorem B. Let U(X,A) = 1 be a regular NTQ-system. Every equation
V (X,Y,A) = 1 compatible with U = 1 admits a complete effective U -lift.
Notice, that by definition we allow empty equations in regular NTQ systems.
In the case when the whole system U = 1 is empty there exists a very strong
generalization of the basic implicit function theorem due to Merzljakov [20].
Merzljakov’s Theorem. If
F |= ∀X1∃Y1 · · · ∀Xk∃Yk(S(X,Y,A) = 1),
where X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xk, Y = Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ Yk, then there exist words (with constants
from F ) q1(X1), . . . , qk(X1, . . . , Xk) ∈ F [X ], such that
F [X ] |= S(X1, q1(X1), . . . , Xk, qk(X1, . . . , Xk, A)) = 1,
i.e., the equation
S(X1, Y1, . . . , Xk, Yk, A) = 1
(in variables Y ) has a solution Yi = qi(X1, . . . , Xi, A) in the free group F [X ], or
equivalently,
F |= ∀X1 . . . ∀Xn(S(X1, q1(X1, A), . . . , Xk, qk(X1, . . . , Xk, A)) = 1).
In [18] we gave a short proof of Merzljakov’s theorem based on generalized
equations. The key idea of all known proofs of this result is to consider a set of
Merzljakov’s words as values of variables from Xi = {xi1, . . . , xiki}:
xij = ba
mij1bamij2b · · · bamijnij b,
where a, b are two different generators of F = F (A). If S(X,Y,A) = 1 has a solution
for any Merzljakov’ words as values of variables from X , then it has a solution of
the type Yi = qi(X1, . . . , Xi), i = 1, . . . , k.
Unfortunately, Merzljakov’s words are not, in general, solutions of a regular
quadratic equation S(X) = 1 over F . In this case, one needs to find sufficiently
many solutions of S(X) = 1 over F with sufficiently complex periodic structure
of subwords. To this end we consider analogs of Merzljakov’s words in the group
of automorphisms of F [X ] that fix the standard quadratic word S(X) and the
corresponding set of solutions of S(X) = 1 in F . In Sections 4 and 5 we study
in detail the periodic structure of these solutions. This is the most technically
demanding part of the paper.
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There are two more important generalizations of the implicit function theorem,
one – for arbitrary NTQ-systems, and another – for arbitrary systems. We need a
few more definitions to explain this. Let U(X1, . . . , Xn, A) = 1 be an NTQ-system:
S1(X1, X2, . . . , Xn, A) = 1
S2(X2, . . . , Xn, A) = 1
...
Sn(Xn, A) = 1
and Gi = GR(Si,...,Sn), Gn+1 = F (A).
A Gi+1-automorphism σ of Gi is called a canonical automorphism if the fol-
lowing holds:
1) if Si is quadratic in variablesXi then σ is induced by aGi+1-automorphism
of the group Gi+1[Xi] which fixes Si;
2) if Si = {[y, z] = 1, [y, u] = 1 | y, z ∈ Xi} where u is a group word in
Xi+1∪· · ·∪Xn∪A, then Gi = Gi+1∗u=uAb(Xi∪{u}), where Ab(Xi∪{u})
is a free abelian group with basis Xi ∪ {u}, and in this event σ extends
an automorphism of Ab(Xi ∪ {u}) (which fixes u);
3) If Si = {[y, z] = 1 | y, z ∈ Xi} then Gi = Gi+1 ∗Ab(Xi), and in this event
σ extends an automorphism of Ab(Xi);
4) If Si is the empty equation then Gi = Gi+1[Xi], and in this case σ is just
the identity automorphism of Gi.
Let pii be a fixed Gi+1[Yi]-homomorphism
pii : Gi[Yi]→ Gi+1[Yi+1],
where ∅ = Y1 ⊆ Y2 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Yn ⊆ Yn+1 is an ascending chain of finite sets of
parameters, and Gn+1 = F (A). Since the system U = 1 is non-degenerate such
homomorphisms pii exist. We assume also that if Si(Xi) = 1 is a standard quadratic
equation (the case 1) above) which has a non-commutative solution in Gi+1, then
Xpii is a non-commutative solution of Si(Xi) = 1 in Gi+1[Yi+1].
A fundamental sequence (or a fundamental set) of solutions of the system
U(X1, . . . , Xn, A) = 1 in F (A) with respect to the fixed homomorphisms pi1, . . . , pin
is a set of all solutions of U = 1 in F (A) of the form
σ1pi1 · · ·σnpinτ,
where σi is Yi-automorphism of Gi[Yi] induced by a canonical automorphism of Gi,
and τ is an F (A)-homomorphism τ : F (A∪ Yn+1)→ F (A). Solutions from a given
fundamental set of U are called fundamental solutions.
Theorem C (Parametrization theorem). Let U(X,A) = 1 be an NTQ-
system and Vfund(U) a fundamental set of solutions of U = 1 in F = F (A). If a
formula
Φ = ∀X(U(X) = 1→ ∃Y (W (X,Y,A) = 1 ∧W1(X,Y,A) 6= 1)
is true in F then one can effectively find finitely many NTQ systems U1 = 1, . . . , Uk =
1 and embeddings θi : FR(U) → FR(Ui) such that the formula
∃Y (W (Xθi , Y, A) = 1 ∧W1(X
θi , Y, A) 6= 1)
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is true in each group FR(Ui). Furthermore, for every solution φ : FR(U) → F
of U = 1 from Vfund(U) there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and a fundamental solution
ψ : FR(Ui) → F such that φ = θiψ.
As a corollary of this theorem and results from [16, Section 11], we obtain the
following result.
Theorem D. Let S(X) = 1 be an arbitrary system of equations over F . If a
formula
Φ = ∀X∃Y (S(X) = 1 → (W (X,Y,A) = 1 ∧W1(X,Y,A) 6= 1))
is true in F then one can effectively find finitely many NTQ systems U1 = 1, . . . , Uk =
1 and F -homomorphisms θi : FR(S) → FR(Ui) such that the formula
∃Y (W (Xθi , Y, A) = 1 ∧W1(X
θi , Y, A) 6= 1)
is true in each group FR(Ui). Furthermore, for every solution φ : FR(S) → F of
S = 1 there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and a fundamental solution ψ : FR(Ui) → F such
that φ = θiψ.
In Section 9 we show that the converse of Theorem B holds. Namely, we prove
the following theorem.
Theorem E. Let F be a free non-abelian group and S(X) = 1 a consistent
system of equations over F . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The system S(X) = 1 is rationally equivalent to a regular NTQ system.
(2) Every equation T (X,Y ) = 1 which is compatible with S(X) = 1 over F
admits an S-lift.
(3) Every equation T (X,Y ) = 1 which is compatible with S(X) = 1 over F
admits a complete S-lift.
Theorem E immediately implies the following remarkable property of regular
NTQ systems. Denote by LA the first-order group theory language with constants
from the free group F (A). If Φ is a set of first order sentences of the language LA
then two groups G and H are called Φ-equivalent if they satisfy precisely the same
sentences from the set Φ. In this event we write G ≡Φ H . In particular, G ≡∀∃ H
(G ≡∃∀ H) means that G and H satisfy precisely the same ∀∃-sentences (∃∀-
sentences). We have shown in [13] that for a finitely generated group G if G ≡∀∃ H
then G is torsion-free hyperbolic and fully residually free. Now we improve on this
result.
Theorem F. Let G be a finitely generated group. If G is ∀∃-equivalent to a
free non-abelian group F then G is isomorphic to the coordinate group FR(S) of a
regular NTQ system S = 1 over F .
Notice, that we prove in the consequent paper [17] that the converse is also
true, moreover, it holds in the strongest possible form. Namely, the coordinate
group FR(S) of a regular NTQ system S = 1 over F is elementary equivalent to
a free non-abelian group F . Combining this result with Theorem E one obtains a
complete algebraic characterization of finitely generated groups which are elemen-
tary equivalent to a free non-abelian group. Similar characterization in different
terms is given in [26].
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1. Scheme of the proof
We sketch here the proof of Theorem A for the orientable quadratic equation.
(5)
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi]
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizic = 1, n > 1,m+ n > 1, c 6= 1.
We begin with the definition of compatibility. Let X,Y be families of variables
Definition 1.1. Let S(X) = 1 be a system of equations over a group G which
has a solution in G. We say that a system of equations T (X,U) = 1 is compatible
with S(X) = 1 over G if for every solution B of S(X) = 1 in G the equation
T (B,U) = 1 also has a solution in G.
Let F = F (A) be a free group with alphabet A. Denote by S(X) = 1 equa-
tion (5), where X = {x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn, z1, . . . , zm}, and suppose that an equation
T (X,U)1 is compatible with S(X) = 1.
STEP 1. The following statement can be obtained using the Elimination pro-
cess similar to Makanin-Razborov’s process described in [16].
One can effectively find a finite disjunction of systems Π(M,X) of graphic
equations (without cancellation) in variables M,X with the following properties.
1) Each equation in the system Π(M,X) has form x ⊜ µi1◦· · ·◦µik , where x ∈
X , µi ∈M , “⊜ ” stands for graphic equality and “◦” means multiplication
without cancellation. A solution of such a graphic equation is a tuple of
reduced words xα, µαi1 , . . . , µ
α
ik
in F such that xα is graphically equal to
the product µαi1 ◦ · · · ◦ µ
α
ik
.
2) For every solution B of S(X) = 1 written in reduced form there exists a
graphic solution B,D of one of the systems Π(M,X) in this disjunction.
3) Let U = {u1, . . . , uk}. For every system Q(X,M) one can find words
f1(M), . . . , fk(M) such that for every solutionB,D (not necessary graphic)
of the system Q(X,M) in F one has T (X, f1(D), . . . , fk(D)) = 1.
Such system of graphic equations Π(M,X) is called in Section 3 a “cut equa-
tion” (see Definition 3.1 and Theorem 3.4.) Indeed, variables X are “cut” into
pieces. We can think about the cut equation as a system of intervals labelled by
solutions of S(X) = 1 that are cut into several parts corresponding to variables in
M .
STEP 2. Now we construct a discriminating family of solutions of S(X) = 1
(see the definition in [16, Section 1.4]) which later will be called a generic family.
Consider a group F [X ] = F ∗ F (X) and construct a particular sequence Γ =
(γ1, . . . , γK) of F -automorphisms of F [X ] that fix the quadratic word S(X). This is
done in Section 4. These automorphisms have the property that any two neighbors
in the sequence do not commute and it is in some sense maximal with this property.
For any natural number j define γj = γr, where r is the remainder when j is divided
by K.
For example, for the equation [x, y] = [a, b] we can take
γ1 : x→ x, y → xy;
γ2 : x→ yx, y → y,
in this case K = 2 and
γ2s−1 = γ1, γ2s = γ2.
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These automorphisms are, actually, Dehn twists. Notice that
γq1 : x→ x, y → x
qy; γq2 : x→ y
qx, y → y,
therefore big powers of automorphisms produce big powers of elements. Let L be
a multiple of K. Define
φL,p = γ
pL
L γ
pL−1
L−1 · · · γ
p1
1 ,
where p = (p1, . . . , pL). Now we take a suitable (with small cancellation, in general
position) solution of S(X) = 1. Denote FRad(S) = F ∗ F [X ]/ncl(S). This solution
is a homomorphism β : FRad(S) → F . The family of mappings
ΨL = {ψL,p = φL,pβ, p ∈ P},
where L is large and P is an infinite set of L-tuples of large natural numbers, is a
family of solutions of S(X) = 1. It is very important that this is a discriminating
family.
For example, take for the equation [x, y] = [a, b] xβ = a, yβ = b, then for L = 4
we have
(6) x = (((ap1b)p2a)p3ap1b)p4(ap1b)p2a, y = ((ap1b)p2a)p3ap1b.
The word ((ap1b)p2a)p3ap1b is called a period in rank 4. Notice that the period
of rank 4 is, actually, yψ3,p .
Since the family of cut equations is finite, some infinite set of solutions XΨL
satisfies the same cut equation Π(M,X). Therefore, it is enough to consider one of
the cut equations Π(M,X).
In the example (6) there is no cancellation between a and b and, therefore, it
does not matter whether we label intervals of the cut equation byXψL,p or byXφL,p .
In Section 5 we show how to choose a solution β with relatively small cancellation,
so that we can forget about the cancellation and label the intervals of Π(M,X) by
XφL,p .
STEP 3. We can see now that for different L-tuples p all values of XφL,p (in
F [X ]) have similar periodic structure and must be “cut ” the same way into pieces
µ ∈ M . Therefore big powers are similarly distributed between pieces µ ∈ M . In
Section 7 we introduce the notion of complexity of a cut equation.
Let Π(M,X) be a cut equation. For a positive integer n by kn(Π) we denote
the number of equations (intervals) x ⊜ µi1 ◦ · · · ◦ µin that have right hand side of
length n. The following sequence of integers
Comp(Π) =
(
k2(Π), k3(Π), . . . , klength(Π)(Π)
)
is called the complexity of Π.
We well-order complexities of cut equations in the (right) shortlex order: if Π
and Π′ are two cut equations then Comp(Π) < Comp(Π′) if and only if length(Π) <
length(Π′) or length(Π) = length(Π′) and there exists 1 6 i 6 length(Π) such that
kj(Π) = kj(Π
′) for all j > i but ki(Π) < ki(Π
′).
Observe that equations of the form x ⊜ µi have no input into the complexity
of a cut equation. In particular, cut equations that have all graphic equations of
length one have the minimal possible complexity among equations of a given length.
We will write Comp(Π) = 0 in the case when ki(Π)0 for every i = 2, . . . , length(Π).
We introduce the process of transformations of the cut equation Π(M,X).
This process consists in “cutting out” big powers of largest periods from the in-
terval and replacing one interval labelled by Xφi,p by several intervals labelled by
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Xφi−1,p . After such a transformation the left sides of the graphic equalities in the
cut equation correspond to values Xφi−1,p (or very short words in Xφi−1,p) and the
complexity either decreases or stabilizes during several steps of the process. Sup-
pose Comp(Π) = 0 after t transformations, so that each graphic equality has form
xφL−t,p ⊜ µ or yφL−t,p ⊜ ν. Therefore, xψL−t,p ⊜ µ or yψL−t,p ⊜ ν for a discrim-
inating family of solutions ΨL−t,P . By the properties of discriminating families,
µ = x, ν = y in the group FRad(S). Substituting µ and ν into words f1, . . . , fk
we obtain a solution U of the equation T (X,U) = 1 given by a formula in x, y in
FRad(S).
In a general case, when the length of the right hand side of the cut equation does
not decrease during several steps in the process of transformations, the situation is,
certainly, a bit more complicated. In this case one can show that in each graphic
equation all the variables µi except the first and the last one are very short and
can be taken almost arbitrary, and the other variables can be expressed in terms of
them and XΨL−t,P .
2. Elementary properties of liftings
In this section we discuss some basic properties of liftings of equations and
inequalities into generic points.
Let G be a group and let S(X) = 1 be a system of equations over G. Recall
that by GS we denote the quotient group G[X ]/ncl(S), where ncl(S) is the normal
closure of S in G[X ]. In particular, GR(S) = G[X ]/R(S) is the coordinate group
defined by S(X) = 1. The radical R(S) can be described as follows. Consider a set
of G-homomorphisms
ΦG,S = {φ ∈ HomG(G[S], G) | φ(S) = 1}.
Then
R(S) =
{ ⋂
φ∈ΦG,S
kerφ if ΦG,S 6= ∅
G[X ] otherwise
Now we put these definitions in a more general framework. Let H and K be
G-groups and M ⊂ H . Put
ΦK,M = {φ ∈ HomG(H,K) | φ(M) = 1}.
Then the following subgroup is termed the G-radical of M with respect to K:
RadK(M) =
{ ⋂
φ∈ΦK,M
kerφ, if ΦK,M 6= ∅,
G[X ] otherwise.
Sometimes, to emphasize that M is a subset of H , we write RadK(M,H). Clearly,
if K = G, then R(S) = RadG(S,G[X ]).
Let
H∗K = H/RadK(1).
Then H∗K is either a G-group or trivial. If H
∗
K 6= 1, then it is G-separated by K.
In the case K = G we omit K in the notation above and simply write H∗. Notice
that
(H/ncl(M))∗K ≃ H/RadK(M),
in particular, (GS)
∗GR(S).
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Lemma 2.1. Let α : H1 → H2 be a G-homomorphism and suppose
Φ = {φ : H2 → K}
be a separating family of G-homomorphisms. Then
kerα =
⋂
{ker(αφ) | φ ∈ Φ}
Proof. Suppose h ∈ H1 and h 6∈ ker(α). Then α(h) 6= 1 in H2. Hence there
exists φ ∈ Φ such that φ(α(h)) 6= 1. This shows that kerα ⊃
⋂
{ker(α◦φ) | φ ∈ Φ}.
The other inclusion is obvious. 
Lemma 2.2. Let H1, H2, and K be G-groups.
(1) Let α : H1 → H2 be a G-homomorphism and let H2 be G-separated by K.
If M ⊂ kerα, then RadK(M) ⊆ kerα.
(2) Every G-homomorphism φ : H1 → H2 gives rise to a unique homomor-
phism
φ∗ : (H1)
∗
K → (H2)
∗
K
such that φη2 = η1φ
∗, where ηi : Hi → H
∗
i is the canonical epimorphism.
Proof. (1) We have
RadK(M,H1) =
⋂
{kerφ | φ : H1 →G K ∧ φ(M) = 1}
⊆
⋂
{ker(αβ) | β : H2 →G K}
= kerα.
(2) Let α : H1 → (H2)∗K be the composition of the following homomorphisms
H1
φ
→ H2
η2
→ (H2)
∗
K .
Then by assertion 1 RadK(1, H1) ⊆ kerα, therefore α induces the canonical G-
homomorphism φ∗ : (H1)
∗
K → (H2)
∗
K . 
Lemma 2.3.
(1) The canonical map λ : G → GS is an embedding ⇐⇒ S(X) = 1 has a
solution in some G-group H.
(2) The canonical map µ : G→ GR(S) is an embedding ⇐⇒ S(X) = 1 has a
solution in some G-group H which is G-separated by G.
Proof. (1) If S(x1, . . . , xm) = 1 has a solution (h1, . . . , hm) in some G-group
H , then the G-homomorphism xi → hi, (i = 1, . . . ,m) from G[x1, . . . , xm] into
H induces a homomorphism φ : GS → H . Since H is a G-group all non-trivial
elements from G are also non-trivial in the factor-group GS , therefore λ : G→ GS
is an embedding. The converse is obvious.
(2) Let S(x1, . . . , xm) = 1 have a solution (h1, . . . , hm) in some G-group H
which is G-separated by G. Then there exists the canonical G-homomorphism
α : GS → H defined as in the proof of the first assertion. Hence R(S) ⊆ kerα by
Lemma 2.2, and α induces a homomorphism from GR(S) into H , which is monic on
G. Therefore G embeds into GR(S). The converse is obvious. 
Now we apply Lemma 2.2 to coordinate groups of nonempty algebraic sets.
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Lemma 2.4. Let subsets S and T from G[X ] define non-empty algebraic sets
in a group G. Then every G-homomorphism φ : GS → GT gives rise to a G-
homomorphism φ∗ : GR(S) → GR(T ).
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. 
Now we are in a position to give the following
Recall that for a consistent system of equations S(X) = 1 over a group G, a
system of equations T (X,Y ) = 1 is compatible with S(X) = 1 over G if for every
solution U of S(X) = 1 in G the equation T (U, Y ) = 1 also has a solution in G,
i.e., the algebraic set VG(S) is a projection of the algebraic set VG(S ∪ T ).
The next proposition describes compatibility of two equations in terms of their
coordinate groups.
Proposition 2.5. Let S(X) = 1 be a system of equations over a group G which
has a solution in G. Then T (X,Y ) = 1 is compatible with S(X) = 1 over G if and
only if GR(S) is canonically embedded into GR(S∪T ), and every G-homomorphism
α : GR(S) → G extends to a G-homomorphisms α
′ : GR(S∪T ) → G.
Proof. Suppose first that T (X,Y ) = 1 is compatible with S(X) = 1 over
G and suppose that VG(S) 6= ∅. The identity map X → X gives rise to a G-
homomorphism
λ : GS −→ GS∪T
(notice that both GS and GS∪T are G-groups by Lemma 2.3), which by Lemma
2.4 induces a G-homomorphism
λ∗ : GR(S) −→ GR(S∪T ).
We claim that λ∗ is an embedding. To show this we need to prove first the statement
about the extensions of homomorphisms. Let α : GR(S) → G be an arbitrary G-
homomorphism. It follows that α(X) is a solution of S(X) = 1 in G. Since
T (X,Y ) = 1 is compatible with S(X) = 1 over G, there exists a solution, say β(Y ),
of T (α(X), Y ) = 1 in G. The map
X → α(X), Y → β(Y )
gives rise to a G-homomorphism G[X,Y ]→ G, which induces a G-homomorphism
φ : GS∪T → G. By Lemma 2.4 φ induces a G-homomorphism
φ∗ : GR(S∪T ) −→ G.
Clearly, φ∗ makes the following diagram to commute.
GR(S) GR(S∪T )
G
✲
❄
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ✠
α
φ∗
λ∗
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Now to prove that λ∗ is an embedding, observe that GR(S) is G-separated by
G. Therefore for every non-trivial h ∈ GR(S) there exists a G-homomorphism
α : GR(S) → G such that α(h) 6= 1. But then φ
∗(λ∗(h)) 6= 1 and consequently
h 6∈ kerλ∗. The converse statement is obvious. 
Let S(X) = 1 be a system of equations over G and suppose VG(S) 6= ∅. The
canonical embedding X → G[X ] induces the canonical map
µ : X → GR(S).
We are ready to formulate the main definition.
Definition 2.6. Let S(X) = 1 be a system of equations overG with VG(S) 6= ∅
and let µ : X → GR(S) be the canonical map. Let a system T (X,Y ) = 1 be
compatible with S(X) = 1 over G. We say that T (X,Y ) = 1 admits a lift to a
generic point of S = 1 over G (or, shortly, S-lift over G) if T (Xµ, Y ) = 1 has a
solution in GR(S) (here Y are variables and X
µ are constants from GR(S)).
Lemma 2.7. Let T (X,Y ) = 1 be compatible with S(X) = 1 over G. If
T (X,Y ) = 1 admits an S-lift, then the identity map Y → Y gives rise to a canon-
ical GR(S)-epimorphism from GR(S∪T ) onto the coordinate group of T (X
µ, Y ) = 1
over GR(S):
ψ∗ : GR(S∪T ) → GR(S)[Y ]/RadGR(S)(T (X
µ, Y )).
Moreover, every solution U of T (Xµ, Y ) = 1 in GR(S) gives rise to a GR(S)-
homomorphism φU : GR(S∪T ) → GR(S), where φU (Y ) = U .
Proof. Observe that the following chain of isomorphisms hold:
GR(S∪T ) ≃G G[X ][Y ]/RadG(S ∪ T )
≃G G[X ][Y ]/RadG(RadG(S,G[X ]) ∪ T )
≃G (G[X ][Y ]/ncl(RadG(S,G[X ]) ∪ T ))
∗
≃G
(
GR(S)[Y ]/ncl(T (X
µ, Y ))
)∗
.
Denote by GR(S) the canonical image of GR(S) in (GR(S)[Y ]/ncl(T (X
µ, Y )))∗.
Since RadGR(S)(T (X
µ, Y )) is a normal subgroup in GR(S)[Y ]
containing T (Xµ, Y ) there exists a canonical G-epimorphism
ψ : GR(S)[Y ]/ncl(T (X
µ, Y ))→ GR(S)[Y ]/RadGR(S)(T (X
µ, Y )).
By Lemma 2.2 the homomorphism ψ gives rise to a canonical G-homomorphism
ψ∗ : (GR(S)[Y ]/ncl(T (X
µ, Y )))∗ → (GR(S)[Y ]/RadGR(S)(T (X
µ, Y )))∗.
Notice that the group GR(S)[Y ]/RadGR(S)(T (X
µ, Y )) is the coordinate group of
the system T (Xµ, Y ) = 1 over GR(S) and this system has a solution in GR(S).
Therefore this group is a GR(S)-group and it is GR(S)-separated by GR(S). Now
since GR(S) is the coordinate group of S(X) = 1 over G and this system has a
solution in G, we see that GR(S) is G-separated by G. It follows that the group
GR(S)[Y ]/RadGR(S)(T (X
µ, Y )) is G-separated by G. Therefore
GR(S)[Y ]/RadGR(S)(T (X
µ, Y )) = (GR(S)[Y ]/RadGR(S)(T (X
µ, Y )))∗.
Now we can see that
ψ∗ : GR(S∪T ) → GR(S)[Y ]/RadGR(S)(T (X
µ, Y ))
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is a G-homomorphism which maps the subgroup GR(S) from GR(S∪T ) onto the
subgroup GR(S) in GR(S)[Y ]/RadGR(S)(T (X
µ, Y )).
This shows that GR(S) ≃G GR(S) and ψ
∗ is a GR(S)-homomorphism. If U is a
solution of T (Xµ, Y ) = 1 in GR(S), then there exists a GR(S)-homomorphism
φU : GR(S)[Y ]/RadGR(S)(T (X
µ, Y ))→ GR(S).
such that φU (Y ) = U . Obviously, composition of φU and ψ
∗ gives a GR(S)-
homomorphism from GR(S∪T ) into GR(S), as desired. 
The next result characterizes lifts in terms of the coordinate groups of the
corresponding equations.
Proposition 2.8. Let S(X) = 1 be an equation over G which has a solution
in G. Then for an arbitrary equation T (X,Y ) = 1 over G the following conditions
are equivalent:
(1) T (X,Y ) = 1 is compatible with S(X) = 1 and T (X,Y ) = 1 admits S-lift
over G;
(2) GR(S) is a retract of GR(S,T ), i.e., GR(S) is a subgroup of GR(S,T ) and
there exists a GR(S)-homomorphism GR(S,T ) → GR(S).
Proof. (1) =⇒ (2). By Proposition 2.5 GR(S) is a subgroup of GR(S,T ). More-
over, T (Xµ, Y ) = 1 has a solution in GR(S), so by Lemma 2.7 there exists a GR(S)-
homomorphism GR(S,T ) → GR(S), i.e., GR(S) is a retract of GR(S,T ).
(2) =⇒ (1). If φ : GR(S,T ) → GR(S) is a retract then every G-homomorphism
α : GR(S) → G extends to a G-homomorphism φα : GR(S,T ) → G. It follows
from Proposition 2.5 that T (X,Y ) = 1 is compatible with S(X) = 1 and φ gives a
solution of T (Xµ, Y ) = 1 in GR(S), as desired. 
Denote by C (respectively C∗) the class of all finite systems S(X) = 1 over
F such that every equation T (X,Y ) = 1 compatible with S = 1 admits an S-lift
(complete S-lift).
The following result shows that the classes C and C∗ are closed under rational
equivalence.
Lemma 2.9. Let systems S = 1 and U = 1 be rationally equivalent. Then:
(1) If U = 1 is in C then S = 1 is C;
(2) If U = 1 is in C∗ then S = 1 is C∗.
Proof. We prove (2), a similar argument proves (1). Suppose that a system
S(X) = 1 is rationally equivalent to a system U(Z) = 1 from C∗. Then (see [2])
their coordinate groups FR(S) and FR(U) are F -isomorphic. Let φ : FR(S) → FR(U)
be an F -isomorphism. Then Xφ = P (Z) for some word mapping P . Suppose now
that a formula
T (X,Y ) = 1 ∧W (X,Y ) 6= 1
is compatible with S(X) = 1 over F . One needs to show that this formula admits
an S-lift. Notice that
T (P (Z), Y ) = 1 ∧W (P (Z), Y ) 6= 1
is compatible with U(Z) = 1, hence it admits a U -lift. So there exists an element,
say D(Z) ∈ FR(U), such that in FR(U) the following holds
T (P (Z), D(Z)) = 1 ∧W (P (Z), D(Z)) 6= 1.
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Now
1 = T (P (Z), D(Z))φ
−1
= T (P (Z)φ
−1
, D(Zφ
−1
)) = T (X,D(Zφ
−1
))
and
1 6=W (P (Z), D(Z))φ
−1
=W (X,D(Zφ
−1
))
so
T (P (Z), Y ) = 1 ∧W (P (Z), Y ) 6= 1
admits a complete S-lift, as required. 
3. Cut equations
We refer to [16] for the notion of a generalized equation. In the proof of the
implicit function theorems it will be convenient to use a modification of the notion
of a generalized equation. The following definition provides a framework for such
a modification.
Definition 3.1. A cut equation Π = (E ,M,X, fM , fX) consists of a set of
intervals E , a set of variables M , a set of parameters X , and two labeling functions
fX : E → F [X ], fM : E → F [M ].
For an interval σ ∈ E the image fM (σ) = fM (σ)(M) is a reduced word in variables
M±1 and constants from F , we call it a partition of fX(σ).
Sometimes we write Π = (E , fM , fX) omitting M and X .
Definition 3.2. A solution of a cut equation Π = (E , fM , fX) with respect
to an F -homomorphism β : F [X ] → F is an F -homomorphism α : F [M ] → F
such that: 1) for every µ ∈ M α(µ) is a reduced non-empty word; 2) for every
reduced word fM (σ)(M) (σ ∈ E) the replacement m→ α(m) (m ∈M) results in a
word fM (σ)(α(M)) which is a reduced word as written and such that fM (σ)(α(M))
is graphically equal to the reduced form of β(fX(σ)); in particular, the following
diagram is commutative.
E
F (X) F (M)
F
 
 
 ✠
❅
❅
❅❘
❅
❅
❅❘
 
 
 ✠
fX fM
β α
If α : F [M ] → F is a solution of a cut equation Π = (E , fM , fX) with respect
to an F -homomorphism β : F [X ]→ F , then we write (Π, β, α) and refer to α as a
solution of Π modulo β. In this event, for a given σ ∈ E we say that fM (σ)(α(M)) is
a partition of β(fX(σ)). Sometimes we also consider homomorphisms α : F [M ]→
F , for which the diagram above is still commutative, but cancellation may occur in
the words fM (σ)(α(M)). In this event we refer to α as a group solution of Π with
respect to β.
Lemma 3.3. For a generalized equation Ω(H) one can effectively construct a
cut equation ΠΩ = (E , fX , fM ) such that the following conditions hold:
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(1) X is a partition of the whole interval [1, ρΩ] into disjoint closed subinter-
vals;
(2) M contains the set of variables H;
(3) for any solution U = (u1, . . . , uρ) of Ω the cut equation ΠΩ has a solution
α modulo the canonical homomorphism
βU : F (X)→ F
(βU (x) = uiui+1 · · ·uj where i, j are, correspondingly, the left and the
right end-points of the interval x);
(4) for any solution (β, α) of the cut equation ΠΩ the restriction of α on H
gives a solution of the generalized equation Ω.
Proof. We begin with defining the setsX andM . Recall that a closed interval
of Ω is a union of closed sections of Ω. Let X be an arbitrary partition of the whole
interval [1, ρΩ] into closed subintervals (i.e., any two intervals in X are disjoint and
the union of X is the whole interval [1, ρΩ]).
Let B be a set of representatives of dual bases of Ω, i.e., for every base µ of Ω
either µ or ∆(µ) belongs to B, but not both. Put M = H ∪B.
Now let σ ∈ X . We denote by Bσ the set of all bases over σ and by Hσ the
set of all items in σ. Put Sσ = Bσ ∪Hσ. For e ∈ Sσ let s(e) be the interval [i, j],
where i < j are the endpoints of e. A sequence P = (e1, . . . , ek) of elements from
Sσ is called a partition of σ if s(e1)∪ · · · ∪ s(ek) = σ and s(ei)∩ s(ej) = ∅ for i 6= j.
Let Partσ be the set of all partitions of σ. Now put
E = {P | P ∈ Partσ, σ ∈ X}.
Then for every P ∈ E there exists one and only one σ ∈ X such that P ∈ Partσ.
Denote this σ by fX(P ). The map fX : P → fX(P ) is a well-defined function from
E into F (X).
Each partition P = (e1, . . . , ek) ∈ Partσ gives rise to a word wP (M) = w1 . . . wk
as follows. If ei ∈ Hσ then wi = ei. If ei = µ ∈ Bσ then wi = µε(µ). If ei = µ
and ∆(µ) ∈ Bσ then wi = ∆(µ)ε(µ). The map fM (P ) = wP (M) is a well-defined
function from E into F (M).
Now set ΠΩ = (E , fX , fM ). It is not hard to see from the construction that
the cut equation ΠΩ satisfies all the required properties. Indeed, (1) and (2) follow
directly from the construction.
To verify (3), let’s consider a solution U = (u1, . . . , uρΩ) of Ω. To define
corresponding functions βU and α, observe that the function s(e) (see above) is
defined for every e ∈ X ∪ M . Now for σ ∈ X put βU (σ) = ui . . . uj , where
s(σ) = [i, j], and for m ∈ M put α(m) = ui . . . uj, where s(m) = [i, j]. Clearly, α
is a solution of ΠΩ modulo β.
To verify (4) observe that if α is a solution of ΠΩ modulo β, then the restriction
of α onto the subset H ⊂ M gives a solution of the generalized equation Ω. This
follows from the construction of the words wp and the fact that the words wp(α(M))
are reduced as written (see definition of a solution of a cut equation). Indeed, if a
base µ occurs in a partition P ∈ E , then there is a partition P ′ ∈ E which is obtained
from P by replacing µ by the sequence hi . . . hj . Since there is no cancellation in
words wP (α(M)) and wP ′ (α(M)), this implies that α(µ)
ε(µ) = α(hi . . . hj). This
shows that αH is a solution of Ω. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let S(X,Y,A)) = 1 be a system of equations over F = F (A).
Then one can effectively construct a finite set of cut equations
CE(S) = {Πi | Πi = (Ei, fXi , fMi), i = 1 . . . , k}
and a finite set of tuples of words {Qi(Mi) | i = 1, . . . , k} such that:
(1) for every equation Πi = (Ei, fXi , fMi) ∈ CE(S), one has Xi = X and
fXi(Ei) ⊂ X
±1;
(2) for any solution (U, V ) of S(X,Y,A) = 1 in F (A), there exists a number
i and a tuple of words Pi,V such that the cut equation Πi ∈ CE(S) has a
solution α :Mi → F with respect to the F -homomorphism βU : F [X ]→ F
which is induced by the map X → U . Moreover, U = Qi(α(Mi)), the word
Qi(α(Mi)) is reduced as written, and V = Pi,V (α(Mi));
(3) for any Πi ∈ CE(S) there exists a tuple of words Pi,V such that for any so-
lution (group solution) (β, α) of Πi the pair (U, V ), where U = Qi(α(Mi))
and V = Pi,V (α(Mi)), is a solution of S(X,Y ) = 1 in F .
Proof. Let S(X,Y ) = 1 be a system of equations over a free group F . In
[16, Section 4.4] we have constructed a set of initial parameterized generalized
equations GEpar(S) = {Ω1, . . . ,Ωr} for S(X,Y ) = 1 with respect to the set of
parameters X . For each Ω ∈ GEpar(S) in [16, Section 8] we constructed the finite
tree Tsol(Ω) with respect to parameters X . Observe that parametric part [jv0 , ρv0 ]
in the root equation Ω = Ωv0 of the tree Tsol(Ω) is partitioned into a disjoint union
of closed sections corresponding to X-bases and constant bases (this follows from
the construction of the initial equations in the set GEpar(S)). We label every closed
section σ corresponding to a variable x ∈ X±1 by x, and every constant section
corresponding to a constant a by a. Due to our construction of the tree Tsol(Ω)
moving along a branch B from the initial vertex v0 to a terminal vertex v, we
transfer all the bases from the active and non-active parts into parametric parts
until, eventually, in Ωv the whole interval consists of the parametric part. Observe
also that, moving along B in the parametric part, we neither introduce new closed
sections nor delete any. All we do is we split (sometimes) an item in a closed
parametric section into two new ones. In any event we keep the same label of the
section.
Now for a terminal vertex v in Tsol(Ω) we construct a cut equation Π
′
v =
(Ev, fXv , fMv ) as in Lemma 3.3 taking the set of all closed sections of Ωv as the
partition Xv. The set of cut equations
CE′(S) = {Π′v | Ω ∈ GEpar(S), v ∈ V Term(Tsol(Ω))}
satisfies all the requirements of the theorem except Xv might not be equal to X .
To satisfy this condition we adjust slightly the equations Π′v.
To do this, we denote by l : Xv → X±1 ∪A±1 the labelling function on the set
of closed sections of Ωv. Put Πv = (Ev, fX , fMv) where fX is the composition of
fXv and l. The set of cut equations
CE(S) = {Πv | Ω ∈ GEpar(S), v ∈ V Term(Tsol(Ω))}
satisfies all the conditions of the theorem. This follows from [16, Theorem 8.1], and
from Lemma 3.3. Indeed, to satisfy 3) one can take the words Pi,V that correspond
to a minimal solution of Πi, i.e., the words Pi,V can be obtained from a given
particular way to transfer all bases from Y -part onto X-part.

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The next result shows that for every cut equation Π one can effectively and
canonically associate a generalized equation ΩΠ.
For every cut equation Π = (E , X,M, fX , fM ) one can canonically associate a
generalized equation ΩΠ(M,X) as follows. Consider the following word
V = fX(σ1)fM (σ1) · · · fX(σk)fM (σk).
Now we are going to mimic the construction of the generalized equation in [16,
Lemma 4.6]. The set of boundariesBD of ΩΠ consists of positive integers 1, . . . , |V |+
1. The set of bases BS is union of the following sets:
a) every letter µ in the word V . Letters X±1 ∪M±1 are variable bases, for
every two different occurrences µε1 , µε2 of a letter µ ∈ X±1∪M±1 in V we say that
these bases are dual and they have the same orientation if ε1ε2 = 1, and different
orientation otherwise. Each occurrence of a letter a ∈ A±1 provides a constant
base with the label a. Endpoints of these bases correspond to their positions in the
word V [16, Lemma 4.6].
b) every pair of subwords fX(σi), fM (σi) provides a pair of dual bases λi,∆(λi),
the base λi is located above the subword fX(σi), and ∆(λi) is located above fM (σi)
(this defines the endpoints of the bases).
Informally, one can visualize the generalized equation ΩΠ as follows. Let E =
{σ1, . . . , σk} and let E ′ = {σ′ | σ ∈ E} be another disjoint copy of the set E . Locate
intervals from E ∪ E ′ on a segment I of a straight line from left to the right in the
following order σ1, σ
′
1, . . . , σk, σ
′
k; then put bases over I according to the word V .
The next result summarizes the discussion above.
Lemma 3.5. For every cut equation Π = (E , X,M, fx, fM ), one can canonically
associate a generalized equation ΩΠ(M,X) such that if αβ : F [M ]→ F is a solution
of the cut equation Π, then the maps α : F [M ]→ F and β : F [X ]→ F give rise to a
solution of the group equation (not generalized!) Ω∗Π = 1 in such a way that for every
σ ∈ E fM (σ)(α(M)) is a reduced word which is graphically equal to β(fX(σ)(X)),
and vice versa.
4. Basic automorphisms of orientable quadratic equations
In this section, for a finitely generated fully residually free group G we intro-
duce some particular G-automorphisms of a free G-group G[X ] which fix a given
standard orientable quadratic word with coefficients in G. Then we describe some
cancellation properties of these automorphisms.
Let G be a group and let S(X) = 1 be a regular standard orientable quadratic
equation over G :
(7)
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizi
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi]d
−1 = 1,
where ci, d are non-trivial constants from G, and
X = {xi, yi, zj | i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m}
is the set of variables. Sometimes we omit X and write simply S = 1. Denote by
CS = {c1, . . . , cm, d}
the set of constants which occur in the equation S = 1.
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Below we define a basic sequence
Γ = (γ1, γ2, . . . , γK(m,n))
of G-automorphisms of the free G-group G[X ], each of which fixes the element
S0 =
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizi
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi] ∈ G[X ].
We assume that each γ ∈ Γ acts identically on all the generators from X that are
not mentioned in the description of γ.
Let m > 1, n = 0. In this case K(m, 0) = m− 1. Put
γi : zi → zi(c
zi
i c
zi+1
i+1 ), zi+1 → zi+1(c
zi
i c
zi+1
i+1 ), for i = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
Let m = 0, n > 1. In this case K(0, n) = 4n− 1. Put
γ4i−3 : yi → xiyi, for i = 1, . . . , n;
γ4i−2 : xi → yixi, for i = 1, . . . , n;
γ4i−1 : yi → xiyi, for i = 1, . . . , n;
γ4i : xi → (yix
−1
i+1)
−1xi, yi → y
yix
−1
i+1
i , xi+1 → x
yix
−1
i+1
i+1 ,
yi+1 → (yix
−1
i+1)
−1yi+1 , for i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Let m > 1, n > 1. In this case K(m,n) = m+ 4n− 1. Put
γi : zi → zi(c
zi
i c
zi+1
i+1 ), zi+1 → zi+1(c
zi
i c
zi+1
i+1 ), for i = 1, . . . ,m− 1;
γm : zm → zm(c
zm
m x
−1
1 ), x1 → x
czmm x
−1
1
1 , y1 → (c
zm
m x
−1
1 )
−1y1;
γm+4i−3 : yi → xiyi, for i = 1, . . . , n;
γm+4i−2 : xi → yixi, for i = 1, . . . , n;
γm+4i−1 : yi → xiyi, for i = 1, . . . , n;
γm+4i : xi → (yix
−1
i+1)
−1xi, yi → y
yix
−1
i+1
i , xi+1 → x
yix
−1
i+1
i+1 ,
yi+1 → (yix
−1
i+1)
−1yi+1, for i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
It is easy to check that each γ ∈ Γ fixes the word S0 as well as the word S.
This shows that γ induces a G-automorphism on the group GS = G[X ]/ncl(S). We
denote the induced automorphism again by γ, so Γ ⊂ AutG(GS). Since S = 1 is
regular, GS = GR(S). It follows that composition of any product of automorphisms
from Γ and a particular solution β of S = 1 is again a solution of S = 1.
Observe, that in the case m 6= 0, n 6= 0 the basic sequence of automorphisms
Γ contains the basic automorphisms from the other two cases. This allows us,
without loss of generality, to formulate some of the results below only for the case
K(m,n) = m + 4n− 1. Obvious adjustments provide the proper argument in the
other cases. From now on we order elements of the set X in the following way
z1 < . . . < zm < x1 < y1 < . . . < xn < yn.
For a word w ∈ F (X) we denote by v(w) the leading variable (the highest variable
with respect to the order introduced above) that occurs in w. For v = v(w) denote
by j(v) the following number
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j(v) =


m+ 4i, if v = xi or v = yi and i < n,
m+ 4i− 1, if v = xi or v = yi and i = n,
i, if v = zi and n 6= 0,
m− 1, if v = zm, n= 0.
The following lemma describes the action of powers of basic automorphisms
from Γ on X . The proof is obvious, and we omit it.
Lemma 4.1. Let Γ = (γ1, . . . , γm+4n−1) be the basic sequence of automorphisms
and p be a positive integer. Then the following hold:
γpi : zi → zi(c
zi
i c
zi+1
i+1 )
p, zi+1 → zi+1(c
zi
i c
zi+1
i+1 )
p,
for i = 1, . . . ,m− 1;
γpm : zm → zm(c
zm
m x
−1
1 )
p, x1 → x
(czmm x
−1
1 )
p
1 , y1 → (c
zm
m x
−1
1 )
−py1;
γpm+4i−3 : yi → x
p
i yi, for i = 1, . . . , n;
γpm+4i−2 : xi → y
p
i xi, for i = 1, . . . , n;
γpm+4i−1 : yi → x
p
i yi, for i = 1, . . . , n;
γpm+4i : xi → (yix
−1
i+1)
−pxi, yi → y
(yix
−1
i+1)
p
i ,
xi+1 → x
(yix
−1
i+1)
p
i+1 , yi+1 → (yix
−1
i+1)
−pyi+1,
for i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
The p-powers of elements that occur in Lemma 4.1 play an important part in
what follows, so we describe them in a separate definition.
Definition 4.2. Let Γ = (γ1, . . . , γm+4n−1) be the basic sequence of automor-
phism for S = 1. For every γ ∈ Γ we define the leading term A(γ) as follows:
A(γi) = c
zi
i c
zi+1
i+1 , for i = 1, . . . ,m− 1;
A(γm) = c
zm
m x
−1
1 ;
A(γm+4i−3) = xi, for i = 1, . . . , n;
A(γm+4i−2) = yi, for i = 1, . . . , n;
A(γm+4i−1) = xi, for i = 1, . . . , n;
A(γm+4i) = yix
−1
i+1, for i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Now we introduce vector notations for automorphisms of particular type.
Let N be the set of all positive integers and Nk the set of all k-tuples of elements
from N. For s ∈ N and p ∈ Nk we say that the tuple p is s-large if every coordinate
of p is greater then s. Similarly, a subset P ⊂ Nk is s-large if every tuple in P is
s-large. We say that the set P is unbounded if for any s ∈ N there exists an s-large
tuple in P .
Let δ = (δ1, . . . , δk) be a sequence of G-automorphisms of the group G[X ], and
p = (p1, . . . , pk) ∈ Nk. Then by δp we denote the following automorphism of G[X ]:
δp = δp11 · · · δ
pk
k .
Notation 4.3. Let Γ = (γ1, . . . , γK) be the basic sequence of automorphisms
for S = 1. Denote by Γ∞ the infinite periodic sequence with period Γ, i.e., Γ∞ =
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{ γi }i>1 with γi+K = γi. For j ∈ N denote by Γj the initial segment of Γ∞ of
length j. Then for a given j and p ∈ Nj put
φj,p =
←
Γ
←
p
j = γ
pj
j γ
pj−1
j−1 · · · γ
p1
1 .
Sometimes we omit p from φj,p and write simply φj .
Agreement. From now on we fix an arbitrary positive multiple L of the number
K = K(m,n), a 2-large tuple p ∈ NL, and the automorphism φ = φL,p (as well as
all the automorphism φj, j 6 L).
Definition 4.4. The leading term Aj = A(φj) of the automorphism φj is
defined to be the cyclically reduced form of the word
{
A(γj)
φj−1 , if j 6= m+ 4i− 1 + sK for any i = 1, . . . , n, s ∈ N;,
y
−φj−2
i A(γj)
φj−1y
φj−2
i , if j = m+ 4i− 1 + sK for some i = 1, . . . , n, s ∈ N.
Lemma 4.5. For every j 6 L the element Aj is not a proper power in G[X ].
Proof. It is easy to check that A(γs) from Definition 4.2 is not a proper power
for s = 1, . . . ,K. Since Aj) is the image of some A(γs) under an automorphism of
G[X ] it is not a proper power in G[X ]. 
For words w, u, v ∈ G[X ], the notation
w
u v
means that w = u ◦ w′ ◦ v for some w′ ∈ G[X ], where the length of elements and
reduced form defined as in the free product G ∗ 〈X〉. Similarly, notations w
u
and
w
v
mean that w = u◦w′ and w = w′ ◦v. Sometimes we write w
u ∗
or w
∗ v
when
the corresponding words are irrelevant.
If n is a positive integer and w ∈ G[X ], then by Subn(w) we denote the set of
all n-subwords of w, i.e.,
Subn(w) = {u | |u| = n and w = w1 ◦ u ◦ w2 for some w1, w2 ∈ G[X ]}.
Similarly, by SubCn(w) we denote all n-subwords of the cyclic word w. More
generally, if W ⊆ G[X ], then
Subn(W ) =
⋃
w∈W
Subn(w), SubCn(W ) =
⋃
w∈W
SubCn(w).
Obviously, the set Subi(w) (SubCi(w)) can be effectively reconstructed from Subn(w)
(SubCn(w)) for i 6 n.
In the following series of lemmas we write down explicit expressions for images
of elements of X under the automorphism
φK = γ
pK
K · · · γ
p1
1 , K = K(m,n).
These lemmas are very easy and straightforward, though tiresome in terms of nota-
tions. They provide basic data needed to prove the implicit function theorem. All
elements that occur in the lemmas below can be viewed as elements (words) from
the free group F (X ∪ CS). In particular, the notations ◦,
w
u v
, and Subn(W )
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correspond to the standard length function on F (X ∪ CS). Furthermore, until the
end of this section we assume that the elements c1, . . . , cm are pairwise different.
Lemma 4.6. Let m 6= 0, K = K(m,n), p = (p1, . . . , pK) be a 3-large tuple, and
φK = γ
pK
K · · · γ
p1
1 .
The following statements hold.
(1) All automorphisms from Γ, except for γi−1, γi (if defined), fix zi, i =
1, . . . ,m. It follows that
zφKi = . . . = z
φi
i
for i = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
(2) Let z˜i = z
φi−1
i (i = 2, . . . ,m), z˜1 = z1. Then
z˜i = zi ◦ (c
z˜i−1
i−1 ◦ c
zi
i )
pi−1
ziz
−1
i−1 cizi
for i = 2, . . . ,m.
(3) The reduced forms of the leading terms of the corresponding automor-
phisms are listed below:
A1 = c
z1
1 ◦ c
z2
2
z
−1
1 c1 c2z2
,
A2 = A
−p1
1 c
z2
2 A
p1
1 c
z3
3 , (m > 2)
SubC3(A1) = {z
−1
1 c1z1, c1z1z
−1
2 , z1z
−1
2 c2, z
−1
2 c2z2, c2z2z
−1
1 , z2z
−1
1 c1};
Ai = A
−pi−1
i−1
z
−1
i c
−1
i ci−1zi−1
czii A
pi−1
i−1
z
−1
i−1c
−1
i−1 cizi
c
zi+1
i+1
z
−1
i+1 ci+1zi+1
,
i = 3, . . . ,m− 1,
SubC3(Ai) = SubC3(Ai−1)
±1
∪{ci−1zi−1z
−1
i , zi−1z
−1
i ci, z
−1
i cizi, ciziz
−1
i−1, ziz
−1
i−1c
−1
i−1,
ciziz
−1
i+1, ziz
−1
i+1ci+1, z
−1
i+1ci+1zi+1, ci+1zi+1z
−1
i , zi+1z
−1
i c
−1
i };
A2 = A
−p1
1 c
z2
2 A
p1
1 x
−1
1 (m = 2);
Am = A
−pm−1
m−1
z−1m c
−1
m cm−1zm−1
czmm A
pm−1
m−1
z
−1
m−1c
−1
m−1 cmzm
x−11
(n 6= 0,m > 2),
SubC3(Am) = SubC3(Am−1)
±1
∪{cm−1zm−1z
−1
m , zm−1z
−1
m cm, z
−1
m−1cmzm,
cmzmz
−1
m−1, cmzmx
−1
1 , zmx
−1
1 z
−1
m , x
−1
1 z
−1
m c
−1
m }.
(4) The reduced forms of z
φi−1
i , z
φi
i are listed below:
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zφK1 = z
φ1
1 = c1 z1c
z2
2
z1z
−1
2 c2z2
Ap1−11
z
−1
1 c1 c2z2
(m ≥ 2) ,
SubC3(z
φK
1 ) = { c1z1z
−1
2 , z1z
−1
2 c2, z
−1
2 c2z2, c2z2z
−1
1 , z2z
−1
1 c1, z
−1
1 c1z1};
z
φi−1
i = zi A
pi−1
i−1
z
−1
i−1c
−1
i−1 cizi
,
zφKi = z
φi
i = cizi A
pi−1
i−1
z
−1
i−1c
−1
i−1 cizi
c
zi+1
i+1 A
pi−1
i
z
−1
i
c
−1
i
ci+1zi+1
(i = 3, . . . ,m− 1),
Sub3(z
φK
i ) = SubC3(Ai−1) ∪ SubC3(Ai) ∪ {ciziz
−1
i−1, ziz
−1
i−1c
−1
i−1,
ciziz
−1
i+1, ziz
−1
i+1ci+1, z
−1
i+1ci+1zi+1, ci+1zi+1z
−1
i , zi+1z
−1
i c
−1
i } ;
zφKm = z
φm−1
m = zm A
pm−1
m−1
z
−1
m−1c
−1
m−1 cmzm
, (n = 0),
Sub3(z
φK
m ) = SubC3(Am−1) ∪ {cmzmz
−1
m−1, zmz
−1
m−1c
−1
m−1}(when n = 0) ;
zφKm = cmz
φm
m = cmzm A
pm−1
m−1
z
−1
m−1c
−1
m−1 cmzm
x−11 A
pm−1
m
z−1m c
−1
m zmx
−1
1
(n 6= 0),
Sub3(z
φK
m ) = Sub3(z
φK
m )(when n=0) ∪ {cmzmx
−1
1 , zmx
−1
1 z
−1
m , x
−1
1 z
−1
m c
−1
m }.
(5) The elements zφKi have the following properties:
zφKi = cizizˆi (i = 1, . . . ,m− 1),
where zˆi is a word in the alphabet {c
z1
1 , . . . , c
zi+1
i+1 , } which begins with
c
−zi−1
i−1 , if i 6= 1, and with c
z2
2 , if i = 1;
zφKm = zmzˆm (n = 0), where zˆm is a word in the alphabet {c
z1
1 , . . . , c
zm
m } ;
zφKm = cmzmzˆm (n 6= 0), where zˆm is a word in the alphabet
{cz11 , . . . , c
zm
m , x1};
Moreover, if m ≥ 3, the word (czmm )
±1 occurs in zφKi (i = m− 1,m) only
as a part of the subword (
∏m
i=1 c
zi
i )
±1
.
Proof. (1) is obvious. We prove (2) by induction. For i > 2,
z˜i = z
φi−1
i = z
γ
pi−1
i−1 φi−2
i .
Therefore
z˜i = zi(c
z˜i−1
i−1 c
zi
i )
pi−1 = zi ◦ (c
z˜i−1
i−1 ◦ c
zi
i )
pi−1 ,
and the claim follows by induction.
Now we prove (3) and (4) simultaneously. By the straightforward verification
one has: A1 = c
z1
1 ◦ c
z2
2
z
−1
1 z2
;
zφ11 = z
γ
p1
1
1 = z1(c
z1
1 c
z2
2 )
p1 = c1 ◦ z1 ◦ c
z2
2 ◦A
p1−1
1
c1 z2
.
Denote by cycred (w) the cyclically reduced form of w.
Ai = cycred (
(
czii c
zi+1
i+1
)φi−1
) = cz˜ii ◦ c
zi+1
i+1
z
−1
i
zi+1
(i ≤ m− 1).
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Observe that in the notation above
z˜i = ziA
pi−1
i−1 (i ≥ 2).
This shows that we can rewrite A(φi) as follows:
Ai = A
−pi−1
i−1 ◦ c
zi
i ◦A
pi−1
i−1 ◦ c
zi+1
i+1 ,
beginning with z−1i and ending with zi+1 ( i = 2, . . . ,m− 1);
Am = cycred (c
z˜m
m x
−1
1 ) = c
z˜m
m x
−1
1 = A
−pm−1
m−1 ◦ c
zm
m ◦A
pm−1
m−1 ◦ x
−1
1 (m ≥ 2).
beginning with z−1m and ending with x
−1
1 ( n 6= 0).
z
φi−1
i =
(
zi(c
zi−1
i−1 c
zi
i )
pi−1
)φi−2
= zi(c
z˜i−1
i−1 c
zi
i )
pi−1 = zi ◦A
pi−1
i−1 ,
beginning with zi and ending with zi;
zφii =
(
zi(c
zi
i c
zi+1
i+1 )
pi
)φi−1
= z˜i(c
z˜i
i c
zi+1
i+1 )
pi
= ci ◦ z˜i ◦ c
zi+1
i+1 ◦ (c
z˜i
i c
zi+1
i+1 )
pi−1
= ci ◦ zi ◦A
pi−1
i−1 ◦ c
zi+1
i+1 ◦A
pi−1
i ,
beginning with ci and ending with zi+1 (i = 2, . . . ,m− 1);
zφmm =
(
zm(c
zm
m x
−1
1 )
pm
)φm−1
= z˜m(c
z˜m
m x
−1
1 )
pm
= cmz˜mx
−1
1 (c
z˜m
m x
−1
1 )
pm−1
= cm ◦ zm ◦A
pm−1
m−1 ◦ x
−1
1 ◦A
pm−1
m (n 6= 0),
beginning with cm and ending with x
−1
1 . This proves the lemma. 
In the following two lemmas we describe the reduced expressions of the elements
xφK1 and y
φK
1 .
Lemma 4.7. Let m = 0, K = 4n− 1, p = (p1, . . . , pK) be a 3-large tuple, and
φK = γ
pK
K · · · γ
p1
1 .
(1) All automorphisms from Γ, except for γ2, γ4, fix x1, and all automorphisms
from Γ, except for γ1, γ3, γ4, fix y1. It follows that
xφK1 = x
φ4
1 , y
φK
1 = y
φ4
1 (n > 2).
(2) Below we list the reduced forms of the leading terms of the corresponding
automorphisms (the words on the right are reduced as written)
A1 = x1;
A2 = x
p1
1 y1 = A
p1
1 ◦ y1 ;
A3 = A
p2−1
2
x21 x1y1
xp1+11 y1,
SubC3(A3) = SubC3(A2) = {x31, x
2
1y1, x1y1x1, y1x
2
1} ;
A4 =
(
Ap22
x21 x1y1
x1
)p3
x21 y1x1
A2
x21 x1y1
x−12 (n ≥ 2),
SubC3(A4) = SubC3(A2) ∪ {x1y1x
−1
2 , y1x
−1
2 x1, x
−1
2 x
2
1}.
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(3) Below we list reduced forms of x
φj
1 , y
φj
1 for j = 1, . . . , 4:
xφ11 = x1;
yφ11 = x
p1
1 y1;
xφ21 = A
p2
2
x21 x1y1
x1;
yφ21 = x
p1
1 y1;
xφ31 = x
φ2
1 = A
p2
2
x21 x1y1
x1;
Sub3(x
φK
1 )(when n=1) = SubC3(A2);
yφ31 = ( A
p2
2
x21 x1y1
x1)
p3
x21 x1y1
xp11 y1;
Sub3(y
φK
1 )(when n=1) = SubC3(A2);
xφ41 = x
φK
1 = A
−(p4−1)
4
x2y
−1
1 x
−2
1
x2 A
−1
2
y
−1
1 x
−1
1 x
−2
1
(x−11 A
−p2
2
y
−1
1 x
−1
1 x
−2
1
)p3−1
x
−1
1 y
−1
1 x
−1
1 x
−2
1
(n > 2),
Sub3(x
φK
1 ) = SubC3(A4)
−1 ∪ SubC3(A2)−1 ∪ {x
−2
1 x2, x
−1
1 x2y
−1
1 ,
x2y
−1
1 x
−1
1 , x
−3
1 , x
−2
1 y
−1
1 , x
−1
1 y
−1
1 x
−1
1 } (n > 2);
yφ41 = A
−(p4−1)
4
x2y
−1
1 x
−1
1
x2 A
p4
4
x21 y1x
−1
2
(n > 2),
Sub3(y
φK
1 ) = SubC3(A4)
±1 ∪ {x−21 x2, x
−1
1 x2x1, x2x
2
1} (n > 2).
Proof. (1) follows directly from definitions.
To show (2) observe that
A1 = A(γ1) = x1;
xφ11 = x1;
yφ11 = x
p1
1 y1 = A
p1
1 ◦ y1.
Then
A2 = cycred(A(γ2)
φ1) = cycred(yφ11 ) = x
p1
1 ◦ y1 = A
p1
1 ◦ y1;
xφ21 = (x
γ
p2
2
1 )
γ
p1
1 = (yp21 x1)
γ
p1
1 = (xp11 y1)
p2x1 = A
p2
2 ◦ x1;
yφ21 = (y
γ
p2
2
1 )
γ
p1
1 = y
γ
p1
1
1 = x
p1
1 y1 = A2.
Now
A3 = cycred(y
−φ1
1 A(γ3)
φ2yφ11 ) = cycred((x
p1
1 y1)
−1xφ21 (x
p1
1 y1))
= cycred((xp11 y1)
−1(xp11 y1)
p2x1(x
p1
1 y1))
= (xp11 y1)
p2−1xp1+11 y1 = A
p2−1
2 ◦A
p1+1
1 ◦ y1.
It follows that
xφ31 = (x
γ
p3
3
1 )
φ2 = xφ21 ;
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yφ31 = (y
γ
p3
3
1 )
φ2 = (xp31 y1)
φ2 = (xφ21 )
p3yφ21 = (A
p2
2 ◦ x1)
p3 ◦A2.
Hence
A4 = cycred(A(γ4)
φ3) = cycred(yφ31 x
−φ3
2 ) = (A
p2
2 ◦ x1)
p3 ◦A2 ◦ x
−1
2 .
Finally:
xφ41 = (x
γ
p4
4
1 )
φ3 =
(
(y1x
−1
2 )
−p4x1
)φ3
=
(
(y1x
−1
2 )
φ3)
)−p4
xφ31 = A
−p4
4 A
p2
2 ◦ x1
= A
−(p4−1)
4 ◦ x2 ◦A
−1
2 ◦ (x
−1
1 ◦A
−p2
2 )
p3−1
yφ41 = (y
γ
p4
4
1 )
φ3 = (y
(y1x
−1
2 )
p4
1 )
φ3
=
(
(y1x
−1
2 )
φ3
)−p4
yφ31
(
(y1x
−1
2 )
φ3
)p4
= A−p44 y
φ3
1 A
p4
4 = A
−(p4−1)
4 A
−1
4 y
φ3
1 A
p4
4
= A
−(p4−1)
4 ◦ x2 ◦A
p4
4 .
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 4.8. Let m 6= 0, n 6= 0, K = m+ 4n− 1, p = (p1, . . . , pK) be a 3-large
tuple, and
φK = γ
pK
K · · · γ
p1
1 .
(1) All automorphisms from Γ except for γm, γm+2, γm+4 fix x1; and all au-
tomorphisms from Γ except for γm, γm+1, γm+3, γm+4 fix y1. It follows
that
xφK1 = x
φm+4
1 , y
φK
1 = y
φm+4
1 (n > 2).
(2) Below we list the reduced forms of the leading terms of the corresponding
automorphisms (the words on the right are reduced as written)
Am+1 = x1,
Am+2 = y
φm+1
1
= A−pmm
x1z
−1
m cmzm
x
pm+1
1 y1,
SubC3(Am+2) = SubC3(Am)
−1
∪{cmzmx1, zmx
2
1, x
3
1, x
2
1y1, x1y1x1, y1x1z
−1
m };
Am+3 = A
pm+2−1
m+2
x1z
−1
m x1y1
A−pmm
x1z
−1
m cmzm
x
pm+1+1
1 y1,
SubC3(Am+3) = SubC3(Am+2);
Am+4 = A
−pm
m
x1z
−1
m cmzm
◦
(
x
pm+1
1 y1 A
pm+2−1
m+2
x1z
−1
m x1y1
A−pmm
x1z
−1
m cmzm
x1
)pm+3
x
pm+1
1 y1x
−1
2
(n > 2),
SubC3(Am+4) = SubC3(Am+2) ∪ {x1y1x
−1
2 , y1x
−1
2 x1, x
−1
2 x1z
−1
m }
(n > 2).
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(3) Below we list reduced forms of x
φj
1 , y
φj
1 for j = m, . . . ,m + 4 and their
expressions via the leading terms:
xφm1 = A
−pm
m ◦ x1 ◦A
pm
m ,
yφm1 = A
−pm
m ◦ y1, x
φm+1
1 = x
φm
1 ,
y
φm+1
1 = A
−pm
m ◦ x
pm+1
1 ◦ y1,
x
φm+2
1 = x
φK
1 (when n=1) = A
pm+2
m+2
x1z
−1
m x1y1
A−pmm
x1z
−1
m cmzm
x1 A
pm
m
z−1m c
−1
m zmx
−1
1
,
Sub3(x
φK
1 )(when n=1) = SubC3(Am+2)∪SubC3(Am)∪{zmx1z
−1
m , x1z
−1
m c
−1
m };
y
φm+2
1 = y
φm+1
1 ,
x
φm+3
1 = x
φm+2
1 ,
y
φm+3
1 = y
φK
1 (when n=1) = A
−pm
m
x1z
−1
m cmzm(
x
pm+1
1 y1 A
pm+2−1
m+2
x1z
−1
m x1y1
Am)
−pm
x1z
−1
m cmzm
x1
)pm+3
x
pm+1
1 y1.
Sub3(y
φK
1 ) =(when n=1) SubC3(Am+2);
x
φm+4
1 = x
φK
1 (when n>2) = A
−pm+4+1
m+4
x2y
−1
1 zmx
−1
1
x2y
−1
1 x
−pm+1
1 ◦
(
x−11 A
pm
m
z−1m c
−1
m zmx
−1
1
A
−pm+2
m+2
y
−1
1 x
−1
1 zmx
−1
1
y−11 x
−pm+1
1
)pm+3−1
Apmm
z−1m c
−1
m zmx
−1
1
(n > 2),
Sub3(x
φK
1 ) = SubC3(Am+2)
−1 ∪ {zmx
−1
1 x2, x
−1
1 x2y
−1
1 , x2y
−1
1 x
−1
1 };
y
φm+4
1 = y
φK
1 (when n>2) = A
−(pm+4−1)
m+4
x2y
−1
1 zmx
−1
1
x2 A
pm+4
m+4
x1z
−1
m y1x
−1
2
(n > 2),
Sub3(y
φK
1 ) = SubC3(Am+4)
±1 ∪ {zmx
−1
1 x2, x
−1
1 x2x1, x2x1z
−1
m }
(n > 2).
Proof. Statement (1) follows immediately from definitions of automorphisms
of Γ.
We prove formulas in the second and third statements simultaneously:
xφm1 =
(
x
(czmm x
−1
1 )
pm
1
)φm−1
= x
Apmm
1 = A
−pm
m ◦ x1 ◦A
pm
m ,
beginning with x1 and ending with x
−1
1 .
yφm1 =
(
(czmm x
−1
1 )
−pmy1
)φm−1
= A−pmm ◦ y1,
beginning with x1 and ending with y1. Now Am+1 is the cyclically reduced form of
A(γm+1)
φm = xφm1 = A
−pm
m ◦ x1 ◦A
pm
m .
Am+1 = x1.
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x
φm+1
1 = x
φm
1 ,
y
φm+1
1 =
(
y
γ
pm+1
m+1
1
)φm
= (x
pm+1
1 y1)
φm
= (xφm1 )
pm+1yφm1
= A−pmm ◦ x
pm+1
1 ◦ y1,
beginning with x1 and ending with y1, moreover, the element that cancels in re-
ducing
A
pm+1
m+1 A
−pm
m y1 is equal to A
pm
m .
Am+2 = cycred(A(γm+2)
φm+1) = cycred(y
φm+1
1 ) = A
−pm
m ◦ x
pm+1
1 ◦ y1,
beginning with x1 and ending with y1.
x
φm+2
1 =
(
x
γ
pm+2
m+2
1
)φm+1
= (y
φm+1
1 )
pm+2x
φm+1
1
= A
pm+2
m+2 ◦A
−pm
m ◦ x1 ◦A
pm
m
= A−pmm ◦
(
x
pm+1
1 ◦ y1 ◦A
pm+2−1
m+2 ◦Am)
−pm ◦ x1
)
◦Apmm ,
beginning with x1 and ending with x
−1
1 ;
y
φm+2
1 = y
φm+1
1 .
Am+3 = y
−φm+1
1 x
φm+2
1 y
φm+1
1
= A
pm+2−1
m+2 ◦A
−pm
m ◦ x
pm+1+1
1 ◦ y1,
beginning with x1 and ending with y1;
x
φm+3
1 = x
φm+2
1 ,
y
φm+3
1 = (x
φm+2
1 )
pm+3y
φm+1
1
= A−pmm ◦
(
x
pm+1
1 ◦ y1 ◦A
pm+2−1
m+2 ◦A
−pm
m ◦ x1
)pm+3
◦ x
pm+1
1 ◦ y1,
beginning with x1 and ending with y1. Finally,
Am+4 = cycred(A(γm+4)
φm+3) = cycred((y1x
−1
2 )
φm+3) = y
φm+3
1 ◦ x
−1
2 ,
beginning with x1 and ending with x
−1
2 ;
x
φm+4
1 =
(
(y1x
−1
2 )
−pm+4x1
)φm+3
=
(
(x2y
−φm+3
1
)pm+4
x
φm+3
1
=
(
(x2y
−φm+1
1 (x
φm+2
1 )
−pm+3
)pm+4
x
φm+2
1
= (x2y
−φm+3
1 )
pm+4−1 ◦ x2 ◦ y
−1
1 ◦ x
−pm+1
1
◦
(
x−11 ◦A
pm
m ◦A
−pm+2
m+2 ◦ y
−1
1 ◦ x
−pm+1
1
)pm+3−1
◦Apmm ,
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beginning with x2 and ending with x
−1
1 , moreover, the element that is cancelled
out is x
φm+2
1 . Similarly,
y
φm+4
1 = (x2y
−φm+3
1 )
pm+4y
φm+3
1 (y
φm+3
1 x
−1
2 )
pm+4
= (x2y
−φm+3
1 )
pm+4−1 ◦ x2 ◦ (y
φm+3
1 x
−1
2 )
pm+4
= A
−(pm+4−1)
m+4 ◦ x2 ◦A
pm+4
m+4 ,
beginning with x2 and ending with x
−1
2 , moreover, the element that is cancelled
out is y
φm+3
1 .
This proves the lemma. 
In the following lemmas we describe the reduced expressions of the elements
x
φj
i and y
φj
i .
Lemma 4.9. Let n > 2, K = K(m,n), p = (p1, . . . , pK) be a 3-large tuple, and
φK = γ
pK
K . . . γ
p1
1 .
Then for any i, n > i > 2, the following holds:
(1) All automorphisms from Γ, except for γm+4(i−1), γm+4i−2, γm+4i fix xi,
and all automorphisms from Γ, except for γm+4(i−1), γm+4i−3, γm+4i−1,
γm+4i fix yi. It follows that
xφKi = x
φK−1
i = . . . = x
φm+4i
i ,
yφKi = y
φK−1
i = . . . = y
φm+4i
i .
(2) Let y˜i = y
φm+4i−1
i . Then
y˜i = y˜i
xiy
−1
i−1 xiyi
where (for i = 1) we assume that y0 = x
−1
1 for m = 0, and y0 = zm for
m 6= 0;
(3) Below we list the reduced forms of the leading terms of the corresponding
automorphisms. Put qj = pm+4(i−1)+j for j = 0, . . . , 4. In the formulas
below we assume that y0 = x
−1
1 for m = 0, and y0 = zm for m 6= 0.
Am+4i−4 = y˜i−1 ◦ x
−1
i
xi−1y
−1
i−2 xi−1yi−1x
−1
i
,
SubC3(Am+4i−4) = Sub3(y˜i−1)
∪{xi−1yi−1x
−1
i , yi−1x
−1
i xi−1, x
−1
i xi−1y
−1
i−2};
Am+4i−3 = xi;
Am+4i−2 = A
−q0
m+4i−4
xiy
−1
i−1 yi−2x
−1
i−1
xq1i yi,
SubC3(Am+4i−2) = SubC3(Am+4i−4)
∪{yi−2x
−1
i−1xi, x
−1
i−1x
2
i , x
2
i yi, xiyixi, yixiy
−1
i−1x
3
i };
Am+4i−1 = A
q2−1
m+4i−2
xiy
−1
i−1 xiyi
A−q0m+4i−4
xiy
−1
i−1 yi−2x
−1
i−1
xq1+1i yi,
SubC3(Am+4i−1) = SubC3(Am+4i−2).
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(4) Below we list the reduced forms of elements x
φm+4(i−1)+j
i , y
φm+4(i−1)+j
i for
j = 0, . . . , 4. Again, in the formulas below we assume that y0 = x
−1
1 for
m = 0, and y0 = zm for m 6= 0.
x
φm+4i−4
i = A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦ xi ◦A
q0
m+4i−4,
y
φm+4i−4
i = A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦ yi,
x
φm+4i−3
i = x
φm+4i−4
i ,
y
φm+4i−3
i = A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦ x
q1
i ◦ yi,
x
φm+4i−2
i = A
q2
m+4i−2
xiy
−1
i−1 xiyi
A−q0m+4i−4
xiy
−1
i−1 yi−2x
−1
i−1
xi A
q0
m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
,
y
φm+4i−2
i = y
φm+4i−3
i ,
x
φm+4i−1
i = x
φm+4i−2
i =(when i=n) x
φK
i ,
Sub3(x
φK
i ) =(when i=n) SubC3(Am+4i−2) ∪ SubC3(Am+4i−4)
±1 ∪
{yi−2x
−1
i−1xi, x
−1
i−1xixi−1, xixi−1y
−1
i−2};
y
φm+4i−1
i = y˜i =(when i=n) y
φK
i =
A−q0m+4i−4
xiy
−1
i−1 yi−2x
−1
i−1
(
xq1i yi A
q2−1
m+4i−2
xiy
−1
i−1 xiyi
A−q0m+4i−4
xiy
−1
i−1 yi−2x
−1
i−1
xi
)q3
xq1i yi,
Sub3(y˜i) = SubC3(Am+4i−2) ∪ SubC3(Am+4i−4)
−1 ∪ {yi−2x
−1
i−1xi, x
−1
i−1x
2
i ,
x3i , xiyixi, yixiy
−1
i−1, x
2
i yi}
x
φm+4i
i =(when i6=n) x
φK
i = A
−q4+1
m+4i
xi+1y
−1
i
yi−1x
−1
i
xi+1 ◦ y
−1
i x
−q1
i ◦
◦
(
x−1i A
q0
m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
A−q2+1m+4i−2
y−1
i
x−1
i
yi−1x
−1
i
y−1i x
−q1
i
)q3−1
Aq0m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
,
Sub3(x
φK
i ) = SubC3(Am+4i)
−1 ∪ SubC3(Am+4i−2)
−1 ∪ SubC3(Am+4i−4)
∪ {yi−1x
−1
i xi+1, x
−1
i xi+1y
−1
i , xi+1y
−1
i x
−1
i , y
−1
i x
−2
i , x
−3
i , x
−2
i xi−1,
x−1i xi−1y
−1
i−2, yi−1x
−1
i xi−1, yi−1x
−1
i y
−1
i , x
−1
i y
−1
i x
−1
i };
y
φm+4i
i = y
φK
i = A
−q4+1
m+4i
xi+1y
−1
i
yi−1x
−1
i
xi+1 y˜i
xiy
−1
i−1 xiyi
x−1i+1 A
q4−1
m+4i
xiy
−1
i−1 yix
−1
i+1
,
Sub3(y
φK
i ) = SubC3(Am+4i)
±1 ∪ Sub3(y˜i) ∪ {yi−1x
−1
i xi+1,
x−1i xi+1xi, xi+1xiy
−1
i−1, xiyix
−1
i+1, yix
−1
i+1xi, x
−1
i+1xiy
−1
i−1}.
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Proof. Statement (1) is obvious. We prove statement (2) by induction on
i > 2. Notice that by Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 y˜1 = y
φm+3
1 begins with x1 and ends
with y1. Now let i > 2. Then
y˜i = y
φm+4i−1
i
= (xq3i yi)
φm+4i−2
= ((yq2i xi)
q3yi)
φm+4i−3
=
(
((xq1i yi)
q2xi)
q3 xq1i yi
)φm+4i−4
.
Before we continue, and to avoid huge formulas, we compute separately x
φm+4i−4
i
and y
φm+4i−4
i :
x
φm+4i−4
i =
(
x
(yi−1x
−1
i
)q0
i
)φm+4(i−1)−1
= x
(y˜i−1x
−1
i
)q0
i
= (xiy˜
−1
i−1)
q0 ◦ xi ◦ (y˜i−1x
−1
i )
q0 ,
by induction (by Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 in the case i = 2) beginning with xiy
−1
i−1 and
ending with yi−1x
−1
i .
y
φm+4i−4
i =
(
(yi−1x
−1
i )
−q0yi
)φm+4(i−1)−1
= (y˜i−1x
−1
i )
−q0yi
= (xi ◦ y˜
−1
i−1)
q0 ◦ yi,
beginning with xiy
−1
i−1 and ending with x
−1
i−1yi. It follows that
(xq1i yi)
φm+4i−4 = (xiy˜
−1
i−1)
q0 ◦ xq1i ◦ (y˜i−1x
−1
i )
q0 (xi ◦ y˜
−1
i−1)
q0 ◦ yi
= (xiy˜
−1
i−1)
q0 ◦ xq1i ◦ yi,
beginning with xiy
−1
i−1 and ending with xiyi. Now looking at the formula
y˜i =
(
((xq1i yi)
q2xi)
q3 xq1i yi
)φm+4i−4
it is obvious that y˜i begins with xiy
−1
i−1 and ends with xiyi, as required.
Now we prove statements (3) and (4) simultaneously.
Am+4i−4 = cycred((yi−1x
−1
i )
φm+4(i−1)−1 ) = y˜i−1◦x
−1
i , beginning with xi−1 and
ending with x−1i . As we have observed in proving (2)
x
φm+4i−4
i = (xiy˜
−1
i−1)
q0 ◦ xi ◦ (y˜i−1x
−1
i )
q0 = A−q0m+4i−4 ◦ xi ◦A
q0
m+4i−4,
beginning with xi and ending with x
−1
i .
y
φm+4i−4
i = (xi ◦ y˜
−1
i−1)
q0 ◦ yi = A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦ yi,
beginning with xi and ending with yi. Now
Am+4i−3 = cycred(x
φm+4i−4
i ) = xi, beginning with xi and ending with xi.
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x
φm+4i−3
i = x
φm+4i−4
i ,
y
φm+4i−3
i = (x
q1
i yi)
φm+4i−4
= A−q0m+4i−4 ◦ x
q1
i ◦A
q0
m+4i−4A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦ yi
= A−q0m+4i−4 ◦ x
q1
i ◦ yi,
beginning with xi and ending with yi. Now
Am+4i−2 = y
φm+4i−3
i ,
x
φm+4i−2
i = (y
q2
i xi)
φm+4i−3
= Aq2m+4i−2 ◦A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦ xi ◦A
q0
m+4i−4,
beginning with xi and ending with x
−1
i . It is also convenient to rewrite x
φm+4i−2
i
(by rewriting the subword Am+4i−2) to show its cyclically reduced form:
x
φm+4i−2
i = A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦
(
xq1i ◦ yi ◦A
q2−1
m+4i−2 ◦A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦ xi
)
◦Aq0m+4i−4.
y
φm+4i−2
i = y
φm+4i−3
i .
Now we can write down the next set of formulas:
Am+4i−1 = cycred(y
−φm+4i−3
i x
φm+4i−2
i y
φm+4i−3
i )
= cycred(A−1m+4i−2A
q2
m+4i−2A
−q0
m+4i−4
xiA
q0
m+4i−4Am+4i−2
= Aq2−1m+4i−2 ◦A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦ x
q1+1
i ◦ yi,
beginning with xi and ending with yi,
x
φm+4i−1
i = x
φm+4i−2
i , y
φm+4i−1
i = y˜i = (x
q3
i yi)
φm+4i−2 = (x
φm+4i−2
i )
q3y
φm+4i−2
i =
substituting the cyclic decomposition of x
φm+4i−2
i from above one has
= A−q0m+4i−4 ◦
(
xq1i ◦ yi ◦A
q2−1
m+4i−2 ◦A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦ xi
)q3
◦ xq1i ◦ yi.
beginning with xi and ending with yi.
Finally
Am+4i = (yix
−1
i+1)
φm+4i−1 = y˜i ◦ x
−1
i+1,
beginning with xi and ending with x
−1
i+1.
x
φm+4i
i =
(
(yix
−1
i+1)
−q4xi
)φm+4i−1
= (y˜ix
−1
i+1)
−q4x
φm+4i−1
i
= A−q4+1m+4i xi+1y˜
−1
i x
φm+4i−1
i
= A−q4+1m+4i ◦ xi+1 ◦
(
(x
φm+4i−2
i )
q3−1y
φm+4i−2
i
)−1
.
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Observe that computations similar to that for y
φm+4i−1
i show that(
(x
φm+4i−2
i )
q3−1y
φm+4i−2
i
)−1
=(
A−q0m+4i−4 ◦
(
xq1i ◦ yi ◦A
q2−1
m+4i−2 ◦A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦ xi
)q3−1
◦ xq1i ◦ yi
)−1
.
Therefore
x
φm+4i
i = A
−q4+1
m+4i ◦ xi+1◦
◦
(
A−q0m+4i−4 ◦
(
xq1i ◦ yi ◦A
q2−1
m+4i−2 ◦A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦ xi
)q3−1
◦ xq1i ◦ yi
)−1
,
beginning with xi+1 and ending with x
−1
i .
y
φm+4i
i =
(
y
(yix
−1
i+1)
q4
i
)φm+4i−1
= (xi+1y˜
−1
i )
q4 y˜i(y˜ix
−1
i+1)
q4
= A−q4+1m+4i ◦ xi+1 ◦ y˜i ◦ x
−1
i+1 ◦A
q4−1
m+4i,
beginning with xi+1 and ending with x
−1
i+1. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 4.10. Let m > 2, n = 0, K = K(m,n), p = (p1, . . . , pK) be a 3-large
tuple, φK = γ
pK
K · · · γ
p1
1 , and X
±φK = {xφK | x ∈ X±1}. Then the following holds:
(1) Sub2(X
±φK ) =


cjzj , z
−1
j cj (1 6 j 6 m),
zjz
−1
j+1 (1 6 j 6 m− 1),
zmx
−1
1 , zmx1 (if m 6= 0, n 6= 0),
x2i , xiyi, yixi (1 6 i 6 n),
xi+1y
−1
i , x
−1
i xi+1, xi+1xi (1 6 i 6 n− 1)


±1
moreover, the word z−1j cj, as well as cjzj, occurs only as a part of the
subword (z−1j cjzj)
±1 in xφK (x ∈ X±1);
(2) Sub3(X
±φK ) =


z−1j cjzj , (1 6 j 6 m),
cjzjz
−1
j+1, zjz
−1
j+1c
−1
j+1, zjz
−1
j+1cj+1, (1 6 j 6 m− 1),
y1x
2
1, (m = 0, n = 1),
x−12 x
2
1, x2x
2
1, (m = 0, n > 2)
c−1m zmx1, (m = 1, n 6= 0)
cmzmx
−1
1 , cmzmx1, zmx
−1
1 z
−1
m , zmx
2
1, zmx
−1
1 y
−1
1 , ( m 6= 0, n 6= 0),
zmx
−1
1 x2, zmx
−1
1 x
−1
2 , (m 6= 0, n > 2),
c−11 z1z
−1
2 , (m > 2),
x3i , x
2
i yi, xiyixi, (1 6 i 6 n),
x−1i xi+1xi, yix
−1
i+1xi, xiyix
−1
i+1, (1 6 i 6 n− 1),
x−1i−1x
2
i , yixiy
−1
i−1, (2 6 i 6 n),
yi−2x
−1
i−1x
−1
i , yi−2x
−1
i−1xi (3 6 i 6 n).


±1
.
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(3) for any 2-letter word uv ∈ Sub2(X±φK ) one has
Sub2(u
φKvφK ) ⊆ Sub2(X
±φK ), Sub3(u
φKvφK ) ⊆ Sub3(X
±φK ).
Proof. (1) and (2) follow by straightforward inspection of the reduced forms
of elements xφK in Lemmas 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9.
To prove (3) it suffices for every word uv ∈ Sub2(X±φK ) to write down the
product uφKvφK (using formulas from the lemmas mentioned above), then make
all possible cancellations and check whether 3-subwords of the resulting word all lie
in Sub3(X
±φK ). Now we do the checking one by one for all possible 2-words from
Sub2(X
±φK ).
1) For uv ∈ {cjzj, z
−1
j cj} the checking is obvious and we omit it.
2) Let uv = zjz
−1
j+1. Then there are three cases to consider:
2.a) Let j 6 m− 2, then
(zjz
−1
j+1)
φK = zφKj
∗ cj+1zj+1
z−φKj+1
z
−1
j+2c
−1
j+2 ∗
,
in this case there is no cancellation in uφKvφK . All 3-subwords of
uφK and vφK are obviously in Sub3(X
±φK ). So one needs only to
check the new 3-subwords which arise “in between” uφK and vφK
(below we will check only subwords of this type). These subwords
are cj+1zj+1z
−1
j+2 and zj+1z
−1
j+2c
−1
j+2 which both lie in Sub3(X
±φK ).
2.b) Let j = m− 1 and n 6= 0. Then
(zm−1z
−1
m )
φK = zφKm−1
∗ cmzm
z−φKm
x1z
−1
m ∗
,
again, there is no cancellation in this case and the words “in between”
are cmzmx1 and zmx1z
−1
m , which are in Sub3(X
±φK ).
2.c) Let j = m−1 and n = 0. Then ( below we put · at the place where the
corresponding initial segment of uφK and the corresponding terminal
segment of vφK meet)
(zm−1z
−1
m )
φK = zφKm−1 · z
−φK
m
= cm−1zm−1A
pm−4
m−4 c
zm
m A
pm−1−1
m−1 · A
−pm−1
m−1 z
−1
m
(cancelling A
pm−1−1
m−1 and substituting for
A−1m−1 its expression via the leading terms)
= cm−1zm−1A
pm−4
m−4 c
zm
m · (c
−zm
m A
−pm−4
m−4 c
−zm−1
m−1 A
pm−4
m−4 )z
−1
m
= zm−1 A
pm−4
m−4
z
−1
m−2 ∗
z−1m .
Here zφKm−1 is completely cancelled.
3.a) Let n = 1. Then
(zmx
−1
1 )
φK = cmzmA
pm−1
m−1 x
−1
1 A
pm−1
m · A
−pm
m x
−1
1 A
pm
m A
pm+2
m+2
= cmzmA
pm−1
m−1 x
−1
1 · x1A
−pm−1
m−1 c
−zm
m A
pm−1
m−1 x
−1
1 A
pm
m A
pm+2
m+2
= zmA
pm−1
m−1 x
−1
1 A
pm
m A
pm+2
m+2
zmz
−1
m−1
,
and zφKm is completely cancelled.
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3.b) Let n > 1. Then
(zmx
−1
1 )
φK = cmzmA
pm−1
m−1 x
−1
1 A
pm−1
m
A−pmm (x
−1
1 A
pm
m A
−pm+2+1
m+2 y
−1
1 x
−pm+1
1 )
−pm+3+1x
pm+1
1 y1x
−1
2 A
pm+4−1
m+4
= cmzmA
pm−1
m−1 x
−1
1 A
−1
m (x
−1
1 A
pm
m A
−pm+2+1
m+2 y
−1
1 x
−pm+1
1 )
−pm+3+1x
pm+1
1 y1x
−1
2 A
pm+4−1
m+4
= cmzmA
pm−1
m−1 x
−1
1 · x1A
−pm−1
m−1 c
−zm
m A
pm−1
m−1 (x
−1
1 A
pm
m A
−pm+2+1
m+2 y
−1
1 x
−pm+1
1 )
−pm+3+1
x
pm+1
1 y1x
−1
2 A
pm+4−1
m+4
= zmA
pm−1
m−1
zmz
−1
m−1c
−1
m−1
,
and zφKm is completely cancelled.
4.a) Let n = 1. Then
(zmx1)
φK = zmA
pm−1
m−1 x
−1
1 A
pm−1
m · A
pm+2
m+2 A
−pm
m x1A
pm
m
= zmA
pm−1
m−1 ∗ ∗
zmz
−1
m−1c
−1
m−1 ∗
,
and zφKm is completely cancelled.
4.b) Let n > 1. Then
(zmx1)
φK = zφKm
∗ zmx
−1
1
xφK1
x2y
−1
1 ∗
.
5.a) Let n = 1. Then
x2φK1 = A
pm+2
m+2 A
−pm
m x1A
pm
m ·A
pm+2
m+2 A
−pm
m x1A
pm
m
= A
pm+2
m+2 A
−pm
m x1A
pm
m · (A
−pm
m x
pm+1
1 y1)A
pm+2−1
m+2 A
−pm
m x1A
pm
m
= A
pm+2
m+2 A
−pm
m x1
∗ zmx1
· x
pm+1
1 y1 ∗ ∗ .
5.b) Let n > 1. Then
x2φK1 = x
φK
1
zmx
−1
1
xφK1
x2y
−1
1
.
6.a) Let 1 < i < n. Then
x2φKi = A
−q4+1
m+4i xi+1y
−1
i x
−q1
i (x
−1Aq0m+4i−4A
−q2+1
m+4i−2y
−1
i x
−q1
i )
q3−1
Aq0m+4i−4
yi−1x
−1
i
· A−q4+1m+4i
xi+1y
−1
i
∗ ∗.
6.b)
x2φKn = A
q2
m+4n−2A
−q0
m+4n−4xnA
q0
m+4n−4
·Aq2m+4n−2A
−q0
m+4n−4xnA
q0
m+4n−4
= Aq2m+4n−2A
−q0
m+4n−4xnA
q0
m+4n−4
·A−q0m+4n−4x
q1
n ynA
q2−1
m+4n−2A
−q0
m+4n−4xnA
q0
m+4n−4
= Aq2m+4n−2 A
−q0
m+4n−4xn
xn−1xn
· xq1n ∗ ∗.
7.a) If n = 1. Then (x1y1)
φK = A
pm+2
m+2 A
−pm
m x1 · x
pm+1
1 ∗ ∗.
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7.b) If n > 1. Then (x1y1)
φK = xφK1
zmx
−1
1
yφK1
x2y
−1
1
.
7.c) If 1 < i < n. Then
(xiyi)
φK = xφKi
yi−1x
−1
i
yφKi
xi+1y
−1
i
.
7.d) (xnyn)
φK = xφKn
x
−1
n−1xn
yφKn
x2n
.
8a) If n = 1. Then
(y1x1)
φK = yφK1
x1y1
xφK1
x1z
−1
m
.
8.b) If n > 1. Then
(y1x1)
φK = A
−pm+4+1
m+4 x2A
pm+4
m+4 · A
−pm+4+1
m+4 x2y
−1
1 x
−pm+1
1 ◦ ∗ ∗
= A
−pm+4+1
m+4 x2Am+4 · x2y
−1
1 x
−pm+1
1 ◦ ∗ ∗
= A
−pm+4+1
m+4 x2A
−pm
m (x
pm+1
1 y1A
pm+2−1
m+2 A
−pm
m x1)
pm+3x
pm+1
1 y1x
−1
2
x2y
−1
1 x
−pm+1
1 ()
pm+3−1Apmm
= A
−pm+4+1
m+4 x2A
−pm
m (x
pm+1
1 y1A
pm+2−1
m+2 A
−pm
m x1
zmx1
Am
z−1m c
−1
m
.
8.c) (ynxn)
φK = yφKn
xnyn
xφKn
xnyn−1
.
9.a) If n = 2, then
(x2y
−1
1 )
φK = Aq2m+6A
−1
m+4.
9.b) If n > 2, 1 < i < n. Then
(xiy
−1
i−1)
φK = A−q4+1m+4i
xi+1y
−1
i
yi−1x
−1
i
xi+1 ◦ y
−1
i x
−q1
i
◦
(
x−1i A
q0
m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
A−q2+1m+4i−2
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
y−1i x
−q1
i
)q3−1
Aq0m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
·A−q0+1m+4i−4 ◦ xi ◦ y˜i−1 ◦ x
−1
i A
q0−1
m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
= A−q4+1m+4i
xi+1y
−1
i
yi−1x
−1
i
xi+1 ◦ y
−1
i x
−q1
i
◦
(
x−1i A
q0
m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
A−q2+1m+4i−2
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
y−1i x
−q1
i
)q3−1
x−1i A
q0−1
m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
.
9.c) (xny
−1
n−1)
φK = Aq2m+4n−2
xnyn
Am+4n−4
xny
−1
n−1
.
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10.a) Let n = 2, then
(x−11 x2)
φK
= A−pmm (x
pm+1
1 y1A
pm+2−1
m+2 A
−pm
m x1)
pm+3−1x
pm+1
1 y1x
−1
2 A
pm+4−1
m+4 A
pm+6
m+6 A
−pm+4
m+4 x2A
pm+4
m+4
= A−pmm (x
pm+1
1 y1A
pm+2−1
m+2 A
−pm
m x1)
pm+3−1x
pm+1
1 y1x
−1
2 A
pm+4−1
m+4
(A
−pm+4
m+4 x
pm+5
2 y2)
pm+6A
−pm+4
m+4 x2A
pm+4
m+4
= A−pmm (x
pm+1
1 y1A
pm+2−1
m+2 A
−pm
m x1)
pm+3−1x
pm+1
1 y1x
−1
2
·A−1m+4x
pm+5
2 y2(A
−pm+4
m+4 x
pm+5
2 y2)
pm+6−1A
−pm+4
m+4 x2A
pm+4
m+4
= A−pmm
cmzm
x−11 A
pm
m
x
−1
1 z
−1
m
A
−pm+2+1
m+2 y
−1
1 x
−pm+1
1 A
pm
m x
pm+5
2 y2(A
−pm+4
m+4 x
pm+5
2 y2)
pm+6−1
A
−pm+4
m+4 x2A
pm+4
m+4 .
10.b) If 1 < i < n− 1, then
(x−1i xi+1)
φK = x−φKi
yix
−1
i+1
xφKi+1
xi+2y
−1
i+1
.
10.c) Similarly to 10.a) we get
(x−1n−1xn)
φK = A
−pm+4n−8
2n+4n−8
yn−3x
−1
n−2
· x−1n−1A
pm+4n−8
m+4n−8
x
−1
n−1xn−2
A
pm+4n−6+1
m+4n−6 ∗ ∗.
11.a) If 1 < i < n− 1, then
(xi+1xi)
φK
= A−q8+1m+4i+4xi+2y
−1
i+1x
−q5
i+1
(
x−1i+1A
q4
m+4iA
−q6+1
m4i+2
y−1i+1x
−q5
i+1
)q7−1
Aq4m+4i
A−q4+1m+4i xi+1y
−1
i x
−q1
i
(
x−1i A
q0
m+4i−4A
−q2+1
m4i−2
y−1i x
−q1
i
)q3−1
Aq0m+4i−4
= A−q8+1m+4i+4xi+2y
−1
i+1x
−q5
i+1
(
x−1i+1A
q4
m+4iA
−q6+1
m4i+2
y−1i+1x
−q5
i+1
)q7−1
Am+4i
xi+1y
−1
i x
−q1
i
(
x−1i A
q0
m+4i−4A
−q2+1
m4i−2
y−1i x
−q1
i
)q3−1
Aq0m+4i−4
= A−q8+1m+4i+4xi+2y
−1
i+1x
−q5
i+1
(
x−1i+1A
q4
m+4iA
−q6+1
m4i+2
y−1i+1x
−q5
i+1
)q7−1
A−q0m+4i−4x
q1
i yiA
q2−1
m+4i−2 A
−q0
m+4i−4xi
x
−1
i−1xi
Aq0m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2
.
11.b) If n > 2, then
(x2x1)
φK = ∗ ∗ A−q0m x1
zmx1
Aq0m
z−1m c
−1
m
.
11.c)
(xnxn−1)
φK = Aq6m+4n−2A
−q4
m+4n−4xnA
q4
m+4n−4 ·A
−q4+1
m+4n−4xny
−1
n−1x
−q1
n−1
(x−1n−1A
q0
m+4n−8A
−q2+1
m+4n−6y
−1
n−1x
−q1
n−1)
q3−1Aq0m+4n−8
= ∗ ∗ A−q0m+4n−8xn−1
x
−1
n−2xn−1
· Aq0m+4n−8
xn−2y
−1
n−3
.
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11.d) Similarly, if n = 2, then
(x2x1)
φK = ∗ ∗ A−pmm x1
zmx1
Apmm
z−1m c
−1
m
.
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 4.11. Let m > 2, n = 0, K = K(m, 0). Let p = (p1, . . . , pK) be
a 3-large tuple, φK = γ
pK
K . . . γ
p1
1 , and X
±φK = {xφK | x ∈ X±1}. Denote the
element
cz11 · · · c
zm
m ∈ F (X ∪ CS)
by a new letter d. Then the following holds:
(1) Every element from XφK can be uniquely presented as a reduced product
of elements and their inverses from the set
X ∪ {c1, . . . , cm−1, d}
Moreover:
– all elements zφKi , i 6= m have the form z
φK
i = cizizˆi, where zˆi is a
words in the alphabet {cz11 , . . . , c
zm−1
m−1 , d},
– zφKm = zmzˆm, where zˆm is a word in the alphabet {c
z1
1 , . . . , c
zm−1
m−1 , d}.
When viewing elements from XφK as elements in
F (X ∪ {c1, . . . , cm−1, d}),
the following holds:
(2) Sub2(X
±φK ) =


cjzj (1 6 j 6 m),
z−1j cj , zjz
−1
j+1 (1 6 j 6 m− 1),
z2d, dz
−1
m−1


±1
Moreover:
– the word zmz
−1
m−1 occurs only in the beginning of z
φK
m as a part of the
subword
zmz
−1
m−1c
−1
m−1zm−1
– the words z2d, dz
−1
m−1 occur only as parts of subwords
(cz11 c
z2
2 )
2dz−1m−1c
−1
m−1zm−1cm−1
and (cz11 c
z2
2 )
2d.
(3) Sub3(X
±φK ) =


z−1j cjzj, cjzjz
−1
j+1, zjz
−1
j+1c
−1
j+1, (1 6 j 6 m− 1),
zjz
−1
j+1cj+1 (1 6 j 6 m− 2),
c2z2d, z2dz
−1
m−1, dz
−1
m−1c
−1
m−1,


±1
.
Proof. The lemma follows from Lemmas 4.6 and 4.10 by replacing all the
products cz11 . . . c
zm
m in subwords of X
±φK by the letter d. 
Notation 4.12. Let m 6= 0, and if m = 1, then n 6= 1; K = K(m,n), p =
(p1, . . . , pK) be a 3-large tuple, and φK = γ
pK
K . . . γ
p1
1 . Let W be the set of words in
F (X ∪CS) with the following properties:
(1) If v ∈ W then Sub3(v) ⊆ Sub3(X±φK ), Sub2(v) ⊆ Sub2(X±φK );
(2) Every subword x±2i of v ∈ W is contained in a subword x
±3
i ;
(3) Every subword c±z11 of v ∈ W is contained in (c
z1
1 c
z2
2 )
±3 when m ≥ 2 or
in (cz11 x
−1
1 )
±3 when m = 1;
(4) Every subword c±zmm (m ≥ 3) is contained in (
∏m
i=1 c
zi
i )
±1
.
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(5) every subword c±z22 of v ∈ W is contained either in (c
z1
1 c
z2
2 )
±3 or as the cen-
tral occurrence of c±z22 in (c
−z2
2 c
−z1
1 )
3c±z22 (c
z1
1 c
z2
2 )
3 or in (c1z1c
z2
2 (c
z1
1 c
z2
2 )
3)±1.
Definition 4.13. The following words are called elementary periods:
xi, c
z1
1 c
z2
2 (if m ≥ 2), c
z1
1 x
−1
1 (if m = 1).
We call the squares (cubes) of elementary periods or their inverses elementary
squares (cubes).
Notation 4.14. Denote by Y the following set of words
1) if n 6= 0 then Y = {xi, yi, c
zj
j | i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m}.
2) if n = 0 then Y = {cz11 , . . . , c
zm−1
m−1 , d}.
Notation 4.15. 1) Denote by WΓ the set of all subwords of words in
W .
2) Denote by W¯Γ the set of all words v ∈ WΓ that are freely reduced forms
of products of elements from Y ±1. In this case we say that these elements
v are (group) words in the alphabet Y .
Lemma 4.16. Let v ∈ WΓ. Then the following holds:
(1) If v begins and ends with an elementary square but not an elementary
cube, then v belongs to the following set:


x2i−2yi−2x
−1
i−1xixi−1y
−1
i−2x
−2
i−2, x
2
i yixiy
−1
i−1x
−2
i−1, m > 2, n 6= 0
x2i−2yi−2x
−1
i−1x
2
i , x
2
i−2yi−2x
−1
i−1xiy
−1
i−1x
−2
i−1,
x21y1x1c
±zm
m CD, D1C1c
zm
m x1c
−zm
m C2D2,
D−11 C1c
zm
m x
−1
1 x2x1c
−zm
m C2D2
D−11 C1c
zm
m x
2
1, x
2
1y1x
−1
2 x1c
−zm
m C2D2, x
−2
2 x1c
−zm
m C3D3,
D−11 CD2
(cz11 c
z2
2 )
2dc
−zm−1
m−1 . . . (c
−z2
2 c
−z1
1 )
2, zmc
−zm−1
m−1 . . . (c
−z2
2 c
−z1
1 )
2, m > 3, n = 0
D−11 CD2∏1
i=m−1 c
−zi
i (c
−z2
2 c
−z1
1 )
2
x21y1(x1c
−z1
1 )
2, (cz11 x
−1
1 )
2x2(x1c
−z1
1 )
2, m = 1, n ≥ 2
(x1c
−z1
1 )
2x21, x
2
1y1x
−1
2 (x1c
−z1
1 )
2, x−22 (x1c
−z1
1 )
2,
x2i−2yi−2x
−1
i−1xixi−1y
−1
i−2x
−2
i−2, x
2
i yixiy
−1
i−1x
−2
i−1, m = 0, n > 1
x2i−2yi−2x
−1
i−1xiy
−1
i−1x
−2
i−1, x
2
1y1x
−1
2 x
2
1, x
−2
1 x
−1
2 x
2
1,
x21y1x1, x
2
2y2x2


±1
,
where Ck is an arbitrary product of the type
∏
j c
±zij
ij
with ij+1 = ij ± 1,
Dk = (c
z1
1 c
z2
2 )
±2.
(2) If v does not contain two elementary squares and begins (ends) with an
elementary square, or contains no elementary squares, then v is a subword
of one of the words above.
Proof. Straightforward verification using the description of the set Sub3(X
±φK )
from Lemma 4.10. 
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Definition 4.17. Let Y be an alphabet and E a set of words of length at least
2 in Y . We say that an occurrence of a word w ∈ Y ∪ E in a word v is maximal
relative to E if it is not contained in any other (distinct from w) occurrence of
a word from E in v. We say that a set of words W in the alphabet Y admits
Unique Factorization Property (UF) with respect to E if every word w ∈ W can be
uniquely presented as a product
w = u1 . . . uk
where ui are maximal occurrences of words from Y ∪ E. In this event the decom-
position above is called irreducible.
Lemma 4.18. Let Y be an alphabet and E a set of words of length at least 2 in
Y . If a set of words W in the alphabet Y satisfies the following condition:
• if w1w2w3 is a subword of a word from W and w1w2, w2w3 ∈ E then
w1w2w3 ∈ E then W admits (UF) with respect to E.
Definition 4.19. Let Y be an alphabet, E a set of words of length at least 2 in
Y and W a set of words in Y which admits (UF) relative to E. An automorphism
φ ∈ AutF (Y ) satisfies the Nielsen property with respect to W with exceptions E
if for any word z ∈ Y ∪ E there exists a decomposition
(8) zφ = Lz ◦Mz ◦Rz,
for some words Lz,Mz, Rz ∈ F (Y ) such that for any u1, u2 ∈ Y ∪ E with u1u2 ∈
Sub(W )r E the words Lu1 ◦Mu1 and Mu2 ◦ Ru2 occur as written in the reduced
form of uφ1u
φ
2 .
Lemma 4.20. Let W be a set of words in the alphabet Y which admits (UF)
with respect to a set of words E. If an automorphism φ ∈ AutF (Y ) satisfies the
Nielsen property with respect to W with exceptions E then for every w ∈ W if
w = u1 . . . uk is the irreducible decomposition of w then the words Mui occur as
written (uncancelled) in the reduced form of wφ.
Proof. follows directly from definitions.
It is easy to show that if an automorphism φ satisfies the Nielsen property with
respect to W and E as above, then for each word z ∈ Y ∪ E there exists a unique
decomposition (8) with maximal length of Mz. In this event we call Mz the middle
of zφ (with respect to φ).
Set
T (m, 1) =
{
czss (s = 1, . . . ,m),
m∏
i=1
czii x1
1∏
i=m
c−zii
}±1
,m 6= 1,
T (m, 2) = T (m, 1)
∪
{
m∏
i=1
czii x
−1
1 x2x1
1∏
i=m
c−zii , y1x
−1
2 x1
1∏
i=m
c−zii ,
m∏
i=1
czii x
−1
1 y
−1
1
}±1
,
if n > 3 then put
T (m,n) = T (m, 1) ∪
{
m∏
i=1
czii x
−1
1 x
−1
2 ,
m∏
i=1
czii x
−1
1 y
−1
1
}±1
∪ T1(m,n),
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where
T1(m,n) = {yn−2x
−1
n−1xnxn−1y
−1
n−2, yr−2x
−1
r−1x
−1
r , yr−1x
−1
r y
−1
r ,
yn−1x
−1
n xn−1y
−1
n−2 (n > r > 2)}
±1.
Now, let E(m,n) =
⋃
i>2 Subi(T (m,n)) ∩ W¯Γ.
Lemma 4.21. Let m 6= 0, n 6= 0,K = K(m,n), p = (p1, . . . , pK) be a 3-large
tuple. Then the following holds:
(1) Let w ∈ E(m,n), v = v(w) be the leading variable of w, and j = j(v) (see
notations at the beginning of Section 4). Then the period A
pj−1
j occurs in
wφK and each occurrence of A2j in w
φj is contained in some occurrence of
A
pj−1
j . Moreover, no square A
2
k occurs in w for k > j.
(2) The automorphism φK satisfies the Nielsen property with respect to W¯Γ
with exceptions E(m,n). Moreover, the following conditions hold:
(a) Mxj = A
−pm+4r−8+1
m+4r−8 xr−1, for j 6= n.
(b) Mxn = x
q1
n ◦ yn ◦A
q2−1
m+4n−2 ◦A
−q0
m+4n−4 ◦ xn
(c) Myj = y
φK
j , for j < n.
(d) Myn =
(
xq1n yn A
q2−1
m+4n−2
xny
−1
n−1 xnyn
A−q0m+4n−4
xny
−1
n−1 yn−2x
−1
n−1
xn
)q3
xq1n yn.
(e) Mw = w
φK for any w ∈ E(m,n) except for the following words:
• w1 = yr−2x
−1
r−1x
−1
r , 3 ≤ r ≤ n − 1, w2 = yr−1x
−1
r y
−1
r , 2 ≤ r ≤
n− 1,
• w3 = yn−2x
−1
n−1xn, w4 = yn−2x
−1
n−1xny
−1
n−1, w5 = yn−2x
−1
n−1xnx
−1
n−1y
−1
n−2,
w6 = yn−2x
−1
n−1xnxn−1, w7 = yn−2x
−1
n−1x
−1
n , w8 = yn−1x
−1
n ,
w9 = x
−1
n−1xn, w10 = x
−1
n−1xny
−1
n−1, w11 = x
−1
n−1xnxn−1y
−1
n−2.
(f) The only letter that may occur in a word from WΓ to the left of a
subword w ∈ {w1, . . . , w8} ending with yi (i = r − 1, r− 2, n− 1, n−
2, i ≥ 1) is xi the maximal number j such that Lw contains A
pj−1
j
is j = m+ 4i− 2, and Rw1 = Rw2 = 1,
Proof. We first exhibit the formulas for uφK , where u ∈
⋃
i>2 Subi(T1(m,n)).
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(1.a) Let i < n. Then
(xiy
−1
i−1)
φm+4i = (xiy
−1
i−1)
φK
= A−q4+1m+4i
xi+1y
−1
i
yi−1x
−1
i
xi+1 ◦ y
−1
i x
−q1
i
◦
(
x−1i A
q0
m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
A−q2+1m+4i−2
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
y−1i x
−q1
i
)q3−1
Aq0m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
·A−q0+1m+4i−4 ◦ xi ◦ y˜i−1 ◦ x
−1
i A
q0−1
m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
= A−q4+1m+4i
xi+1y
−1
i
yi−1x
−1
i
xi+1 ◦ y
−1
i x
−q1
i
◦
(
x−1i A
q0
m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
A−q2+1m+4i−2
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
y−1i x
−q1
i
)q3−1
·x−1i A
q0−1
m+4i−4
xi−1y
−1
i−2 yi−1x
−1
i
.
(1.b) Let i = n. Then
(xny
−1
n−1)
φm+4n−1 = (xny
−1
n−1)
φK
= Aq2m+4n−2
xny
−1
n−1 xnyn
A−1m+4n−4
xny
−1
n−1 yn−2x
−1
n−1
.
Here y−φKn−1 is completely cancelled.
(2.a) Let i < n− 1. Then
(xi+1xiy
−1
i−1)
φK = (xi+1xiy
−1
i−1)
φm+4i+4
= A−q8+1m+4i+4 ◦ xi+2 ◦ y
−1
i+1 ◦ x
−q5
i+1
◦
(
x−1i+1 ◦A
q4
m+4i ◦A
−q6+1
m+4i+2 ◦ y
−1
i+1x
−q5
i+1
)q7−1
A−q0m+4i−4
◦xq1i yi ◦A
q2−1
m+4i−2 ◦A
−1
m+4i−4.
Here (xiy
−1
i−1)
φm+4i+4 was completely cancelled.
(2.b) Similarly, (xiy
−1
i−1)
φm+4i+3 is completely cancelled in (xi+1xiy
−1
i−1)
φm+4i+3
and
(xi+1xiy
−1
i−1)
φm+4i+3 = Aq6m+4i+2 ◦A
−q4
m+4i ◦ xi+1 ◦A
−q0
m+4i−4A
q2−1
m+4i−2 ◦A
−1
m+4i−4.
(2.c)
(x−1n xn−1y
−1
n−2)
φm+4n−1 = A−q4m+4n−4 ◦ x
−1
n ◦A
q4
m+4n−4 ◦A
−q6+1
m+4n−2 ◦ y
−1
n ◦ x
−q5
n
◦A−q0m+4n−8 ◦ x
q1
n−1 ◦ yn−1 ◦A
q2−1
m+4n−6 ◦A
−1
m+4n−8,
and (xn−1y
−1
n−2)
φm+4n−1 is completely cancelled.
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(3.a)
(yixiy
−1
i−1)
φm+4i = A−q4+1m+4i ◦ xi+1 ◦A
−q0
m+4i−4 ◦ x
q1
i ◦ yi ◦A
q2−1
m+4i−2 ◦A
−1
m+4i−4,
and (xiy
−1
i−1)
φm+4i is completely cancelled.
(3.b) (ynxny
−1
n−1)
φK = yφKn ◦ (xny
−1
n−1)
φK .
(3.c)
(yn−1x
−1
n xn−1y
−1
n−2)
φK = Am+4n−4 ◦A
−q6+1
m+4n−2 ◦ y
−1
n ◦ x
−q5
n
◦A−q0m+4n−8 ◦ x
q1
n−1 ◦ yn−1 ◦A
q2−1
m+4n−6 ◦A
−1
m+4n−8,
and yφKn−1 and (xn−1y
−1
n−2)
φK are completely cancelled.
(4.a) Let n > 2.
(x1c
−zm
m )
φm+4i = (x1c
−zm
m )
φK
= A−q4+1m+4
x1y
−1
1 c
zm
m x
−1
1
x2 ◦ y
−1
1 x
−q1
1
◦
(
x−11 ◦A
q0
m ◦A
−q2+1
m+2 ◦ y
−1
1 ◦ x
−q1
1
)q3−1
◦Aq0m · A
−q0
m ◦ x
−1
1 ◦A
q0−1
m
= A−q4+1m+4 ◦ x2 ◦ y
−1
1 ◦ x
−q1
1
◦
(
x−11 ◦A
q0
m ◦A
−q2+1
m+2 ◦ y
−1
1 ◦ x
−q1
1
)q3−1
◦ x−11 ◦A
q0−1
m .
Let n = 1.
(x1z
−cm
m )
φK = A−pmm ◦ x
pm+1
1 ◦ y1 ◦A
pm+2−1
m+2 ◦A
−1
m ,
(y1x1z
−cm
m )
φK = yφK1 ◦ (x1z
−cm
m )
φK .
(4.b) (x1c
−zm
m )
φK is completely cancelled in xφK2 and for n > 2:
(x2x1c
−zm
m )
φK = A−q8+1m+8 ◦ x3 ◦ y
−1
2 ◦ x
−q5
3
◦
(
x−13 ◦A
q4
m+4 ◦A
−q6+1
m+6 ◦ y
−1
2 ◦ x
−q5
3
)q7−1
◦A−q0m ◦ x
q1
1 ◦ y1 ◦A
q2−1
m+2 ◦A
−1
m
and for n = 2:
(x2x1c
−zm
m )
φK = Aq6m+6 ◦A
−q4
m+4 ◦ xi ◦A
−q0
m ◦ x
q1
1 ◦ y1 ◦A
q2−1
m+2 ◦A
−1
m .
(4.c) The cancellation between (x2x1c
−zm
m )
φK and c
−zm−1
m−1 is the same as the
cancellation between A−1m and c
−z
φK
m−1
m−1 , namely,
A−1m c
−z
φK
m−1
m−1 =
(
x1 ◦A
−pm−1
m−1 ◦ c
−zm
m ◦A
pm−1
m−1
)
(
A
−pm−1+1
m−1 ◦ c
−zm
m ◦A
−pm−4
m−4 ◦ c
−zm−1
m−1 ◦A
pm−4
m−4 ◦ c
zm
m ◦A
pm−1−1
m−1
)
= x1A
−1
m−1,
and c
−z
φK
m−1
m−1 is completely cancelled.
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(4.d) The cancellations between (x2x1c
−zm
m )
φK (or between (y1x1c
−zm
m )
φK ) and∏1
i=m−1 c
−z
φK
i
i are the same as the cancellations between A
−1
m and
∏1
i=m−1 c
−z
φK
i
i
namely, the product
∏1
i=m−1 c
−z
φK
i
i is completely cancelled and
A−1m
1∏
i=m−1
c
−z
φK
i
i = x1
1∏
i=m
c−zii .
Similarly one can write expressions for uφK for all u ∈ E(m,n). The first
statement of the lemma now follows from these formulas.
Let us verify the second statement. Suppose w ∈ E(m,n) is a maximal subword
from E(m,n) of a word u from WΓ. If w is a subword of a word in T (m,n), then
either u begins with w or w is the leftmost subword of a word in T (m,n). All the
words in T1(m,n) begin with some yj , therefore the only possible letters in u in
front of w are x2j .
We have xφKj x
φK
j w
φK = xφKj ◦ x
φK
j ◦ w
φK if w is a two-letter word, and
xφKj x
φK
j w
φK = xφKj ◦ x
φK
j w
φK if w is more than a two-letter word. In this last
case there are some cancellations between xφKj and w
φK , and the middle of xj is
the non-cancelled part of xj because xj as a letter not belonging to E(m,n) appears
only in xnj .
We still have to consider all letters that can appear to the right of w, if w is
the end of some word in T1(m,n) or w = yn−1x
−1
n xn−1, w = yn−1x
−1
n . There are
the following possibilities:
(i) w is an end of yn−2x
−1
n−1xnxn−1y
−1
n−2;
(ii) w is an end of yr−2x
−1
r−1x
−1
r , r < i;
(iii) w is an end of yn−2x
−1
n−1y
−1
n−1.
Situation (i) is equivalent to the situation when w−1 is the beginning of the word
yn−2x
−1
n−1xnxn−1y
−1
n−2, we have considered this case already. In the situation (ii)
the only possible word to the right of w will be left end of xr−1y
−1
r−2x
−2
r−2 and
wφKxφKr−1y
−φK
r−2 x
−2φK
r−2 = w
φK ◦ xφKr−1y
−φK
r−2 ◦ x
−2φK
r−2 , and w
φKxφKr−1 = w
φK ◦ xφKr−1.
In the situation (iii) the first two letters to the right of w are xn−1xn−1, and
wφKxφKn−1 = w
φK ◦ xφKn−1.
There is no cancellation in the words (c
zj
j )
φK ◦(c
±zj+1
j+1 )
φK , (czmm )
φK ◦x±φK1 , x
φK
1 ◦
xφK1 . For all the other occurrences of xi in the words from WΓ, namely for occur-
rences in xni , x
2
i yi, we have (x
2
i yi)
φK = xφKi ◦ x
φK
i ◦ y
φk
i for i < n.
In the case n = i, the bold subword of the word
x
φ
K
n = A
−q0
m+4n−4 ◦
(
xq1n ◦ yn ◦A
q2−1
m+4n−2 ◦A
−q0
m+4n−4 ◦ xn
)
◦Aq0m+4n−4
is Mxn for φK , and the bold subword in the word
yφKn = A
−q0
m+4n−4
xny
−1
n−1 yn−2x
−1
n−1
(
xq1n yn A
q2−1
m+4n−2
xny
−1
n−1 xnyn
A−q0m+4n−4
xny
−1
n−1 yn−2x
−1
n−1
xn
)q3
xq1n yn,
is Myn for φK .

Corollary 4.22. Let m 6= 0, n 6= 0,K = K(m,n), p = (p1, . . . , pK) be a 3-
large tuple, L = Kl. Then for any u ∈ X ∪ E(m,n) the element Mu with respect
to φL contains A
q
j for some j > L−K and q > pj − 3.
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Proof. This follows from the formulas forMu with respect to φK in the lemma
above. 
Notation 4.23. 1) Denote by WΓ,L the least set of words in the alphabet Y
that contains W¯Γ, is closed under taking subwords, and is φK-invariant.
2) Let W¯Γ,L be union of WΓ,L and the set of all initial subwords of z
φKj
i which
are of the form cji ◦ zi ◦ w, where w ∈ WΓ,L.
Remark 4.24. The set W¯Γ,L is φK -invariant.
Proof. Indeed, if cjiziw ∈ W¯Γ,L, then c
c
j
i
ziw
i = w
−1 ◦ czii ◦ w ∈ WΓ,L and
c
(cj
i
ziw)
φK
i = w
−φK ◦ c
z
φK
i
i ◦ w
φK ∈ WΓ,L, therefore c
j+1
i z
φK
i ◦w
φK ∈ W¯Γ,L.

Notation 4.25. Denote by Exc the following set of words in the alphabet Y .
Exc = {c−z11 c
−zi
i c
−zi−1
i−1 , c
−z1
1 x1c
−zm
m , c
−z1
1 xjy
−1
j−1}.
Lemma 4.26. The following holds:
(1) Sub3,Y (WΓ,L) = Sub3,Y (X±φK ) ∪Exc.
(2) Let v ∈ WΓ,L be a word that begins and ends with an elementary square
and does not contain any elementary cubes. Then either v ∈ W¯Γ or
v = v1v2 where v1, v2 ∈ W¯Γ and these words are exhibited below:
(a) for m > 2, n ≥ 2,
v1 ∈ {v11 = (c
z1
1 c
z2
2 )
2
m∏
i=3
czii x1x2x1
1∏
i=m
c−zii , v12 = x
2
1y1x1
1∏
i=m
c−zii },
v2 ∈ {v2i = c
−zi
i . . . c
−z3
3 (c
−z2
2 c
−z1
1 )
2, u2,1 = x1c
−zm
m . . . c
−z3
3 (c
−z1
2 c
−z1
1 )
2,
u2,j = xjy
−1
j−1x
2
j−1};
(b) for m = 2, n ≥ 2,
v1 ∈ {v11 = (c
z1
1 c
z2
2 )
2x1x2x1
1∏
i=m
c−zii , v12 = x
2
1y1x1
1∏
i=m
c−zii },
v2 ∈ {u2,1 = x1(c
−z1
2 c
−z1
1 )
2, u2,j = xjy
−1
j−1x
2
j−1};
(c) for m > 2, n = 1, v1 = x
2
1y1x1
∏1
i=m c
−zi
i ,
v2 ∈ {v2i = c
−zi
i . . . c
−z3
3 (c
−z2
2 c
−z1
1 )
2, u2,1 = x1c
−zm
m . . . c
−z3
3 (c
−z1
2 c
−z1
1 )
2};
(d) for m = 2, n = 1, v1 = x
2
1y1x1
∏1
i=m c
−zi
i , v2 = x1(c
−z1
2 c
−z1
1 )
2;
(e) for m = 1, n ≥ 2,
v1 ∈ {v11 = (c
z1
1 x
−1
1 )
2x2x1c
−z1
1 , v12 = x
2
1y1x1c
−z1
1 }, v2 = xjy
−1
j−1x
2
j−1.
Proof. Let T = Kl. We will consider only the case m ≥ 2, n ≥ 2. We will
prove the statement of the lemma by induction on l. If l = 1, then T = K and the
statement is true. Suppose now that
Sub3,Y (W¯
φT−K
Γ ) = Sub3,Y (W¯Γ) ∪Exc.
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Formulas in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 4.21 show that
Sub3,Y (E(m,n)
±φK ) ⊆ Sub3,Y (W¯Γ).
By the second statement the automorphism φK satisfies the Nielsen property with
exceptions E(m,n). Let us verify that new 3-letter subwords do not occur ”be-
tween” uφK for u ∈ T1(m,n) and the power of the corresponding xi to the left and
right of it. All the cases are similar to the following:
(xnxn−1y
−1
n−2)
φK · xφKn−2 . . . A
−q+1
m+4n−10
∗ yn−3x
−1
n−2
· x−1n−1 A
q0−1
m+4n−8
xn−2 ∗
.
Words
(v1v2)
φK
produce the subwords from Exc. Indeed, [(x2x1
∏1
i=m c
−zi
i )]
φKj ends with v12 and
vφK12 ends with v12. Similarly, v
φK
2,j begins with v2,j+1 for j < m and with u2,1 for
j = m. And uφK2,j begins with u2,j+1 for j < n and with u2,j for j = n.
This and the second part of Lemma 4.10 finish the proof. 
LetW ∈ G[X ]. We say that a word U ∈ G[X ] occurs inW ifW =W1 ◦U ◦W2
for someW1,W2 ∈ G[X ]. An occurrence of U
q in W is called maximal with respect
to a property P of words if U q is not a part of any occurrence of U r with q < r
and which satisfies P . We say that an occurrence of U q in W is stable if q > 1 and
W = W1 ◦ UU qU ◦W2 (it follows that U is cyclically reduced). Maximal stable
occurrences U q will play an important part in what follows. If (U−1)q is a stable
occurrence of U−1 in W then, sometimes, we say that U−q is a stable occurrence
of U in W . Two given occurrences U q and Up in a word W are disjoint if they do
not have a common letter as subwords of W . Observe that if integers p and q have
different signs then any two occurrences of Aq and Ap are disjoint. Also, any two
different maximal stable occurrences of powers of U are disjoint. To explain the
main property of stable occurrences of powers of U , we need the following definition.
We say that a given occurrence of U q occurs correctly in a given occurrence of Up
if |q| 6 |p| and for these occurrences U q and Up one has Up = Up1 ◦ U q ◦ Up1 .
We say, that two given non-disjoint occurrences of U q, Up overlap correctly in W if
their common subword occurs correctly in each of them.
A cyclically reduced word A from G[X ] which is not a proper power and does
not belong to G is called a period.
Lemma 4.27. Let A be a period in G[X ] and W ∈ G[X ]. Then any two stable
occurrences of powers of A in W are either disjoint or they overlap correctly.
Proof. Let Aq, Ap (q 6 p) be two non-disjoint stable occurrences of powers
of A in W . If they overlap incorrectly then A2 = u ◦ A ◦ v for some elements
u, v ∈ G[X ]. This implies that A = u◦v = v ◦u and hence u and v are (non-trivial)
powers of some element in G[X ]. Since A is not a proper power it follows that
u = 1 or v = 1 - contradiction. This shows that Aq and Ap overlap correctly. 
Let W ∈ G[X ] and O = O(W,A) = {Aq1 , . . . , Aqk} be a set of pair-wise
disjoint stable occurrences of powers of a period A in W (listed according to their
appearance in W from the left to the right). Then O induces an O-decomposition
of W of the following form:
(9) W = B1 ◦A
q1 ◦ · · · ◦Bk ◦A
qk ◦Bk+1
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For example, let P be a property of words (or just a property of occurrences
in W ) such that if two powers of A (two occurrences of powers of A in W ) satisfy
P and overlap correctly then their union also satisfies P . We refer to such P as
preserving correct overlappings. In this event, by OP = OP (W,A) we denote the
uniquely defined set of all maximal stable occurrences of powers of A in W which
satisfy the property P . Notice, that occurrences in OP are pair-wise disjoint by
Lemma 4.27. Thus, if P holds on every power of A then OP (W,A) = O(W,A)
contains all maximal stable occurrences of powers of A in W . In this case, the
decomposition (9) is unique and it is called the canonical (stable) A-decomposition
of W .
The following example provides another property P that will be in use later. Let
N be a positive integer and let PN be the property of A
q that |q| > N . Obviously,
PN preserves correct overlappings. In this case the set OPN provides the so-called
canonical N -large A-decompositions of W which are also uniquely defined.
Definition 4.28. Let
W = B1 ◦A
q1 ◦ · · · ◦Bk ◦A
qk ◦Bk+1
be the decomposition (9) of W above. Then the numbers
max
A
(W ) = max{qi | i = 1, . . . , k}, min
A
(W ) = min{qi | i = 1, . . . , k}
are called, correspondingly, the upper and the lower A-bounds of W .
Definition 4.29. Let A be a period in G[X ] and W ∈ G[X ]. For a positive
integer N we say that the N -large A-decomposition of W
W = B1 ◦A
q1 ◦ · · · ◦Bk ◦A
qk ◦Bk+1
has A-size (l, r) if minA(W ) > l and maxA(Bi) 6 r for every i = 1, . . . , k.
Let A = {A1, A2, . . . , } be a sequence of periods from G[X ]. We say that a
word W ∈ G[X ] has A-rank j (rankA(W ) = j) if W has a stable occurrence of
(A±1j )
q (q > 1) and j is maximal with this property. In this event, Aj is called
the A-leading term (or just the leading term) of W (notation LTA(W ) = Aj or
LT (W ) = Aj).
We now fix an arbitrary sequence A of periods in the group G[X ]. For a period
A = Aj one can consider canonical Aj-decompositions of a word W and define the
corresponding Aj-bounds and Aj -size. In this case we, sometimes, omit A in the
writings and simply writemaxj(W ) orminj(W ) instead ofmaxAj (W ), minAj (W ).
In the case when rankA(W ) = j the canonical Aj-decomposition of W is called
the canonical A-decomposition of W .
Now we turn to an analog of O-decompositions of W with respect to “periods”
which are not necessarily cyclically reduced words. Let U = D−1 ◦ A ◦ D, where
A is a period. For a set O = O(W,A) = {Aq1 , . . . , Aqk} as above consider the
O-decomposition of a word W
(10) W = B1 ◦A
q1 ◦ · · · ◦Bk ◦A
qk ◦Bk+1
Now it can be rewritten in the form:
W = (B1D)(D
−1 ◦Aq1 ◦D) · · · (D−1BkD)(D
−1 ◦Aqk ◦D)(D−1Bk+1).
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Let εi, δi = sgn(qi). Since every occurrence of A
qi above is stable, B1 = B¯1 ◦ Aε1 ,
Bi = (A
δi−1 ◦ B¯i ◦Aεi), Bk+1 = Aδk ◦ B¯k+1 for suitable words B¯i. This shows that
the decomposition above can be written as
W = (B¯1A
ε1D)(D−1Aq1D) · · · (D−1Aδi−1B¯iA
εiD) · · · (D−1AqkD)(D−1Aδk B¯k+1) =
(B¯1D)(D
−1Aε1D)(D−1Aq1D) · · · (D−1Aδi−1D)(D−1B¯iD)(D
−1A
εi
D) · · ·
(D−1AqkD)(D−1AδkD)(D−1B¯k+1)
= (B¯1D)(U
ε1)(U q1) · · · (U δk−1)(D−1B¯kD)(U
εk )(U qk)(U δk)(D−1B¯k+1).
Observe, that the cancellation between parentheses in the decomposition above
does not exceed the length d = |D| of D. Using notation w = u◦d v to indicate that
the cancellation between u and v does not exceed the number d, we can rewrite the
decomposition above in the following form:
W = (B¯1D) ◦d U
ε1 ◦d U
q1 ◦d U
δ1 ◦d · · · ◦d U
εk ◦d U
qk ◦d U
δk ◦d (D
−1B¯k+1),
hence
(11) W = D1 ◦d U
q1 ◦d · · · ◦d Dk ◦d U
qk ◦d Dk+1,
where D1 = B¯1D, Dk+1 = D
−1B¯k+1, Di = D
−1B¯iD (2 6 i 6 k), and the
occurrences U qi are stable (with respect to ◦d). We will refer to this decomposition
of W as U -decomposition with respect to O (to get a rigorous definition of U -
decompositions one has to replace in the definition of the O-decomposition of W
the period A by U and ◦ by ◦|D|). In the case when an A-decomposition of W
(with respect to O) is unique then the corresponding U -decomposition of W is
also unique, and in this event one can easily rewrite A-decompositions of W into
U -decomposition and vice versa.
We summarize the discussion above in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.30. Let A ∈ G[X ] be a period and U = D−1 ◦ A ◦D ∈ G[X ]. Then
for a word W ∈ G[X ] if
W = B1 ◦A
q1 ◦ · · · ◦Bk ◦A
qk ◦Bk+1
is a stable A-decomposition of W then
W = D1 ◦d U
q1 ◦d · · · ◦d Dk ◦d U
qk ◦d Dk+1
is a stable U -decomposition of W , where Di are defined as in (11). And vice versa.
From now on we fix the following set of leading terms
AL,p = {Aj | j 6 L, φ = φL,p}
for a given multiple L of K = K(m,n) and a given tuple p.
Definition 4.31. Let W ∈ G[X ] and N be a positive integer. A word of the
type As is termed the N -large leading term LTN(W ) of the word W if A
q
s has a
stable occurrence in W for some q ≥ N , and s is maximal with this property. The
number s is called the N -rank of W (s = rankN (W ), s ≥ 1).
Lemma 4.32. Let W ∈ G[X ], N ≥ 2, and let A = LTN(W ). Then W can be
presented in the form
(12) W = B1 ◦A
q1 ◦ . . . Bk ◦A
qk ◦Bk+1
where Aqi are maximal stable occurrences, qi ≥ N , and rankN (Bi) < rankN (W ).
This presentation is unique and it is called the N -large A-presentation of W .
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Proof. Existence follows from the definition of the leading term LTN(W ). To
prove uniqueness it is suffice to notice that two stable occurrences Aq and Ar do
not intersect. Since A = LTN(W ) is cyclically reduced and it is not a proper power
it follows that an equality A2 = u ◦ A ◦ v holds in F (X ∪ CS) if and only if u = 1
or v = 1. So, stable occurrences of Aq and Ar are protected from overlapping by
the neighbors of A on each side of them. 
In Lemmas 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 we described precisely the leading terms Aj , j =
1, . . . ,K as the cyclically reduced forms of some words Aj . It is not easy to describe
Aj for an arbitrary j > K. So we are not going to do it here, instead, we chose a
compromise by introducing a modified version of Aj which is not cyclically reduced,
in general, but which is “more cyclically reduced” then the initial word Aj .
Let L be a multiple of K and 1 ≤ j ≤ K. Define
A∗L+j = A
∗(φL+j) = A
φL
j .
Lemma 4.33. Let L be a multiple of K and 1 ≤ j ≤ K. Let p = (p1, . . . , pn) be
N + 3-large tuple. Then AL+j = cycred(A
∗(φL+j)). Moreover, if
A∗(φL+j) = R
−1 ◦AL+j ◦R
then rankN (R) ≤ L−K + j + 2 and |R| < |AL+j |.
Proof. First, let L = K. Consider elementary periods xi = Am+4i−3 and
A1 = c
z1
1 c
z2
2 . For i 6= n, x
2φK
i = x
φk
i ◦ x
φK
i . For i = n,
A∗(φK+m+4n−3) = R
−1 ◦AK+m+4n−3 ◦R,
where R = A
pm+4n−4
m+4i−4 , therefore rankN (R) = m+ 4n− 4. For the other elementary
period, (cz11 c
z2
2 )
2φK = (cz11 c
z2
2 )
φK ◦ (cz11 c
z2
2 )
φK .
Any other Aj can be written in the form Aj = u1 ◦ v1 ◦u2 ◦ v2 ◦u3, where v1, v2
are the first and the last elementary squares in Aj , which are parts of big powers
of elementary periods. The Nielsen property of φK implies that the word R for
A∗(φK+j) is the word that cancels between (v2u3)
φK and (u1v1)
φK . It definitely
has N -large rank ≤ K, because the element (v2u3u1v1)φK has N -large rank ≤ K.
To give an exact bound for the rank of R we consider all possibilities for Aj :
(1) Ai begins with z
−1
i and ends with zi+1, i = 1, . . . ,m− 1,
(2) Am begins with z
−1
m and ends with x
−1
1 ,
(3) Am+4i−4 begins with xi−1y
−1
i−2x
−2
i−2, if i = 3, . . . n, and ends with x
2
i−1yi−1x
−1
i
if i = 2, . . . , n, If i = 2 it begins with x1Π
1
j=mc
−zj
j (c
−z2
2 c
−z1
1 )
2.
(4) Am+4i−2 and Am+4i−1 begins with xiy
−1
i−1x
−2
i−1 and ends with x
2
i yi if i =
1, . . . , n.
Therefore, AφKi begins with z
−1
i+1 and ends with zi+2, i = 1, . . . ,m − 2, and is
cyclically reduced.
AφKm−1 begins with z
−1
m and ends with x1, and is cyclically reduced, A
φK
m begins
with z−1m and ends with x
−1
1 and is cyclically reduced.
We have already considered AφKm+4i−3.
Elements AφKm+4i−4, A
φK
m+4i−2, A
φK
m+4i−1 are not cyclically reduced. By Lemma
4.21, for A∗(φK+m+4i−4), one has R = (xi−1y
−1
i−2)
φK (rankN (R) = m+4i−4); for
A∗(φK+m+4i−2), and A∗(φK+m+4i−2), R = (xiy
−1
i−1)
φK (rankN (R) = m+4i).
This proves the statement of the Lemma for L = K.
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We can suppose by induction that A∗(φL−K+j) = R
−1 ◦ AL−K+j ◦ R, and
rankN (R) ≤ L − 2K + j + 2. The cancellations between A
φK
L−K+j and R
φK and
between AφKL−K+j and A
φK
L−K+j correspond to cancellations in words u
φK , where u
is a word in WΓ between two elementary squares. These cancellations are in rank
≤ K, and the statement of the lemma follows. 
Lemma 4.34. Let W ∈ F (X ∪ CS) and A = Aj = LTN(W ), and A∗ = R−1 ◦
A ◦R. Then W can be presented in the form
(13) W = B1 ◦d A
∗q1 ◦d B2 ◦d · · · ◦d Bk ◦d A
∗qk ◦d Bk+1
where A∗qi are maximal stable N -large occurrences of A∗ in W and d ≤ |R|. This
presentation is unique and it is called the canonical N -large A∗-decomposition of
W .
Proof. The result follows from existence and uniqueness of the canonical A-
decompositions. Indeed, if
W = B1 ◦A
q1 ◦B2 ◦ · · · ◦Bk ◦A
qk ◦Bk+1
is the canonical A-decomposition of W , then
(B1R)(R
−1AR)q1(R−1B2R) · · · (R
−1BkR)(R
−1AR)qk(R−1Bk+1)
is the canonical A∗-decomposition of W . Indeed, since every Aqi is a stable occur-
rence, then every Bi starts with A (if i 6= 1) and ends with A (if i = k + 1). Hence
R−1BiR = R
−1 ◦Bi ◦R.
Conversely if
W = B1A
∗q1B2 · · ·BkA
∗qkBk+1
is an A∗-representation of W then
W = (B1R
−1) ◦Aq1 ◦ (RB2R
−1) ◦ · · · ◦ (RBkR
−1) ◦Aqk ◦ (RBk+1)
is the canonical A-decomposition for W . 
In the following lemma we collect various properties of words xφLi , y
φL
i , z
φL
j
where L = Kl is a multiple of K.
Lemma 4.35. Let X = {xi, yi, zj | i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m}, let K =
K(m,n), and L = Kl be a multiple of K. Then for any number N ≥ 5 and
for any N -large tuple p ∈ NL the following holds (below φ = φL,p, Aj = Aj):
(1) If i < j ≤ L then A2j does not occur in Ai;
(2) Let i ≤ K, j = i + L. There are positive integers s, 1 ≤ j1, . . . , js ≤ j,
integers ε1, . . . , εs with |εt| ≤ 3, and words w1, . . . , ws+1 ∈ F (X ∪ CS)
( which do not depend on the tuple p and do not contain any square of
leading terms) such that the leading term Aj (A
∗
j ) of φj has the following
form:
(14) w1 ◦A
pj1+ε1
j1
◦ w2 ◦ · · · ◦ws ◦A
pjs+εs
js
◦ ws+1,
i.e., the ”periodic structure” of Aj (A
∗
j ) does not depend on the tuple p.
(3) Let i ≤ K, u ∈ WΓ,L such that
u = v1 ◦A
pj1+ε1
j1
◦ v2 ◦ · · · ◦ vr ◦A
pjr+εr
jr
◦ vr+1,
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where j1, . . . , jr ≤ i, and at least one of jt is equal to i, |εt| ≤ 1, and
words v1, . . . , vr+1 ∈ F (X ∪ CS) do not depend on p. Then
uφL = vφL1 A
σ1φL
j1
W−11 ◦A
(pj1+ε1−2σ1)
j1+L
◦W1A
σ1φL
j1
vφL2 . . .
vφLr A
σrφL
jr
W−1r ◦A
(pjr+εr−2σr)
jr+L
◦WrA
σrφL
jr
vφLr+1,
where AφLjt =W
−1
t ◦Ajt+L ◦Wt; σt = 1 if pt is positive and σt = −1 if pt
is negative. In addition, for each t = 1, . . . , r the product
WtA
σtφL
jt
vφLt+1A
σt+1φL
jt+1
W−1t+1
has form (14) with j1, . . . , js < i+ L.
(4) For any i ≤ K and any x ∈ X±1 there is a positive integer s and there
are indices 1 ≤ j1, . . . , js ≤ i, integers ε1, . . . , εs with |εt| ≤ 1, and words
w1, . . . , ws+1 ∈ F (X ∪ CS) which do not depend on the tuple p such that
the element xφi can be presented in the following form:
xφi = w1 ◦A
pj1+ε1
j1
◦ w2 ◦ · · · ◦ ws ◦A
pjs+εs
js
◦ ws+1.
Proof. Statement (1) follows from Lemmas 4.6–4.8.
Statements (2) and (3) will be proved by simultaneous induction on j = i+L.
Case l = 0 corresponds to i ≤ K. In this case statement (2) follows from Lemmas
4.6 - 4.8 and statement (3) is simply the assumption of the lemma. Ai has form
(14) with j1, . . . , js < i and |ε1|, . . . , |εs| ≤ 1.
We know that Ajt contains an elementary square (actually, big power) for any
t = 1, . . . s, AφKjt = R
−1
jt
◦Ajt+K ◦Rjt , where Rjt does not contain big powers of Ak
for k ≥ jt + 2. Then it follows from the second statement of Lemma 4.21 that
AφKi = w
φK
1 R
−σ1
j1
Aσ1j1+K ◦A
pj1+ε1−2σ1
j1+K
◦Aσ1j1+KR
σ1
j1
wφK2 . . . w
φK
s R
−σs
js
Aσsjs+K
◦A
pjs+εs−2σs
js+K
◦Aσsjs+KR
σs
js
wφKs+1,
where σt = 1 if pjt is positive and σt = −1 if pjt is negative.
When we apply φK , the images of elementary big powers in Ajt by Lemma
4.21 are not touched by cancellations between wφKt−1 and A
φK
jt
, and between AφKjt
and wφKt+1, therefore A
φL
i =
wφL1 R
−σ1φL−K
j1
A
σ1φL−K
j1+K
W−11 ◦A
pj1+ε1−2σ1
j1+L
◦W1A
σ1φL−K
j1+K
R
σ1φL−K
j1
wφL2 · · ·
wφLs R
−σsφL−K
js
A
σsφL−K
js+K
W−1s ◦A
pjs+εs−2σs
js+L
◦WsA
σsφL−K
js+K
R
σsφL−K
js
wφLs+1,
where A
φL−K
jt+K
= W−1t ◦ Ajt+L ◦Wt, σt = 1 if pjt is positive and σt = −1 if pjt
is negative ( t = 1, . . . , s,). We can now apply statement 3) for i1 + Kl, i1 < i to
elements
wφL1 R
−σ1φL−K
j1
A
σ1φL−KW
−1
1
j1+K
, . . . , WsA
σsφL−K
js+K
R
σsφL−K
js
wφLs+1.
To prove statement (3) for i +Kl, we use it for i1 +Kl and statement (2) for
i+Kl.
(4) Existence of such a decomposition follows from Lemmas 4.6–4.8. 
Corollary 4.36. If L is a multiple of K, then the automorphism φL satisfies
the Nielsen property with respect to W¯Γ with exceptions E(n,m).
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Proof. The middles Mx of elements from X and from E(m,n) with respect
to φK contain big powers of some Aj , where j = 1, . . . ,K. By Lemma 4.35 these big
powers cannot disappear after application of φL−K . Therefore, M
φL−K
x contains
the middle of x with respect to φL. 
Corollary 4.37. Let u, v ∈ W¯Γ. If the canceled subword in the product
uφKvφK does not contain Alj for some j ≤ K and l ∈ Z then the canceled sub-
word in the product uφK+LvφK+L does not contain the subword AlL+j.
Lemma 4.38. Let W ∈ WΓ,L. Suppose that 1 ≤ r ≤ K, L1 is a multiple of K,
and j = r + L1. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1) rankN (W ) = r and
W = D1 ◦A
q1
r ◦D2 . . . Dk ◦A
qk
r ◦Dk+1
is a stable 5-large Ar-decomposition of W ;
2) rankN (W
φL1 ) = j and
WφL1 = (D1A
ε1
j )
φL1 ◦d A
∗q1−ε1−δ1
j ◦d (A
δ1
j D2A
ε2
j )
φL1 . . .
(A
δk−1
j DkA
εk
j )
φL1 ◦d A
∗qk−εk−δk
j ◦ (A
δk
j Dk+1)
φL1
is a stable A∗j -decomposition of W
φL1 , where δs, εs ∈ {0,±1} depending
on the sign of qs and β.
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 4.34 and 4.35. Indeed, let W ∈ WΓ,L and
W = D1 ◦A
q1
r ◦D2 . . . Dk ◦A
qk
r ◦Dk+1
the canonical N -large Ar-decomposition of W . Then by Lemma 4.35 (3)
WφL1 = (D1A
σ1
r )
φL1w−1r ◦A
q1−2σ1
j ◦ wr(A
σ1
r D2A
σ2
r )
φL1 . . .
(Aσk−1r DkA
σk
r )
φL1w−1r ◦A
qk−2σk
j ◦ wr(A
σk
r Dk+1)
φL1
where A
φL1
r = w−1r ◦ Aj ◦ wr, σt ∈ {1,−1}. This implies that the canonical A
∗-
decomposition of WφL1 takes the form described in 2).
Conversely, suppose 2) is the canonicalA∗-decomposition ofWφL1 , but 1) is not
the canonical Ar-decomposition ofW . Then taking the canonicalAr-decomposition
of W and applying φL1 by 1) we get another canonical decomposition of W
φL1 -
contradiction with uniqueness of A∗-decompositions. 
Lemma 4.39. Suppose p is an (N+3)-large tuple, φj = φjp. Let L be a multiple
of K. Then:
(1) (a) x
φj
i has a canonical N -large A
∗
j -decomposition of size (N, 2) if either
j ≡ m + 4(i − 1)(mod K), or j ≡ m + 4i − 2(mod K), or j ≡
m+ 4i(mod K). In all other cases rank(x
φj
i ) < j.
(b) y
φj
i has a canonical N -large A
∗
j -decomposition of size (N, 2) if either
j ≡ m + 4(i − 1)(mod K), or j ≡ m + 4i − 3(mod K), or j ≡
m + 4i − 1(mod K), or j ≡ m + 4i (mod K). In all other cases
rank(y
φj
i ) < j.
(c) z
φj
i has a canonical N -large A
∗
j -decomposition of size (N, 2) if j ≡
i (mod K) and either 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 or i = m and n 6= 0. In all
other cases rank(z
φj
i ) < j.
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(d) if n = 0 then z
φj
m has a canonical N -large A∗j -decomposition of size
(N, 2) if j ≡ m− 1 (mod K). In all other cases rank(z
φj
m ) < j.
(2) If j = r + L, 0 < r ≤ K, (w1 . . . wk) ∈ Subk(X
±γK...γr+1) then either
(w1 . . . wk)
φj = (w1 . . . wk)
φj−1 , or (w1 . . . wk)
φj has a canonical N -large
A∗j -decomposition. In any case, (w1 . . . wk)
φj has a canonical N -large A∗s-
decomposition in some rank s, j −K + 1 ≤ s ≤ j.
Proof. (1) Consider y
φL+m+4i
i :
y
φL+m+4i
i = (x
φL
i+1y
−φL+m+4i−1
i )
q4−1xφLi+1(y
φL+m+4i−1
i x
−φL
i+1 )
q4 ,
In this case A∗(φL+m+4i) = x
φL+m+4i−1
i+1 y
−φL+m+4i−1
i .
To write a formula for x
φL+m+4i
i , denote y˜i−1 = y
φL+m+4i−5
i−1 , x¯i = x
φL
i , y¯i = y
φL
i .
Then
x
φL+m+4i
i = (x¯i+1y
−φL+m+4i−1
i )
q4−1x¯i+1
(((x¯iy˜
−1
i−1)
q0 x¯q1i y¯i)
q2−1(x¯iy˜
−1
i−1)
q0 x¯q1+1i y¯i)
−q3+1y¯−1i x¯
−q1
i (y˜i−1x¯
−1
i )
q0 .
Similarly we consider z
φL+i
i .
(2) If in a word (w1 · · ·wk)φj all the powers of A
pj
j are cancelled (by Lemma 4.35
they can only cancel completely and the process of cancellations does not depend
on p) then if we consider an A∗j -decomposition of (w1 · · ·wk)
φj , all the powers of
A∗j are also completely cancelled. By construction of the automorphisms γj , this
implies that (w1 · · ·wk)γjφj−1 = (w1 · · ·wk)φj−1 . 
5. Generic solutions of orientable quadratic equations
Let G be a finitely generated fully residually free group and S = 1 a standard
quadratic orientable equation over G which has a solution in G. In this section we
effectively construct discriminating sets of solutions of S = 1 in G. The main tool
in this construction is an embedding
λ : GR(S) → G(U, T )
of the coordinate group GR(S) into a group G(U, T ) which is obtained from G by
finitely many extensions of centralizers. There is a nice set ΞP (see Section 1.4 in
[16]) of discriminating G-homomorphisms from G(U, T ) onto G. The restrictions
of homomorphisms from ΞP onto the image G
λ
R(S) of GR(S) in G(U, T ) give a
discriminating set of G-homomorphisms from Gλ
R(S) into G, i.e., solutions of S =
1 in G. This idea was introduced in [12] to describe the radicals of quadratic
equations.
It has been shown in [12] that the coordinate groups of non-regular standard
quadratic equations S = 1 over G are already extensions of centralizers of G, so in
this case we can immediately put G(U, T ) = GR(S) and the result follows. Hence
we can assume from the beginning that S = 1 is regular.
Notice, that all regular quadratic equations have solutions in general position,
except for the equation [x1, y1][x2, y2] = 1 (see [13], Section 2).
For the equation [x1, y1][x2, y2] = 1 we do the following trick. In this case we
view the coordinate group GR(S) as the coordinate group of the equation [x1, y1] =
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[y2, x2] over the group of constants G ∗ F (x2, y2). So the commutator [y2, x2] = d
is a non-trivial constant and the new equation is of the form [x, y] = d, where all
solutions are in general position. Therefore, we can assume that S = 1 is one of
the following types (below d, ci are nontrivial elements from G):
(15)
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi] = 1, n > 3;
(16)
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi]
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizid = 1, n > 1,m > 0;
(17)
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizid = 1, m > 2,
and it has a solution in G in general position.
Observe, that since S = 1 is regular then Nullstellenzats holds for S = 1, so
R(S) = ncl(S) and GR(S) = G[X ]/ncl(S) = GS .
For a group H and an element u ∈ H by H(u, t) we denote the extension of
the centralizer CH(u) of u:
H(u, t) = 〈H, t | t−1xt = x (x ∈ CH(u))〉.
If
G = G1 6 G1(u1, t1) = G2 6 . . . 6 Gn(un, tn) = Gn+1
is a chain of extensions of centralizers of elements ui ∈ Gi, then we denote the
resulting group Gn+1 by G(U, T ), where U = {u1, . . . , un} and T = {t1, . . . , tn}.
Let β : GR(S) → G be a solution of the equation S(X) = 1 in the group G such
that
xβi = ai, y
β
i = bi, z
β
i = ei.
Then
d =
m∏
i=1
e−1i ciei
n∏
i=1
[ai, bi].
Hence we can rewrite the equation S = 1 in the following form (for appropriate m
and n):
(18)
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizi
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi] =
m∏
i=1
e−1i ciei
n∏
i=1
[ai, bi].
Proposition 5.1. Let S = 1 be a regular quadratic equation (18) and β :
GR(S) → G a solution of S = 1 in G in a general position. Then one can effectively
construct a sequence of extensions of centralizers
G = G1 6 G1(u1, t1) = G2 6 . . . 6 Gn(un, tn) = G(U, T )
and a G-homomorphism λβ : GR(S) → G(U, T ).
Proof. By induction we define a sequence of extensions of centralizers and a
sequence of group homomorphisms in the following way.
Case: m 6= 0, n = 0. In this event for each i = 1, . . . ,m − 1 we define by
induction a pair (θi, Hi), consisting of a group Hi and a G-homomorphism θi :
G[X ]→ Hi.
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Before we will go into formalities let us explain the idea that lies behind this.
If z1 → e1, . . . , zm → em is a solution of an equation
(19) z−11 c1z1 . . . z
−1
m cmzm = d,
then transformations
(20) ei → ei
(
ceii c
ei+1
i+1
)q
, ei+1 → ei+1
(
ceii c
ei+1
i+1
)q
, ej → ej (j 6= i, i+ 1),
produce a new solution of the equation (19) for an arbitrary integer q. This solution
is composition of the automorphism γqi and the solution e. To avoid collapses
under cancellation of the periods (ceii c
ei+1
i+1 )
q (which is an important part of the
construction of the discriminating set of homomorphisms ΞP in Section 1.4 in [16])
one might want to have number q as big as possible, the best way would be to have
q = ∞. Since there are no infinite powers in G, to realize this idea one should go
outside the group G into a bigger group, for example, into an ultrapower G′ of G,
in which a non-standard power, say t, of the element ceii c
ei+1
i+1 exists. It is not hard
to see that the subgroup 〈G, t〉 6 G′ is an extension of the centralizer CG(c
ei
i c
ei+1
i+1 )
of the element ceii c
ei+1
i+1 in G. Moreover, in the group 〈G, t〉 the transformation (20)
can be described as
(21) ei → eit, ei+1 → ei+1t, ej → ej (j 6= i, i+ 1),
Now, we are going to construct formally the subgroup 〈G, t〉 and the corresponding
homomorphism using (21).
Let H be an arbitrary group and β : GS → H a homomorphism. Composition
of the canonical projection G[X ]→ GS and β gives a homomorphism β0 : G[X ]→
H . For i = 0 put
H0 = H, θ0 = β0
Suppose now, that a group Hi and a homomorphism θi : G[X ] → Hi are already
defined. In this event we define Hi+1 and θi+1 as follows
Hi+1 =
〈
Hi, ri+1 |
[
CHi(c
z
θi
i+1
i+1 c
z
θi
i+2
i+2 ), ri+1
]
= 1
〉
,
z
θi+1
i+1 = z
θi
i+1ri+1, z
θi+1
i+2 = z
θi
i+2ri+1, z
θi+1
j = z
θi
j , (j 6= i+ 1, i+ 2).
By induction we constructed a series of extensions of centralizers
G = H0 6 H1 6 . . . 6 Hm−1 = Hm−1(G)
and a homomorphism
θm−1,β = θm−1 : G[X ]→ Hm−1(G).
Observe, that,
c
z
θi
i+1
i+1 c
z
θi
i+2
i+2 = c
ei+1ri
i+1 c
ei
i+2
so the element ri+1 extends the centralizer of the element c
ei+1ri
i+1 c
ei
i+2. In particular,
the following equality holds in the group Hm−1(G) for each i = 0, . . . ,m− 1:
(22) [ri+1, c
ei+1ri
i+1 c
ei
i+2] = 1.
(where r0 = 1). Observe also, that
(23) z
θm−1
1 = e1r1, z
θm−1
i = eiri−1ri, z
θm−1
m = emrm−1 (0 < i < m).
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From (22) and (23) it readily follows that
(24)
(
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizi
)θm−1
=
m∏
i=1
e−1i ciei,
so θm−1 gives rise to a homomorphism (which we again denote by θm−1 or θβ)
θm−1 : GS −→ Hm−1(G).
Now we iterate the construction one more time replacing H by Hm−1(G) and β by
θm−1 and put:
Hβ(G) = Hm−1(Hm−1(G)), λβ = θθm−1 : GS −→ Hβ(G).
The group Hβ(G) is union of a chain of extensions of centralizers which starts at
the group H .
If H = G then all the homomorphisms above are G-homomorphisms. Now we
can write
Hβ(G) = G(U, T )
where U = {u1, . . . , um−1, u¯1, . . . , u¯m−1}, T = {r1, . . . , rm−1, r¯1, . . . , r¯m−1} and
u¯i, r¯i are the corresponding elements when we iterate the construction:
ui+1 = c
ei+1ri
i+1 c
ei+2
i+2 , u¯i+1 = c
ei+1riri+1r¯i
i+1 c
ei+2ri+1ri+2
i+2 .
Case: m = 0, n > 0. In this case S = [x1, y1] · · · [xn, yn]d
−1. Similar to the
case above we start with the principal automorphisms. They consist of two Dehn’s
twists:
(25) x→ ypx, y → y;
(26) x→ x, y → xpy;
which fix the commutator [x, y], and the third transformation which ties two con-
sequent commutators [xi, yi][xi+1, yi+1]:
(27) xi → (yix
−1
i+1)
−qxi, yi → (yix
−1
i+1)
−qyi(yix
−1
i+1)
q,
xi+1 → (yix
−1
i+1)
−qxi+1(yix
−1
i+1)
q, yi+1 → (yix
−1
i+1)
−qyi+1.
Now we define by induction on i, for i = 0, . . . , 4n− 1, pairs (Gi, αi) of groups
Gi and G-homomorphisms αi : G[X ]→ Gi. Put
G0 = G, α0 = β.
For each commutator [xi, yi] in S = 1 we perform consequently three Dehn’s twists
(26), (25), (26) (more precisely, their analogs for an extension of a centralizer) and
an analog of the connecting transformation (27) provided the next commutator
exists. Namely, suppose G4i and α4i have been already defined. Then
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G4i+1 =
〈
G4i, t4i+1 | [CG4i(x
α4i
i+1), t4i+1] = 1
〉
;
y
α4i+1
i+1 = t4i+1y
α4i
i+1, s
α4i+1 = sα4i (s 6= yi+1).
G4i+2 =
〈
G4i+1, t4i+2 | [CG4i+1(y
α4i+1
i+1 ), t4i+2] = 1
〉
;
x
α4i+2
i+1 = t4i+2x
α4i+1
i+1 , s
α4i+2 = sα4i+1 (s 6= xi+1);
G4i+3 =
〈
G4i+2, t4i+3 |
[
CG4i+2(x
α4i+2
i+1 ), t4i+3
]
= 1
〉
;
y
α4i+3
i+1 = t4i+3y
α4i+2
i+1 , s
α4i+3 = sα4i+2 (s 6= yi+1);
G4i+4 =
〈
G4i+3, t4i+4 |
[
CG4i+3
(
y
α4i+3
i+1 x
−α4i+3
i+2
)
, t4i+4
]
= 1
〉
;
x
α4i+4
i+1 = t
−1
4i+4x
α4i+3
i+1 , y
α4i+4
i+1 = y
α4i+3t4i+4
i+1 , x
α4i+4
i+2 = x
α4i+3t4i+4
i+2 ,
y
α4i+4
i+2 = t
−1
4i+4y
α4i+3
i+2 ;
sα4i+4 = sα4i+3 (s 6= xi+1, yi+1, xi+2, yi+2).
Thus we have defined groups Gi and mappings αi for all i = 0, . . . , 4n − 1. As
above, the straightforward verification shows that the mapping α4n−1 gives rise to
a G-homomorphism α4n−1 : GS −→ G4n−1. We repeat now the above construction
once more time with G4n−1 in the place of G0, α4n−1 in the place of β, and t¯j in
the place of tj . We denote the corresponding groups and homomorphisms by G¯i
and α¯i : GS → G¯i.
Put
G(U, T ) = G¯4n−1, λβ = α¯4n−1,
By induction we have constructed a G-homomorphism
λβ : GS −→ G(U, T ).
Case: m > 0, n > 0. In this case we combine the two previous cases together.
To this end we take the group Hm−1 and the homomorphism θm−1 : G[X ]→ Hm−1
constructed in the first case and put them as the input for the construction in the
second case. Namely, put
G0 =
〈
Hm−1, rm|[CHm−1 (c
z
θm−1
m
m x
−θm−1
1 ), rm] = 1
〉
,
and define the homomorphism α0 as follows
zα0m = z
θm−1
m rm, x
α0
1 = a
rm
1 , y
α0
1 = r
−1
m b1, s
α0 = sθm−1 (s ∈ X, s 6= zm, x1, y1).
Now we apply the construction from the second case. Thus we have defined groups
Gi and mappings αi : G[X ]→ Gi for all i = 0, . . . , 4n− 1. As above, the straight-
forward verification shows that the mapping α4n−1 gives rise to a G-homomorphism
α4n−1 : GS −→ G4n−1.
We repeat now the above construction once more time with G4n−1 in place of
G0 and α4n−1 in place of β. This results in a group G¯4n−1 and a homomorphism
α¯4n−1 : GS → G¯4n−1.
Put
G(U, T ) = G¯4n−1, λβ = α¯4n−1.
We have constructed a G-homomorphism
λβ : GS −→ G(U, T ).
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We proved the proposition for all three types of equations (15), (16), (17), as
required. 
Proposition 5.2. Let S = 1 be a regular quadratic equation (2) and
β : GR(S) → G
a solution of S = 1 in G in a general position. Then the homomorphism
λβ : GR(S) → G(U, T )
is a monomorphism.
Proof. In the proof of this proposition we use induction on the atomic rank
of the equation in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [12].
Since all the intermediate groups are also fully residually free by induction it
suffices to prove the following:
1. n = 1, m = 0; prove that ψ = α3 is an embedding of GS into G3.
2. n = 2, m = 0; prove that ψ = α4 is a monomorphism on H = 〈G, x1, y1〉 .
3. n = 1, m = 1; prove that ψ = α3α¯0 is a monomorphism on H = 〈G, z1〉 .
4. n = 0, m > 2; prove that θ2θ¯2 is an embedding of GS into H¯2.
Now we consider all these cases one by one.
Case 1. Choose an arbitrary nontrivial element h ∈ GS . It can be written in
the form
h = g1 v1(x1, y1) g2 v2(x1, y1) g3 . . . vn(x1, y1) gn+1,
where 1 6= vi(x1, y1) ∈ F (x1, y1) are words in x1, y1, not belonging to the subgroup
〈[x1, y1]〉, and 1 6= gi ∈ G, gi 6∈ 〈[a, b]〉 (with the exception of g1 and gn+1, they
could be trivial). Then
(28) hψ = g1 v1(t3t1a, t2b) g2 v2(t3t1a, t2b) g3 · · · vn(t3t1a, t2b) gn+1.
The group G(U, T ) is obtained from G by three HNN-extensions (extensions of
centralizers), so every element in G(U, T ) can be rewritten to its reduced form by
making finitely many pinches. It is easy to see that the leftmost occurrence of either
t3 or t1 in the product (28) occurs in the reduced form of h
ψ uncancelled.
Case 2. x1 → t
−1
4 t2a1, y1 → t
−1
4 t3t1b1t4, x2 → t
−1
4 a2t4, y2 → t
−1
4 b2. Choose
an arbitrary nontrivial element h ∈ H = G ∗ F (x1, y1). It can be written in the
form
h = g1 v1(x1, y1) g2 v2(x1, y1) g3 . . . vn(x1, y1) gn+1,
where 1 6= vi(x1, y1) ∈ F (x1, y1) are words in x1, y1, and 1 6= gi ∈ G (with the
exception of g1 and gn+1, they could be trivial). Then
(29)
hψ = g1 v1(t
−1
4 t2a, (t3t1b)
t4) g2 v2(t
−1
4 t2a, (t3t1b)
t4) g3 · · · vn(t
−1
4 t2a, (t3t1b)
t4) gn+1.
The group G(U, T ) is obtained from G by four HNN-extensions (extensions of cen-
tralizers), so every element in G(U, T ) can be rewritten to its reduced form by
making finitely many pinches. It is easy to see that the leftmost occurrence of
either t4 or t1 in the product (29) occurs in the reduced form of h
ψ uncancelled.
Case 3. We have an equation cz[x, y] = c[a, b], z → zr1r¯1, x→ (t2ar1)r¯1 , y →
r¯−11 t3t1r
−1
1 b, and [r1, ca
−1] = 1, [r¯1, (c
r1a−r1t−12 )] = 1. Here we can always suppose,
that [c, a] 6= 1, by changing a solution, hence [r1, r¯1] 6= 1. The proof for this case is
a repetition of the proof of Proposition 11 in [12].
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Case 4. We will consider the case when m = 3; the general case can be
considered similarly. We have an equation cz11 c
z2
2 c
z3
3 = c1c2c3, and can suppose
[ci, ci+1] 6= 1.
We will prove that ψ = θ2θ¯1 is an embedding. The images of z1, z2, z3 under
θ2θ¯1 are the following:
z1 → c1r1r¯1, z2 → c2r1r2r¯1, z3 → c3r2,
where
[r1, c1c2] = 1, [r2, c
r1
2 c3] = 1, [r¯1, c
r1
1 c
r1r2
2 ] = 1.
Let w be a reduced word in G∗F (zi, i = 1, 2, 3), which does not have subwords
cz11 . We will prove that if w
ψ = 1 in H¯1, then w ∈ N, where N is the normal closure
of the element cz11 c
z2
2 c
z3
3 c
−1
3 c
−1
2 c
−1
1 . We use induction on the number of occurrences
of z±11 in w. The induction basis is obvious, because homomorphism ψ is injective
on the subgroup < F, z2, z3 > .
Notice, that the homomorphism ψ is also injective on the subgroup K =<
z1z
−1
2 , z3, F > .
Consider H¯1 as an HNN-extension by letter r¯1. Suppose w
ψ = 1 in H¯1. Letter
r¯1 can disappear in two cases: 1) w ∈ KN, 2) there is a pinch between r¯
−1
1 and r¯1
(or between r¯1 and r¯
−1
1 ) in w
ψ . This pinch corresponds to some element z−11,2uz
′
1,2
(or z1,2u(z
′
1,2)
−1), where z1,2, z
′
1,2 ∈ {z1, z2}.
In the first case wψ 6= 1, because w ∈ K and w 6∈ N .
In the second case, if the pinch happens in (z1,2u(z
′
1,2)
−1)ψ , then z1,2u(z
′
1,2)
−1 ∈
KN, therefore it has to be at least one pinch that corresponds to (z−11,2uz
′
1,2)
ψ. We
can suppose, up to a cyclic shift of w, that z−11,2 is the first letter, w does not end with
some z′′1,2, and w cannot be represented as z
−1
1,2uz
′
1,2v1z
′′
1,2v2, such that z
′
1,2v1 ∈ KN.
A pinch can only happen if z−11,2uz
′
1,2 ∈< c
z1
1 c
z2
2 >. Therefore, either z1,2 = z1, or
z′1,2 = z1, and one can replace c
z1
1 by c1c2c3c
−z3
3 c
−z2
2 , therefore replace w by w1 such
that w = uw1, where u is in the normal closure of the element c
z1
1 c
z2
2 c
z3
3 c
−1
3 c
−1
2 c
−1
1 ,
and apply induction. 
The embedding λβ : GS → G(U, T ) allows one to construct effectively discrim-
inating sets of solutions in G of the equation S = 1. Indeed, by the construction
above the group G(U, T ) is union of the following chain of length 2K = 2K(m,n)
of extension of centralizers:
G = H0 6 H1 . . . 6 Hm−1 6 G0 6 G1 6 . . . 6 G4n−1 =
= H¯0 6 H¯1 6 . . . 6 H¯m−1 = G¯0 6 . . . 6 G¯4n−1 = G(U, T ).
Now, every 2K-tuple p ∈ N2K determines a G-homomorphism
ξp : G(U, T )→ G.
Namely, if Zi is the i-th term of the chain above then Zi is an extension of the
centralizer of some element gi ∈ Zi−1 by a stable letter ti. The G-homomorphism
ξp is defined as composition
ξp = ψ1 ◦ . . . ◦ ψK
of homomorphisms ψi : Zi → Zi−1 which are identical on Zi−1 and such that
tψii = g
pi
i , where pi is the i-th component of p.
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It follows (see [16, Section 1.4]) that for every unbounded set of tuples P ⊂ N2K
the set of homomorphisms
ΞP = {ξp | p ∈ P}
G-discriminates G(U, T ) into G. Therefore, (since λβ is monic), the family of G-
homomorphisms
ΞP,β = {λβξp | ξp ∈ ΞP }
G-discriminates GS into G.
One can give another description of the set ΞP,β in terms of the basic automor-
phisms from the basic sequence Γ. Observe first that
λβξp = φ2K,pβ,
therefore
ΞP,β = {φ2K,pβ | p ∈ P}.
We summarize the discussion above as follows.
Theorem 5.3. Let G be a finitely generated fully residually free group, S = 1
a regular standard quadratic orientable equation, and Γ its basic sequence of auto-
morphisms. Then for any solution β : GS → G in general position, any positive
integer J ≥ 2, and any unbounded set P ⊂ NJK the set of G-homomorphisms ΞP,β
G-discriminates GR(S) into G. Moreover, for any fixed tuple p
′ ∈ NtK the family
ΞP,β,p′ = {φtK,p′θ | θ ∈ ΞP,β}
G-discriminates GR(S) into G.
For tuples f = (f1, . . . , fk) and g = (g1, . . . , gm) denote the tuple
fg = (f1, . . . , fk, g1, . . . , gm).
Similarly, for a set of tuples P put
fPg = {fpg | p ∈ P}.
Corollary 5.4. Let G be a finitely generated fully residually free group, S = 1
a regular standard quadratic orientable equation, Γ the basic sequence of automor-
phisms of S, and β : GS → G a solution of S = 1 in general position. Suppose
P ⊆ N2K is unbounded set, and f ∈ NKs, g ∈ NKr for some r, s ∈ N. Then there
exists a number N such that if f is N -large and s ≥ 2 then the family
ΦP,β,f,g = {φK(r+s+2),qβ | q ∈ fPg}
G-discriminates GR(S) into G.
Proof. By Theorem 5.3 it suffices to show that if f is N -large for some N
then βf = φ2K,fβ is a solution of S = 1 in general position, i.e., the images of some
particular finitely many non-commuting elements from GR(S) do not commute in
G. It has been shown above that the set of solutions {φ2K,hβ | h ∈ N2K} is a
discriminating set for GR(S). Moreover, for any finite set M of non-trivial elements
from GR(S) there exists a number N such that for any N -large tuple h ∈ N
2K the
solution φ2K,hβ discriminates all elements from M into G. Hence the result. 
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6. Small cancellation solutions of standard orientable equations
Let S(X) = 1 be a standard regular orientable quadratic equation over F
written in the form (18):
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizi
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi] =
m∏
i=1
e−1i ciei
n∏
i=1
[ai, bi].
In this section we construct solutions in F of S(X) = 1 which satisfy some small
cancellation conditions.
Definition 6.1. Let S = 1 be a standard regular orientable quadratic equation
written in the form (18). We say that a solution β : FS → F of S = 1 satisfies
the small cancellation condition (1/λ) with respect to the set W¯Γ,L if the following
conditions are satisfied:
1) β is in general position;
2) for any 2-letter word uv ∈ WΓ,L (in the alphabet Y ) cancellation in the
word uβvβ does not exceed (1/λ)min{|uβ|, |vβ |} (we assume here and
below that uβ , vβ are given by their reduced forms in F );
3) cancellation in a word uβvβ does not exceed (1/λ)min{|uβ|, |vβ |} provided
u, v satisfy one of the conditions below:
a) u = zi, v = (z
−1
i−1c
−1
i−1zi−1),
b) u = ci, v = zi,
c) u = v = ci.
Notation 6.2. For a homomorphism β : F [X ] → F by Cβ we denote the set
of all elements that cancel in uβvβ where u, v are as in 2), 3) from Definition 6.1.
Lemma 6.3. Let u, v be cyclically reduced elements of G∗H such that |u|, |v| > 2.
If for some m,n > 1 elements um and vn have a common initial segment of length
|u|+|v|, then u and v are both powers of the same element w ∈ G∗H. In particular,
if both u and v are not proper powers then u = v.
Proof. The same argument as in the case of free groups.
Corollary 6.4. If u, v ∈ F, [u, v] 6= 1, then for any λ > 0 there exist m0, n0
such that for any m > m0, n > n0 cancellation between u
m and vn is less than
1
λ
max{|um|, |vn|}.
Lemma 6.5. Let S(X) = 1 be a standard regular orientable quadratic equation
written in the form (18):
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizi
n∏
i=1
[xi, yi] =
m∏
i=1
e−1i ciei
n∏
i=1
[ai, bi], n > 1,
where all ci are cyclically reduced, and
β1 : xi → ai, yi → bi, zi → ei
a solution of S = 1 in F in general position. Then for any λ ∈ N there are positive
integers mi, ni, ki, qj and a tuple p = (p1, . . . pm) such that the map β : F [X ]→ F
defined by
xβ1 = (b˜
n1
1 a˜1)
[a˜1,b˜1]
m1
, yβ1 = ((b˜
n1
1 a˜1)
k1 b˜1)
[a˜1,b˜1]
m1
, where a˜1 = x
φmβ1
1 , b˜1 = y
φmβ1
1
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xβi = (b
ni
i ai)
[ai,bi]
mi
, yβi = ((b
ni
i ai)
kibi)
[ai,bi]
mi
, i = 2, . . . n,
zβi = c
qi
i z
φmβ1
i , i = 1, . . .m,
is a solution of S = 1 satisfying the small cancellation condition (1/λ) with respect
to W¯Γ,L. Moreover, one can choose the solution β1 such that if u = c
zi
i or u = x
−1
j
and v = cz11 , then the cancellation between u
β and vβ is less than (1/λ)min{|u|, |v|}.
Proof. The solution
xi → ai, yi → bi, zi → ei
i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m is in general position, therefore the neighboring items in
the sequence
ce11 , . . . , c
em
m , [a1, b1], . . . , [an, bn]
do not commute.
There is a homomorphism θβ1 : FS → F¯ = F (U¯ , T¯ ) into the group F¯ obtained
from F by a series of extensions of centralizers, such that β = θβ1ψp, where ψp :
F¯ → F . This homomorphism θβ1 is a monomorphism on F ∗ F (z1, . . . , zm) (this
follows from the proof of Theorem 4 in [12], where the same sequence of extensions
of centralizers is constructed).
The set of solutions ψp for different tuples p and numbers mi, ni, ki, qj is a dis-
criminating family for F¯ .We just have to show that the small cancellation condition
for β is equivalent to a finite number of inequalities in the group F¯ .
We have zβi = c
qi
i z
φmβ1
i such that β1(zi) = ei, and p = (p1, . . . , pm) is a large
tuple. Denote A¯j = A
β1
j , j = 1, . . . ,m. Then it follows from Lemma 4.6 that
zβi = c
qi+1
i eiA¯
pi−1
i−1 c
ei+1
i+1 A¯
pi−1
i , where i = 2, . . . ,m− 1
zβm = c
qm+1
m emA¯
pm−1
m−1 a
−1
1 A¯
pm−1
m ,
where
A¯1 = c
e1
1 c
e2
2 ,
A¯2 = A¯1(p1) = A¯
−p1
1 c
e2
2 A¯
p1
1 c
e3
3 ,
...
A¯i = A¯
−pi−1
i−1 c
ei
i A¯
pi−1
i−1 c
ei+1
i+1 , i = 2, . . . ,m− 1,
A¯m = A¯
−pm−1
m−1 c
emA¯
pm−1
m−1 a
−1
1 .
One can choose p such that [A¯i, A¯i+1] 6= 1, [A¯i−1, c
ei+1
i+1 ] 6= 1, [A¯i−1, c
ei
i ] 6= 1 and
[A¯m, [a1, b1]] 6= 1, because their pre-images do not commute in F¯ . We need the
second and third inequality here to make sure that A¯i does not end with a power
of A¯i−1. Alternatively, one can prove by induction on i that p can be chosen to
satisfy these inequalities. Then c
z
β
i
i and c
z
β
i+1
i+1 have small cancellation, and c
zβm
m has
small cancellation with x±β1 , y
±β
1 .
Let
xβi = (b
ni
i ai)
[ai,bi]
mi
, yβi = ((b
ni
i ai)
kibi)
[ai,bi]
mi
, i = 2, . . . , n
for some positive integers mi, ni, ki, sj which values we will specify in a due course.
Let uv ∈ W¯Γ. There are several cases to consider.
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1) uv = xixi. Then
uβvβ = (bnii ai)
[ai,bi]
mi
(bnii ai)
[ai,bi]
mi
.
Observe that the cancellation between (bnii ai) and (b
ni
i ai) is not more then |ai|.
Hence the cancellation in uβvβ is not more then |[ai, bi]mi |+|ai|. We chose ni ≫ mi
such that
|[ai, bi]
mi |+ |ai| < (1/λ)|(b
ni
i ai)
[ai,bi]
mi
|
which is obviously possible. Similar arguments prove the cases uv = xiyi and
uv = yixi.
2) In all other cases the cancellation in uβvβ does not exceed the cancellation
between [ai, bi]
mi and [ai+1, bi+1]
mi+1 , hence by Lemma 6.3 it is not greater than
|[ai, bi]|+ |[ai+1, bi+1]|.
Let u = zβi , v = c
−zβi−1
i−1 . The cancellation is the same as between A¯
p2i
2i and
A¯
−pi−1
i−1 and, therefore, small.
Since ci is cyclically reduced, there is no cancellation between ci and z
β
i .
The first statement of the lemma is proved.
We now will prove the second statement of the lemma. We can choose the
initial solution e1, . . . , em, a1, b1, . . . , an, bn so that [c
e1
1 c
e2
2 , c
e3
3 . . . c
ei
i ] 6= 1 ( i > 3),
[ce11 c
e2
2 , [ai, bi]] 6= 1, (i = 2, . . . , n) and [c
e1
1 c
e2
2 , b
−1
1 a
−1
1 b1] 6= 1. Indeed, the equations
[cz11 c
z2
2 , c
z3
3 . . . c
zi
i ] = 1, [c
z1
1 c
z2
2 , [xi, yi]] = 1, (i = 2, . . . , n) and [c
z1
1 c
z2
2 , y
−1
1 x
−1
1 y1] = 1
are not consequences of the equation S = 1, and, therefore, there is a solution of
S(X) = 1 which does not satisfy any of these equations.
To show that u = c
z
β
i
i and v = c
z
β
1
1 , have small cancellation, we have to show
that p can be chosen so that [A¯1, A¯i] 6= 1 (which is obvious, because the pre-images
in G¯ do not commute), and that A¯−1i does not begin with a power of A¯1. The
period A¯−1i has form (c
−zi+1
i+1 . . . c
−z3
3 A¯
−p2
1 . . .). It begins with a power of A¯1 if and
only if [A¯1, c
e3
3 . . . c
ei
i ] = 1, but this equality does not hold.
Similarly one can show, that the cancellation between u = x−βj and v = c
z
β
1
1 is
small. 
Lemma 6.6. Let S(X) = 1 be a standard regular orientable quadratic equation
of the type (17)
m∏
i=1
z−1i cizi = c
e1
1 . . . c
em
m = d,
where all ci are cyclically reduced, and
β1 : zi → ei
a solution of S = 1 in F in general position. Then for any λ ∈ N there is a positive
integer s and a tuple p = (p1, . . . pK) such that the map β : F [X ]→ F defined by
zβi = c
qi
i z
φKβ1
i d
s,
is a solution of S = 1 satisfying the small cancellation condition (1/λ) with respect
to W¯Γ,L with one exception when u = d and v = c
−zm−1
m−1 (in this case d cancels out
in vβ). Notice, however, that such word uv occurs only in the product wuv with w =
cz22 , in which case cancellation between w
β and dvβ is less than min{|wβ |, |dvβ |}.
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Proof. Solution β is chosen the same way as in the previous lemma (ex-
cept for the multiplication by ds) on the elements zi, i 6= m. We do not take
s very large, we just need it to avoid cancellation between zβ2 and d. Therefore
the cancellation between c
z
β
i
i and c
±zβ
i+1
i+1 is small for i < m − 1. Similarly, for
u = cz22 , v = d, w = c
−zm−1
m−1 , we can make the cancellation between u
β and dwβ
less than min{|uβ|, |dwβ |}. 
Lemma 6.7. Let U, V ∈ W¯Γ,L such that UV = U ◦ V and UV ∈ W¯Γ,L.
1. Let n 6= 0. If u is the last letter of U and v is the first letter of V then
cancellation between Uβ and V β is equal to the cancellation between uβ and vβ.
2. Let n = 0. If u1u2 are the last two letters of U and v1, v2 are the first
two letters of V then cancellation between Uβ and V β is equal to the cancellation
between (u1u2)
β and (v1v2)
β.
Proof. Since β has the small cancellation property with respect to W¯Γ,L, this
implies that the cancellation in UβV β is equal to the cancellation in uβvβ , which
is equal to some element in Cβ . This proves the lemma. 
Let w ∈ W¯Γ,L,W = wφj .We start with the canonical N -large A-representation
of W :
(30) W = B1 ◦A
q1 ◦ · · · ◦Bk ◦A
qk ◦Bk+1
where |qi| > N and maxj(Bi) 6 r.
Since the occurrences Aqi above are stable we have
B1 = B¯1◦A
sgn(q1), Bi = A
sgn(qi−1)◦B¯i◦A
sgn(qi) (2 6 i 6 k), Bk+1 = A
sgn(qk)◦B¯k+1.
Denote Aβ = c−1A′c, where A′ is cyclically reduced, and c ∈ Cβ . Then
Bβ1 = B¯
β
1 c
−1(A′)sgn(q1)c, Bβi = c
−1(A′)sgn(qi−1)cB¯βi c
−1(A′)sgn(qi)c,
Bβk+1 = c
−1(A′)sgn(qk)cB¯βk+1.
By Lemma 6.7 we can assume that the cancellation in the words above is small,
i.e., it does not exceed a fixed number σ which is the maximum length of words
from Cβ . To get an N -large canonical A
′-decomposition of W β one has to take
into account stable occurrences of A′. To this end, put εi = 0 if A
′sgn(qi) occurs in
the reduced form of B¯βi c
−1(A′)sgn(qi) as written (the cancellation does not touch
it), and put εi = sgn(qi) otherwise. Similarly, put δi = 0 if A
′sgn(qi) occurs in the
reduced form of (A′)sgn(qi)cB¯βi+1 as written, and put δi = sgn(qi) otherwise.
Now one can rewrite W β in the following form
(31) W β = E1 ◦ (A
′)q1−ε1−δ1 ◦ E2 ◦ (A
′)q2−ε2−δ2 ◦ · · · ◦ (A′)qk−εk−δk ◦ Ek+1,
where E1 = (B
β
1 c
−1(A′)ε1), E2 = ((A
′)δ1cBβ2 c
−1(A′)ε2), Ek+1 = ((A
′)δkcBβk+1).
Observe, that di and εi, δi can be effectively computed fromW and β. It follows
that one can effectively rewrite W β in the form (31) and the form is unique.
The decomposition (31) of W β induces a corresponding A∗-decomposition of
W . Namely, if the canonical N -large A∗-decomposition of W has the form:
D1(A
∗)q1D2 · · ·Dk(A
∗)qkDk+1
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then the induced one has the form: W =
(32)
(D1A
∗ε1)A∗q1−ε1−δ1(A∗δ1D2A
∗ε2 ) · · · (A∗δk−1DkA
∗εk )A∗qk−εk−δk(A∗δkDk+1).
We call this decomposition the induced A∗-decomposition of W with respect to
β and write it in the form:
(33) W = D∗1(A
∗)
q∗1D∗2 · · ·D
∗
k(A
∗)
q∗kD∗k+1,
where D∗i = (A
∗)δi−1Di(A
∗)εi , q∗i = qi − εi − δi, and, for uniformity, δ1 = 0 and
εk+1 = 0.
Lemma 6.8. For given positive integers j, M , N there is a constant C =
C(j,M,N) > 0 such that if pt+1 − pt > C for every t = 1, . . . , j − 1, and a word
W ∈ W¯Γ,L has a canonical N -large A∗-decomposition (33), then this decomposition
satisfies the following conditions:
(34)
(D∗1)
β = E1◦θ(cR
β), (D∗i )
β = (R−βc−1)◦θEi◦θ(cR
β), (D∗k+1)
β = (R−βc−1)◦θEk+1,
where θ < |A| −M . Moreover, this constant C can be found effectively.
Proof. Applying homomorphism β to the reduced A∗-decomposition of Wσ
(33) we can see that
W βσ =
(
(D∗1)
βRβc
)
(A′)
q∗1
(
cRβ(D∗2)
βR−βc−1
)
(A′)
q∗2 . . .(
cRβ(D∗k)
βR−βc−1
)
(A′)
q∗k
(
cRβ(D∗k+1)
β
)
.
Observe that this decomposition has the same powers of A′ as the canonicalN -large
A′-decomposition (31). From the uniqueness of such decompositions we deduce that
E1 = (D
∗
1)
βRβc, Ei = cR
β(D∗i )
βR−βc−1, Ek+1 = cR
β(D∗k+1)
β
Rewriting these equalities one can get
(D∗1)
β = E1◦θ(cR
β), (D∗i )
β = (R−βc−1)◦θEi◦θ(cR
β), (D∗k+1)
β = (R−βc−1)◦θEk+1
and θ ≪ |A|. Indeed, in the decomposition (31) every occurrence (A′)qi−εi−δi is
stable hence Ei starts (ends) on A
′. The N -large rank of R is at most rankN (A),
and β has small cancellation. Taking pj+1 ≫ pj we may assume that |A
′| ≫
|c|, |Rβ|. 
Notice, that one can effectively write down the induced A∗-decomposition of
W with respect to β.
We summarize the discussion above in the following statement.
Lemma 6.9. For given positive integers j, N there is a constant C = C(j,N)
such that if pt+1 − pt > C, for every t = 1, . . . , j − 1, then for any W ∈ W¯Γ,L the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) Decomposition (30) is the canonical (the canonical N -large) A-decomposition
of W ,
(2) Decomposition (31) is the canonical (the canonical N -large) A′-decomposition
of W β,
(3) Decomposition (32) is the canonical (the canonical N -large) A∗-decomposition
of W.
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7. Implicit function theorem for quadratic equations
In this section we prove Theorem A for orientable quadratic equations over a
free group F = F (A). Namely, we prove the following statement.
Let S(X,A) = 1 be a regular standard orientable quadratic equation over F .
Then every equation T (X,Y,A) = 1 compatible with S(X,A) = 1 admits an effec-
tive complete S-lift.
A special discriminating set of solutions L and the corresponding cut
equation Π.
Below we continue to use notations from the previous sections. Fix a solution
β of S(X,A) = 1 which satisfies the cancellation condition (1/λ) (with λ > 10)
with respect to W¯Γ.
Put
xβi = a˜i, y
β
i = b˜i, z
β
i = c˜i.
Recall that
φj,p = γ
pj
j · · · γ
p1
1 =
←
Γ
p
j
where j ∈ N, Γj = (γ1, . . . , γj) is the initial subsequence of length j of the sequence
Γ(∞), and p = (p1, . . . , pj) ∈ Nj. Denote by ψj,p the following solution of S(X) = 1:
ψj,p = φj,pβ.
Sometimes we omit p in φj,p, ψj,p and simply write φj , ψj .
Below we continue to use notation:
A = Aj = Aj , A
∗ = A∗j = A
∗(φj) = R
−1
j ◦Aj ◦Rj , d = dj = |Rj |.
Recall that Rj has rank ≤ j−K+2 (Lemma 4.33). By A
′ we denote the cyclically
reduced form of Aβ (hence of (A∗)β). Recall that Cβ is the finite set of all initial
and terminal segments of elements in (X±1)β .
Let
Φ = {φj,p | j ∈ N, p ∈ N
j}.
For an arbitrary subset L of Φ denote
Lβ = {φβ | φ ∈ L}.
Specifying step by step various subsets of Φ we will eventually ensure a very
particular choice of a set of solutions of S(X) = 1 in F .
Let K = K(m,n) and J ∈ N, J ≥ 3, a sufficiently large positive integer which
will be specified precisely in due course. Put L = JK and define P1 = NL,
L1 = {φL,p | p ∈ P1}.
By Theorem 5.3 the set L1
β is a discriminating set of solutions of S(X) = 1 in F .
In fact, one can replace the set P1 in the definition of L1 by any unbounded subset
P2 ⊆ P1, so that the new set is still discriminating. Now we construct by induction
a very particular unbounded subset P2 ⊆ NL. Let a ∈ N be a natural number and
h : N× N→ N a function. Define a tuple
p(0) = (p
(0)
1 , . . . , p
(0)
L )
where
p
(0)
1 = a, p
(0)
j+1 = p
(0)
j + h(0, j).
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Similarly, if a tuple p(i) = (p
(i)
1 , . . . , p
(i)
L ) is defined then put p
(i+1) = (p
(i+1)
1 , . . . , p
(i+1)
L ),
where
p
(i+1)
1 = p
(i)
1 + h(i+ 1, 0), p
(i+1)
j+1 = p
(i+1)
j + h(i+ 1, j).
This defines by induction an infinite set
Pa,h = {p
(i) | i ∈ N} ⊆ NL
such that any infinite subset of Pf,h is also unbounded.
From now on fix a recursive non-negative monotonically increasing with respect
to both variables function h (which will be specified in due course) and put
P2 = Pa,h, L2 = {φL,p | p ∈ P2}.
Proposition 7.1. Let r ≥ 2 and K(r + 2) ≤ L then there exists a number a0
such that if a ≥ a0 and the function h satisfies the condition
(35) h(i+ 1, j) > h(i, j) for any j = Kr + 1, . . . ,K(r + 2), i = 1, 2, . . . ;
then for any infinite subset P ⊆ P2 the set of solutions
LP
β = {φL,pβ | p ∈ P}
is a discriminating set of solutions of S(X,A) = 1.
Proof. The result follows from Corollary 5.4. 
Let ψ = ψp ∈ L
β
2 . Denote by Uψ the solution X
ψ of the equation S(X) = 1 in
F . Since T (X,Y ) = 1 is compatible with S(X) = 1 in F the equation T (Uψ, Y ) = 1
(in variables Y ) has a solution in F , say Y = Vψ . Set
Λ = {(Uψ, Vψ) | ψ ∈ L
β
2}.
It follows that every pair (Uψ, Vψ) ∈ Λ gives a solution of the system
R(X,Y ) = (S(X) = 1 ∧ T (X,Y ) = 1).
By Theorem 3.4 there exists a finite set CE(R) of cut equations which describes all
solutions of R(X,Y ) = 1 in F , therefore there exists a cut equation ΠL3,Λ ∈ CE(R)
and an infinite subset L3 ⊆ L2 such that ΠL3,Λ describes all solutions of the type
(Uψ, Vψ), where ψ ∈ L3. We state the precise formulation of this result in the
following proposition which, as we have mentioned already, follows from Theorem
3.4.
Proposition 7.2. Let L2 and Λ be as above. Then there exists an infinite
subset P3 ⊆ P2 and the corresponding set L3 = {φL,p | p ∈ P3} ⊆ L2, a cut
equation ΠL3,Λ = (E , fX , fM ) ∈ CE(R), and a tuple of words Q(M) such that the
following conditions hold:
1) fX(E) ⊂ X±1;
2) for every ψ ∈ Lβ3 there exists a tuple of words Pψ = Pψ(M) and a solution
αψ :M → F of ΠL3,Λ with respect to ψ : F [X ]→ F such that:
• the solution Uψ = Xψ of S(X) = 1 can be presented as Uψ =
Q(Mαψ ) and the word Q(Mαψ) is reduced as written,
• Vψ = Pψ(Mαψ ).
3) there exists a tuple of words P such that for any solution (any group
solution) (β, α) of ΠL3,Λ the pair (U, V ), where U = Q(M
α) and V =
P (Mα), is a solution of R(X,Y ) = 1 in F .
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Put
P = P3, L = L3, ΠL = ΠL3,Λ.
By Proposition 7.1 the set Lβ is a discriminating set of solutions of S(X) = 1 in F .
The initial cut equation Πφ.
Now fix a tuple p ∈ P and the automorphism φ = φL,p ∈ L. Recall, that for
every j ≤ L the automorphism φj is defined by φj =
←
Γ
pj
j , where pj is the initial
subsequence of p of length j. Sometimes we use notation ψ = φβ, ψj = φjβ.
Starting with the cut equation ΠL we construct a cut equation Πφ = (E , fφ,X , fM )
which is obtained from ΠL by replacing the function fX : E → F [X ] by a new func-
tion fφ,X : E → F [X ], where fφ,X is the composition of fX and the automorphism
φ. In other words, if an interval e ∈ E in ΠL has a label x ∈ X±1 then its label in
Πφ is x
φ.
Notice, that ΠL and Πφ satisfy the following conditions:
a) σfXφβ = σfφ,Xβ for every σ ∈ E ;
b) the solution of ΠL with respect to φβ is also a solution of Πφ with respect
to β;
c) any solution (any group solution) of Πφ with respect to β is a solution (a
group solution) of ΠL with respect to φβ.
The cut equation Πφ has a very particular type. To deal with such cut equations
we need the following definitions.
Definition 7.3. Let Π = (E , fX , fM ) be a cut equation. Then the number
length(Π) = max{|fM (σ)| | σ ∈ E}
is called the length of Π. We denote it by length(Π) or simply by NΠ.
Notice, by construction, length(Πφ) = length(Πφ′) for every φ, φ
′ ∈ L. Denote
NL = length(Πφ).
Definition 7.4. A cut equation Π = (E , fX , fM ) is called a Γ-cut equation in
rank j (rank(Π) = j) and size l if it satisfies the following conditions:
1) let Wσ = fX(σ) for σ ∈ E and N = (l + 2)NΠ. Then for every σ ∈ E
Wσ ∈ W¯Γ,L and one of the following conditions holds:
1.1) Wσ has N -large rank j and its canonical N -large Aj-decomposition
has size (N, 2) i.e., Wσ has the canonical N -large Aj-decomposition
(36) Wσ = B1 ◦A
q1
j ◦ . . . Bk ◦A
qk
j ◦Bk+1,
with maxj(Bi) ≤ 2 and qi ≥ N ;
1.2) Wσ has rank j and maxj(Wσ) ≤ 2;
1.3) Wσ has rank < j.
Moreover, there exists at least one interval σ ∈ E satisfying the condition
1.1).
2) there exists a solution α : F [M ] → F of the cut equation Π with respect
to the homomorphism β : F [X ]→ F .
Lemma 7.5. Let l ≥ 3. The cut equation Πφ is a Γ-cut equation in rank L and
size l, provided
pL ≥ (l + 2)NΠφ + 3.
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Proof. By construction the labels of intervals from Πφ are precisely the words
of the type xφL and every such word appears as a label. Observe, that rank(xφLi ) <
L for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (Lemma 4.39, 1a). Similarly, rank(xφLi ) < L for every i < n
and rank(yφLn ) = L (Lemma 4.39 1b). Also, rank(z
φL
i ) < L unless n = 0 and i = m,
in the latter case zφLm ) = L (Lemma 4.39 1c and 1d). Now consider the labels y
φL
n
and zφLm ) (in the case n = 0) of rank L. Again, it has been shown in Lemma 4.39
1) that these labels have N -large AL-decompositions of size (N, 2), as required in
1.1) of the definition of a Γ-cut equation of rank L and size l.

Agreement 1 on P . Fix an arbitrary integer l, l ≥ 5. We may assume,
choosing the constant a to satisfy the condition
a ≥ (l + 2)NΠφ + 3,
that all tuples in the set P are [(l + 2)NΠφ + 3]-large. Denote N = (l + 2)NΠφ .
Now we introduce one technical restriction on the set P , its real meaning will
be clarified later.
Agreement 2 on P . Let r be an arbitrary fixed positive integer with Kr ≤ L
and q be a fixed tuple of length Kr which is an initial segment of some tuple from
P . The choice of r and q will be clarified later. We may assume (suitably choosing
the function h) that all tuples from P have q as their initial segment. Indeed, it
suffices to define h(i, 0) = 0 and h(i, j) = h(i+1, j) for all i ∈ N and j = 1, . . . ,Kr.
Agreement 3 on P . Let r be the number from Agreement 2. By Propo-
sition 7.1 there exists a number a0 such that for every infinite subset of P the
corresponding set of solutions is a discriminating set. We may assume that a > a0.
Transformation T ∗ of Γ-cut equations.
Now we describe a transformation T ∗ defined on Γ-cut equations and their
solutions, namely, given a Γ-cut equation Π and its solution α (relative to the fixed
map β : F [X ] → F defined above) T ∗ transforms Π into a new Γ-cut equation
Π∗ = T ∗(Π) and α into a solution α∗ = T ∗(α) of T ∗(Π) relative to β.
Let Π = (E , fX , fM ) be a Γ-cut equation in rank j and size l. The cut equation
T ∗(Π) = (E∗, f∗X∗ , f
∗
M∗)
is defined as follows.
Definition of the set E∗.
For σ ∈ E we denote Wσ = fX(σ). Put
Ej,N = {σ ∈ E |Wσ satisfies 1.1)}.
Then E = Ej,N ∪ E<j,N where E<j,N is the complement of Ej,N in E .
Now let σ ∈ Ej,N . Write the word W βσ in its canonical A
′ decomposition:
(37) W βσ = E1 ◦A
′q1 ◦ E2 ◦ · · · ◦ Ek ◦A
′qk ◦ Ek+1
where |qi| > 1, Ei 6= 1 for 2 6 i 6 k.
Consider the partition
fM (σ) = µ1 . . . µn
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of σ. By the condition 2) of the definition of Γ-cut equations for the solution
β : F [X ]→ F there exists a solution α : F [M ]→ F of the cut equation Π relative
to β. Hence W βσ = fM (M
α) and the element
fM (M
α) = µα1 . . . µ
α
n
is reduced as written. It follows that
(38) W βσ = E1 ◦A
′q1 ◦ E2 ◦ · · · ◦ Ek ◦A
′qk ◦ Ek+1 = µ
α
1 ◦ · · · ◦ µ
α
n .
We say that a variable µi is long if A
′±(l+2) occurs in µαi (i.e., µ
α
i contains a
stable occurrence of A′
l
), otherwise it is called short. Observe, that the definition
of long (short) variables µ ∈M does not depend on a choice of σ, it depends only
on the given homomorphism α. The graphical equalities (38) (when σ runs over
Ej,N) allow one to effectively recognize long and short variables in M . Moreover,
since for every σ ∈ E the length of the word fM (σ) is bounded by length(Π) = NΠ
and N = (l+2)NΠ, every word fM (σ) (σ ∈ Ej) contains long variables. Denote by
Mshort, Mlong the sets of short and long variables in M . Thus, M =Mshort ∪Mlong
is a non-trivial partition of M .
Now we define the following property P = Plong,l of occurrences of powers of
A′ in W βσ : a given stable occurrence A
′q satisfies P if it occurs in µα for some
long variable µ ∈ Mlong and q > l. It is easy to see that P preserves correct
overlappings. Consider the set of stable occurrences OP which are maximal with
respect to P . As we have mentioned already in Section 4, occurrences from OP
are pair-wise disjoint and this set is uniquely defined. Moreover, W βσ admits the
unique A′-decomposition relative to the set OP :
(39) W βσ = D1 ◦ (A
′)q1 ◦D2 ◦ · · · ◦Dk ◦ (A
′)qk ◦Dk+1,
where Di 6= 1 for i = 2, . . . , k. See Figure 1.
ν11 ν12
µ
1
q
1
δ1
D1
ν i2ν i1
µ
i
q
2
νi3
q
3
δ3
D
3
δ4
D4
short
variables
D2
δ2
A' A'(A') A' A'(A') A' A'(A')
w
σ
β
Figure 1. Decomposition (39)
Denote by k(σ) the number of nontrivial elements among D1, . . . , Dk+1.
According to Lemma 6.9 the A′-decomposition 39 gives rise to the unique asso-
ciated A-decomposition of Wσ and hence the unique associated A
∗-decomposition
of Wσ.
Now with a given σ ∈ Ej we associate a finite set of new intervals Eσ (of the
equation T ∗(Π)):
Eσ = {δ1, . . . , δk(σ)}
and put
E∗ = E<j ∪
⋃
σ∈Ej
Eσ.
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Definition of the set M∗
Let µ ∈Mlong and
(40) µα = u1 ◦ (A
′)s1 ◦ u2 ◦ · · · ◦ ut ◦ (A
′)st ◦ ut+1
be the canonical l-large A′-decomposition of µα. Notice that if µ occurs in fM (σ)
(hence µα occurs inW βσ ) then this decomposition (40) is precisely theA
′-decomposition
of µα induced on µα (as a subword of W βσ ) from the A
′-decomposition (39) of W βσ
relative to OP .
Denote by t(µ) the number of non-trivial elements among u1, . . . , ut+1 (clearly,
ui 6= 1 for 2 6 i 6 t).
We associate with each long variable µ a sequence of new variables (in the
equation T ∗(Π)) Sµ = {ν1, . . . , νt(µ)}. Observe, since the decomposition (40) of µ
α
is unique, the set Sµ is well-defined (in particular, it does not depend on intervals
σ).
It is convenient to define here two functions νleft and νright on the set Mlong: if
µ ∈Mlong then
νleft(µ) = ν1, νright(µ) = νt(µ).
Now we define a new set of variable M∗ as follows:
M∗ =Mshort ∪
⋃
µ∈Mlong
Sµ.
Definition of the labelling function f∗X∗
Put X∗ = X . We define the labelling function f∗X∗ : E
∗ → F [X ] as follows.
Let δ ∈ E∗. If δ ∈ E<j , then put
f∗X∗(δ) = fX(δ).
Let now δ = δi ∈ Eσ for some σ ∈ Mlong. Then there are three cases to
consider.
a) δ corresponds to the consecutive occurrences of powers A′
qj−1 and A′
qj in
the A′-decomposition (39) of W βσ relative to OP . Here j = i or j = i − 1 with
respect to whether D1 = 1 or D1 6= 1.
As we have mentioned before, according to Lemma 6.9 the A′-decomposition
(39) gives rise to the unique associated A∗-decomposition of Wσ :
Wσ = D
∗
1 ◦d (A
∗)q
∗
1 ◦d D
∗
2 ◦ · · · ◦d D
∗
k ◦d (A
∗)q
∗
k ◦d D
∗
k+1.
Now put
f∗X(δi) = D
∗
j ∈ F [X ]
where j = i if D1 = 1 and j = i− 1 if D1 6= 1. See Figure 2.
The other two cases are treated similarly to case a).
b) δ corresponds to the interval from the beginning of σ to the first A′ power
A′
q1 in the decomposition (39) of W βσ . Put
f∗X(δ) = D
∗
1 .
c) δ corresponds to the interval from the last occurrence of a power A′
qk of A′
in the decomposition (39) of W βσ to the end of the interval. Put
f∗X(δ) = D
∗
k+1.
Definition of the function f∗M∗ .
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=
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Figure 2. Defining f∗X∗ .
Now we define the function f∗ : E∗ → F [M∗].
Let δ ∈ E∗. If δ ∈ E<j , then put
f∗M∗(δ) = fM (δ)
(observe that all variables in fM (δ) are short, hence they belong to M
∗).
Let δ = δi ∈ Eσ for some σ ∈Mlong. Again, there are three cases to consider.
a) δ corresponds to the consecutive occurrences of powers A′qs and A′qs+1 in
the A′-decomposition (39) of W βσ relative to OP . Let the stable occurrence A
′qs
occur in µαi for a long variable µi, and the stable occurrence A
′qs+1 occur in µαj for
a long variable µj .
Observe that
Ds = right(µi) ◦ µ
α
i+1 ◦ · · · ◦ µ
α
j−1 ◦ left(µj),
for some elements right(µi), left(µj) ∈ F .
Now put
f∗M∗(δ) = νi,rightµi+1 . . . µj−1νj,left,
See Figure 3.
The other two cases are treated similarly to case a).
b) δ corresponds to the interval from the beginning of σ to the first A′ power
A′
q1 in the decomposition (39) of W βσ . Put
f∗M∗(δ) = µ1 . . . µj−1νj,left.
c) δ corresponds to the interval from the last occurrence of a power A′
qk of A′
in the decomposition (39) of W βσ to the end of the interval.
The cut equation T ∗(Π) = (E∗, f∗X , f
∗
M∗) has been defined.
We define now a sequence
(41) ΠL
T∗
→ ΠL−1
T∗
→ . . .
T∗
→ Π1
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q
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δ
Figure 3. Defining f∗M∗ , case a)
of N -large Γ-cut equations, where ΠL = Πφ, and Πi−1 = T
∗(Πi). In Claims 4 and
5 below we show that in this case if Π is a Γ-cut equation then T ∗(Π) is also a
Γ-cut equation of the corresponding rank and size, so the sequence is well-defined.
However, it is convenient to assume this as a fact now and introduce some notation
and agreements before proving the claims.
Claim 1. Let Πj be a cut equation from the sequence (41). Then there exists
an infinite subset P ′ ⊆ P such that the cut equation Πj−1 = T ∗(Πj) satisfies the
following conditions:
(1) the words fX∗(σ) ∈ F [X ], as parametric words in the parameters from p,
are the same for every p ∈ P ′, i.e., they differ only in exponents corre-
sponding to components of the tuples p.
(2) the words fM∗(σ) are the same for every p ∈ P ′.
Proof. The claim follows from the construction of T ∗(Π). 
Agreement 4 on the set P: we assume (replacing P with a suitable infinite
subset) that every tuple p ∈ P satisfies the conditions of Claim 1. Thus, every
Π = Πi from the sequence (41) satisfies the conclusion of Claim 1 for P ′ = P .
Claim 2. The homomorphism α∗ : F [M∗] → F defined as (in the notations
above):
α∗(µ) = α(µ) (µ ∈Mshort),
α∗(νi,right) = R
−βc−1right(µi) (νi ∈ Sµ for µ ∈Mlong)
α∗(νi,left) = left(µi)cR
β
is a solution of the cut equation T ∗(Π) with respect to β : F [X ]→ F .
Proof. Indeed, by Lemma 6.8
(D∗s)
β = (R−βc−1) ◦θ Ds ◦θ (cR
β)
where θ << |A′|. Therefore, µαi+1 . . . µ
α
j−1 occurs inDs without cancellation. There-
fore α∗ is a required solution. 
Agreement 5 on the set P: we assume (by choosing the function h properly,
i.e., h(i, j) > C(L,N + 3), see Lemma ) that every tuple p ∈ P satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 6.8, so Claim 2 holds for every p ∈ P . Thus, for every Π = Πi
from the sequence (41) with a solution α (relative to β) the solution α∗ of the
equation T ∗(Π) is defined as in Claim 2.
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Claim 3. Let Π = (E , fX , fM ) be a Γ-cut equation in rank j ≥ 1 from the se-
quence (41). Then for every variable µ ∈M there exists a wordMµ(MT (Π), X
φj−1 , F )
such that the following equality holds in the group F
µα =Mµ(M
α∗
T (Π), X
φj−1)β .
Moreover, there exists an infinite subset P ′ ⊆ P such that the wordsMµ(MT (Π), X)
depend only on exponents s1, . . . , st of the canonical l-large decomposition (40) of
the words µα.
Proof. The claim follows from the construction. Indeed, in constructing T (Π)
we cut out leading periods of the type (A′j)
s from µα (see (40)). It follows that to
get µα back from Mα
∗
T (Π) one needs to put the exponents (A
′
j)
s back. Notice, that
Aj = A(γj)
φj−1
Therefore,
(Aj)
s = A(γj)
φj−1β
Recall that A′j is the cyclic reduced form of A
β
j , so
(A′j)
s = uA(γj)
φj−1βv
for some constants u, v ∈ Cβ ⊆ F . To see existence of the subset P ′ ⊆ P observe
that the length of the words fM (σ) does not depend on p, so there are only finitely
many ways to cut out the leading periods (A′j)
s from µα. This proves the claim. 
Agreement 6 on the set P: we assume (replacing P with a suitable infinite
subset) that every tuple p ∈ P satisfies the conditions of Claim 3. Thus, for every
Π = Πi from the sequence (41) with a solution α (relative to β) the solution α
∗
satisfies the conclusion of Claim 3.
Definition 7.6. We define a new transformation T which is a modified version
of T ∗. Namely, T transforms cut equations and their solutions α precisely as the
transformation T ∗, but it also transforms the set of tuples P producing an infinite
subset P∗ ⊆ P which satisfies the Agreements 1-6.
Now we define a sequence
(42) ΠL
T
→ ΠL−1
T
→ . . .
T
→ Π1
of N -large Γ-cut equations, where ΠL = Πφ, and Πi−1 = T (Πi). From now on we
fix the sequence (42) and refer to it as the T -sequence.
Claim 4. The following statements are true:
1) for every i = 1, . . . , L/K and every interval σ of the cut equation ΠL−iK
from the T -sequence (42) there exists a word w = wσ ∈ W¯Γ,L without N -large
powers of elementary periods such that fX(σ) = w
φL−iK ;
2) for every j = 1, . . . , L and every interval σ of the cut equation ΠL−j from
the T -sequence (42) the label fX(σ) of σ belongs to W¯Γ,L.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on i.
Let i = 1. For every x ∈ X±1 one can represent the element xφL as a product
of elements of the type yφL−K , y ∈ X±1 (in this event we say that the element xφL
is a word in the alphabet XφL−K ). Indeed,
xφL = (xφK )φL−K = wφL−K ,
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where w = xφK is a word in X .
Now consider the first K terms in the T -sequence:
ΠL → . . .→ ΠL−K .
We use induction on m to prove that for every interval σ ∈ ΠL−m =
(E(L−m), f
(L−m)
X , f
(L−m)
M ) the label f
(L−m)
X (σ) is of the form u
φL−K for some u ∈
Sub(XφK).
For m = 1 by Lemma 4.38 for j = L, r = K, there is a precise correspondence
between stable A∗L-decompositions of
xφL = wφL−K = D
φL−K
1 ◦d A
∗q1
L ◦d D
φL−K
2 . . .D
φL−K
k ◦d A
∗qk
L ◦D
φL−K
k+1
and stable AK -decompositions of w
w = D1 ◦AK
q1 ◦D2 . . .Dk ◦A
qk
K ◦Dk+1.
By construction, application of the transformation T to ΠL removes powers A
∗qs
L =
A
qsφL−K
K which are subwords of the word w
φL−K written in the alphabetXφL−K . By
construction the words D
φL−K
s are the labels of the new intervals of the equation
ΠL−1. Suppose by induction that for an interval σ of the cut equation Πj (for
m = L − j) f
(j)
X (σ) = u
φL−K for some u ∈ Sub(X±φK ). Then either σ does not
change under T or f
(j)
X (σ) has a stable (l + 2)-large Aj
∗-decomposition in rank
j = r + (L −K) associated with long variables in f
(j)
M (σ):
uφL−K = D¯
φL−K
1 ◦d A
∗q1
j ◦d D¯
φL−K
2 . . . D¯
φL−K
k ◦d A
∗qk
j ◦ D¯
φL−K
k+1 ,
and σ is an interval in Πj . By Lemma 4.38, in this case there is a stable Ar-
decomposition of u:
u = D¯1 ◦A
q1
r ◦ D¯2 . . . D¯k ◦A
qk
r ◦ D¯k+1.
The application of the transformation T to Πj removes powers A
∗qs
j = A
qsφL−K
r
(since Aj
∗ = A
φL−K
r ) which are subwords of the word uφL−K written in the alphabet
XφL−K . By construction the words D¯
φL−K
s are the labels of the new intervals of the
equation Πj−1, so they have the required form. By induction the statement holds
for m = K, so the label f
(L−K)
X (σ) of an interval σ in ΠL−K is of the form u
φL−K ,
for some u ∈ Sub(X±φK). Notice that Sub(X±φK ) ⊆ WΓ,L which proves statement
1) of the Claim for i = 1 and proves the statement 2) for all j = 1, . . . ,K.
Suppose, by induction, that labels of intervals in the cut equation ΠL−Ki have
form wφL−Ki , w ∈ W¯Γ,L. We can rewrite each label in the form vφL−K(i+1) , where
v = wφK ∈ W¯Γ,L. In the T -sequence
ΠL−Ki → . . .→ ΠL−K(i+1)
each application of the transformation T removes subwords in the alphabet
XφL−K(i+1) . The argument above shows that the labels of the new intervals in all
cut equations ΠL−Ki−1), . . . ,ΠL−K(i+1) are of the form v
φL−K(i+1) , where v ∈ W¯Γ,L.
Following the proof it is easy to see that the word v does not containN -large powers
of eφL−K(i+1) for an elementary period e.

Claim 5. Let l ≥ 3, pj−1 ≥ (l + 2)NΠ + 3. The cut equation T (Π) is a Γ-cut
equation in rank ≤ j − 1 of size l.
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Proof. The claim follows from the construction of T (Π). More precisely, we
show first that T (Π) has a solution relative to β. It has been shown in Claim 1 that
T ∗(Π) has a solution α∗ relative to β. This proves condition 2) in the definition of
the Γ-cut equation.
Observe also, that to show 1) it suffices to show that 1.1) in rank j does not
hold for T ∗(Π). It is not hard to see that it suffices to prove the required inequalities
for A′-decompositions (see Lemma 6.9).
Let δ ∈ E∗. By the construction (A′)l+2 does not occur in µα for any µ ∈M∗.
Therefore the maximal power of A′ that can occur in f∗M∗(δ)
α is bounded from
above by (l+1)|f∗M∗(δ)| which is less then (l+1)length(T
∗(Π)), as required. Let t
be the rank of T (Π), t ≤ j − 1. It follows from the construction that if conditions
1.1) and 1.3) for rank t are not satisfied for an interval in T (Π), then condition 1.2)
is satisfied. 
Definition 7.7. Let Π = (E , fX , fM ) be a cut equation. For a positive integer
n by kn(Π) we denote the number of intervals σ ∈ E such that |fM (σ)| = n. The
following finite sequence of integers
Comp(Π) = (k2(Π), k3(Π), . . . , klength(Π)(Π))
is called the complexity of Π.
We well-order complexities of cut equations in the (right) shortlex order: if Π
and Π′ are two cut equations then Comp(Π) < Comp(Π′) if and only if length(Π) <
length(Π′) or length(Π) = length(Π′) and there exists 1 6 i 6 length(Π) such that
kj(Π) = kj(Π
′) for all j > i but ki(Π) < ki(Π
′).
Observe that intervals σ ∈ E with |fM (σ)| = 1 have no input into the complexity
of a cut equation Π = (E , fX , fM ). In particular, equations with |fM (σ)| = 1 for
every σ ∈ E have the minimal possible complexity among equations of a given
length. We will write Comp(Π) = 0 in the case when ki(Π) = 0 for every i =
2, . . . , length(Π).
Claim 6. Let Π = (E , fX , fM ). Then the following holds:
(1) length(T (Π)) 6 length(Π);
(2) Comp(T (Π)) 6 Comp(Π).
Proof. By straightforward verification. Indeed, if σ ∈ E<j then fM (σ) =
f∗M∗(σ). If σ ∈ Ej and δi ∈ Eσ then
f∗M∗(δi) = µ
∗
i1
µi1+1 . . . µ
∗
i1+r(i)
,
where µi1µi1+1 . . . µi1+r(i) is a subword of µ1 . . . µn and hence |f
∗
M∗(δi)| 6 |fM (σ)|,
as required. 
We need a few definitions related to the sequence (42). Denote by Mj the set
of variables in the equation Πj . Variables from ΠL are called initial variables. A
variable µ fromMj is called essential if it occurs in some fMj (σ) with |fMj (σ)| > 2,
such occurrence of µ is called essential. By nµ,j we denote the total number of all
essential occurrences of µ in Πj . Then
S(Πj) =
NΠj∑
i=2
iki(Πj) =
∑
µ∈Mj
nµ,j
is the total number of all essential occurrences of variables from Mj in Πj .
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Claim 7. If 1 6 j 6 L then S(Πj) 6 2S(ΠL).
Proof. Recall, that every variable µ in Mj either belongs to Mj+1 or it is
replaced in Mj+1 by the set Sµ of new variables (see definition of the function f
∗
M∗
above). We refer to variables from Sµ as to children of µ. A given occurrence of µ in
some fMj+1(σ), σ ∈ Ej+1, is called a side occurrence if it is either the first variable
or the last variable (or both) in fMj+1(σ). Now we formulate several properties of
variables from the sequence (42) which come directly from the construction. Let
µ ∈Mj . Then the following conditions hold:
(1) every child of µ occurs only as a side variable in Πj+1;
(2) every side variable µ has at most one essential child, say µ∗. Moreover, in
this event nµ∗,j+1 6 nµ,j ;
(3) every initial variable µ has at most two essential children, say µleft and
µright. Moreover, in this case nµleft,j+1 + nµright,j+1 6 2nµ.
Now the claim follows from the properties listed above. Indeed, every initial variable
from Πj doubles, at most, the number of essential occurrences of its children in the
next equation Πj+1, but all other variables (not the initial ones) do not increase
this number. 
Denote by width(Π) the width of Π which is defined as
width(Π) = max
i
ki(Π).
Claim 8. For every 1 6 j 6 L width(Πj) 6 2S(ΠL)
Proof. It follows directly from Claim 7. 
Denote by κ(Π) the number of all (length(Π)−1)-tuples of non-negative integers
which are bounded by 2S(ΠL).
Claim 9. Comp(ΠL) = Comp(ΠL).
Proof. The complexity Comp(ΠL) depends only on the function fM in ΠL.
Recall that ΠL = Πφ is obtained from the cut equation ΠL by changing only the
labelling function fX , so ΠL and ΠL have the same functions fM , hence the same
complexities. 
We say that a T -sequence has 3K-stabilization atK(r+2) , where 2 6 r 6 L/K,
if
Comp(ΠK(r+2)) = . . . = Comp(ΠK(r−1)).
In this event we denote
K0 = K(r + 2), K1 = K(r + 1), K2 = Kr, K3 = K(r − 1).
For the cut equation ΠK1 by Mveryshort we denote the subset of variables from
M(ΠK1) which occur unchanged in ΠK2 and are short in ΠK2 .
Claim 10. For a given Γ-cut equation Π and a positive integer r0 > 2 if L >
Kr0 + κ(Π)4K then for some r > r0 either the sequence (42) has 3K-stabilization
at K(r + 2) or Comp(ΠK(r+1)) = 0.
Proof. Indeed, the claim follows by the “pigeon hole” principle from Claims
6 and 8 and the fact that there are not more than κ(Π) distinct complexities which
are less or equal to Comp(Π). 
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Now we define a special set of solutions of the equation S(X) = 1. Let L =
4K + κ(Π)4K, p be a fixed N -large tuple from NL−4K , q be an arbitrary fixed
N -large tuple from N2K , and p∗ be an arbitrary N -large tuple from N2K . In fact,
we need N -largeness of p∗ and q only to formally satisfy the conditions of the claims
above. Put
Bp,q,β =
{
φL−4K,pφ2K,p∗φ2K,qβ | p
∗ ∈ N2K , pp∗q ∈ P
}
.
It follows from Theorem 5.3 that Bp,q,β is a discriminating family of solutions
of S(X) = 1.
Denote βq = φ2K,q ◦ β. Then βq is a solution of S(X) = 1 in general position
and
Bq,β = {φ2K,p∗βq | p
∗ ∈ N2K}
is also a discriminating family by Theorem 5.3.
Let
B = {ψK1 = φK(r−2),p′φ2K,p∗φ2K,qβ | p
∗ ∈ N2K},
where p′ is a beginning of p.
Proposition 7.8. Let L = 2K + κ(Π)4K and φL ∈ Bp,q,β. Suppose the T -
sequence of cut equations (42) has 3K-stabilization at K(r + 2), r > 2. Then the
set of variables M of the cut equation ΠK(r+1) can be partitioned into three disjoint
subsets
M =Mveryshort ∪Mfree ∪Museless
for which the following holds:
(1) there exists a finite system of equations ∆(Mveryshort) = 1 over F which
has a solution in F ;
(2) for every µ ∈ Museless there exists a word Vµ ∈ F [X ∪Mfree ∪Mveryshort]
which does not depend on tuples p∗ and q;
(3) for every solution δ ∈ B, for every map αfree : Mfree → F , and every
solution αs : F [Mveryshort] → F of the system ∆(Mveryshort) = 1 the map
α : F [M ]→ F defined by
µα =


µαfree if µ ∈Mfree;
µαs if µ ∈Mveryshort;
Vµ(X
δ,Mαfreefree ,M
αs
veryshort) if µ ∈Museless.
is a group solution of ΠK(r+1) with respect to β.
Proof. Below we describe (in a series of claims 11-22) some properties of
partitions of intervals of cut equations from the sequence (42):
ΠK1
T
→ ΠK1−1
T
→ . . .
T
→ ΠK2 .
Fix an arbitrary integer s such that K1 > s > K2.
Claim 11. Let fM (σ) = µ1 · · ·µk be a partition of an interval σ of rank s in
Πs. Then:
(1) the variables µ2, . . . , µk−1 are very short;
(2) either µ1 or µk, or both, are long variables.
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Proof. Indeed, if any of the variables µ2, . . . , µk−1 is long then the interval
σ of Πs is replaced in T (Πs) by a set of intervals Eσ such that |fM (δ)| < |fM (σ)|
for every δ ∈ Eσ. This implies that complexity of T (Πs) is smaller than of Πs -
contradiction. On the other hand, since σ is a partition of rank s some variables
must be long - hence the result. 
Let fM (σ) = µ1 . . . µk be a partition of an interval σ of rank s in Πs. Then the
variables µ1 and µk are called side variables.
Claim 12. Let fM (σ) = µ1 . . . µk be a partition of an interval σ of rank s in
Πs. Then this partition will induce a partition of the form µ
′
1µ2 . . . µk−1µ
′
k of some
interval in rank s − 1 in Πs−1 such that if µ1 is short in rank s then µ′1 = µ1, if
µ1 is long in Πs then µ
′
1 is a new variable which does not appear in the previous
ranks. Similar conditions hold for µk.
Proof. Indeed, this follows from the construction of the transformation T . 
Claim 13. Let σ1 and σ2 be two intervals of ranks s in Πs such that fX(σ1) =
fX(σ2) and
fM (σ1) = µ1ν2 . . . νk, fM (σ2) = µ1λ2 . . . λl.
Then for any solution α of Πs one has
ναk = ν
−α
k−1 . . . ν
−α
2 λ
−α
2 . . . λ
−α
l−1λ
−α
l
i.e, ναk can be expressed via λ
α
l and a product of images of short variables.
Claim 14. Let fM (σ) = µ1 . . . µk be a partition of an interval σ of rank s in
Πs. Then for any u ∈ X∪E(m,n) the word µα2 . . . µ
α
k−1 does not contain a subword
of the type c1(M
φK1
u )βc2, where c1, c2 ∈ Cβ, and M
φK1
u is the middle of u with
respect to φK1 .
Proof. By Corollary 4.22 every wordM
φK1
u contains a big power (greater than
(l + 2)NΠs) of a period in rank strictly greater than K2. Therefore, if (M
φK1
u )β
occurs in the word µα2 . . . µ
α
k−1 then some of the variables µ2, . . . , µk−1 are not short
in some rank greater than K2 - contradiction. 
Claim 15. Let σ be an interval in ΠK1 and φK1 = φK1,p. Then fX(σ) = Wσ
written in the form
Wσ = w
φK1 ,
and the following holds:
(1) the word w can be uniquely written as w = v1 . . . ve, where v1, . . . ve ∈
X±1 ∪ E(m,n)±1, and vivi+1 6∈ E(m,n)±1.
(2) w is either a subword of a word from the list in Lemma 4.16 or there
exists i such that v1 · · · vi, vi+1 · · · ve are subwords of words from the list
in Lemma 4.26. In addition, (vivi+1)
φK = vφKi ◦ v
φK
i+1.
(3) if w is a subword of a word from the list in Lemma 4.16, then at most
for two indices i, j elements vi, vj belong to E(m,n)
±1, and, in this case
j = i+ 1.
Proof. The fact that Wσ can be written in such a form follows from Claim
4 for r = K. Indeed, by Claim 4, Wσ = w
φK1 , where w ∈ WΓ,L, therefore it is
either a subword of a word from the list in Lemma 4.16 or contains a subword from
the set Exc from Lemma 4.26. It can contain only one such subword, because two
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such subwords of a word from X±φL are separated by big (unbounded) powers of
elementary periods. The uniqueness of w in the first statement follows from the fact
that φK1,p′ is an automorphism. Obviously, w does not depend on p. Property (3)
follows from the comparison of the set E(m,n) with the list from Lemma 4.16. 
We say that the decomposition w = v1 · · · ve, above is the canonical decompo-
sition of w and (v1 . . . vs)
φK1 is a canonical decomposition of wφK1 .
Claim 16. Let ΠK1 = (E , fX , fM ) and µ ∈M be a long variable (in rank K1)
such that fM (δ) 6= µ for any δ ∈ E. If µ occurs as the left variable in fM (σ) for
some δ ∈ E then it does not occur as the right variable in fM (δ) for any δ ∈ E
(however, µ−1 can occur as the right variable). Similarly, If µ occurs as the right
variable in fM (σ) then it does not occur as the right variable in any fM (δ).
Proof. Notice, that in this case if µ1 is not a single variable, it cannot be a
right side variable of fM (σ¯) for some interval σ¯. Indeed, suppose Wσ¯ ends with
µ1. If vleft 6= zi, y−1n , Wσ begins with a big power of some period A
∗β
j , j > K2,
therefore µ1 begins with this big power, and the complexity of σ¯ would decrease
when we apply T to the cut equation in rank j. If vleft = zi, µ1 cannot be the right
side variable, because cNi can occur only in the beginning of labels of intervals. If
vleft = y
−1
n , then Wσ¯ = · · ·x
−1
n ◦y
−1
n , and the complexity would also decrease when
T is applied in rank K2 +m+ 4n− 4. 
Our next goal is to transform further the cut equation ΠK1 to the form where
all intervals are labelled by elements xφK1 , x ∈ (X ∪ E(m,n))±1. To this end we
introduce several new transformations of Γ-cut equations.
Let Π = (E , fX , fM ) be a Γ-cut equation in rank K1 and size l with a solution
α : F [M ]→ F relative to β : F [X ]→ F . Let σ ∈ E and
Wσ = (v1 · · · ve)
φK1 , e ≥ 2,
be the canonical decomposition of Wσ. For i, 1 ≤ i < e, put
vσ,i,left = v1 · · · vi, vσ,i,right = vi+1 · · · ve.
Let, as usual,
fM (σ) = µ1 · · ·µk.
We start with a transformation T1,left. For σ ∈ E and 1 ≤ i < e denote by
θ the boundary between v
φK1β
σ,i,left and v
φK1β
σ,i,right in the reduced form of the product
v
φK1β
σ,i,leftv
φK1β
σ,i,right. Suppose now that there exist σ and i such that the following two
conditions hold:
C1) µα1 almost contains the beginning of the word v
φK1β
σ,i,left till the boundary θ
(up to a very short end of it), i.e., there are elements u1, u2, u3, u4 ∈ F
such that v
φK1β
σ,i,left = u1 ◦ u2 ◦ u3, v
φK1β
i+1 = u
−1
3 ◦ u4, u1u2u4 = u1 ◦ u2 ◦ u4,
and µα1 begins with u1, and u2 is very short (does not contain A
±l
K2
) or
trivial.
C2) the boundary θ does not lie inside µα1 .
In this event the transformation T1,left is applicable to Π as described below.
We consider three cases with respect to the location of θ on fM (σ).
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µ
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1
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Figure 4. T2, Case 1)
Case 1) θ is inside µαk (see Fig. 4). In this case we perform the following:
a) Replace the interval σ by two new intervals σ1, σ2 with the labels
v
φK1
σ,i,left, v
φK1
σ,i,right;
b) Put fM (σ1) = µ1 . . . µk−1λν, fM (σ2) = ν
−1µ′k, where λ is a new
very short variable, ν is a new variable.
c) Replace everywhere µk by λµ
′
k. This finishes the description of the
cut equation T1,left(Π).
d) Define a solution α∗ (with respect to β) of T1,left(Π) in the natural
way. Namely, α∗(µ) = α(µ) for all variables µ which came unchanged from
Π. The values λα
∗
, µ′
α∗
k , ν
α∗ are defined in the natural way, that is µ′
α∗
k
is the whole end part of µαk after the boundary θ, (ν
−1µ′k)
α∗ = v
φK1β
σ,i,right,
λα
∗
= µαk (µ
′α
k )
−1.
Case 2) θ is on the boundary between µαj and µ
α
j+1 for some j. In this case we
perform the following:
a) We split the interval σ into two new intervals σ1 and σ2 with labels
v
φK1
σ,i,left and v
φK1
σ,i,right.
b) We introduce a new variable λ and put fM (σ1) = µ1 . . . µjλ,
fM (σ2) = λ
−1µj+1 . . . µk.
c) Define λα
∗
naturally.
Case 3) The boundary θ is contained inside µαi for some i(2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1). In this
case we do the following:
a) We split the interval σ into two intervals σ1 and σ2 with labels
v
φK1
left and v
φK1
σ,i,right, respectively.
b) Then we introduce three new variables µ′j , µ
′′
j , λ, where µ
′
j , µ
′′
j are
“very short”, and add equation µj = µ
′
jµ
′′
j to the system ∆veryshort.
c) We define fM (σ1) = µ1 · · ·µ′jλ, fM (σ2) = λ
−1µ′′j µi+1 · · ·µk.
d) Define values of α∗ on the new variables naturally. Namely, put λα
∗
to be equal to the terminal segment of v
φK1β
left that cancels in the product
v
φK1β
left v
φK1β
σ,i,right. Now the values µ
′α∗
j and µ
′′α∗
j are defined to satisfy the
equalities
fX(σ1)
β = fM (σ1)
α∗ , fX(σ2)
β = fM (σ2)
α∗ .
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We described the transformation T1,left. The transformation T1,right is defined
similarly. We denote both of them by T1.
Now we describe a transformation T2,left.
Suppose again that a cut equation Π satisfies C1). Assume in addition that for
these σ and i the following condition holds:
C3) the boundary θ lies inside µα1 .
Assume also that one of the following three conditions holds:
C4) there are no intervals δ 6= σ in Π such that fM (δ) begins with µ1 or ends
on µ−11 ;
C5) vσ,i,left 6= xn (i.e., either i > 1 or i = 1 but v1 6= xn) and for every
δ ∈ E in Π if fM (δ) begins with µ1 (or ends on µ
−1
1 ) then the canonical
decomposition of fX(δ) begins with v
φK1
σ,i,left (ends with v
−φK1
σ,i,left);
C6) vσ,i,left = xn (i = 1 and v1 = xn) and for every δ ∈ E if fM (δ) begins
with µ1 (ends with µ
−1
i ) then the canonical decomposition of fX(δ) begins
with x
φK1
n or with y
φK1
n (ends with x
−φK1
n or y
−φK1
n ).
In this event the transformation T2,left is applicable to Π as described below.
Case C4) Suppose the condition C4) holds. In this case we do the following.
a) Replace σ by two new intervals σ1, σ2 with the labels v
φK1
σ,i,left, v
φK1
σ,i,right;
b) Replace µ1 with two new variables µ
′
1, µ
′′
1 and put fM (σ1) = µ
′
1,
fM (σ2) = µ
′′
1µ2 . . . µk.
c) Define (µ′1)
α∗ and (µ′′1)
α∗ such that fM (σ1)
α∗ = v
φK1β
σ,i,left and fM (σ2)
α∗
= v
φK1β
σ,i,right.
Case C5) Suppose vleft 6= xn. Then do the following.
a) Transform σ as described in C4).
b) If for some interval δ 6= σ the word fM (δ) begins with µ1 then
replace µ1 in fM (δ) by the variable µ
′′
1 and replace fX(δ) by v
−φK1
σ,i,leftfX(δ).
Similarly transform intervals δ that end with µ−11 .
Case C6) Suppose vleft = xn. Then do the following.
a) Transform σ as described in C4).
b) If for some δ the word fM (δ) begins with µ1 and fX(δ) does not
begin with yn then transform δ as described in Case C5).
c) Leave all other intervals unchanged.
We described the transformation T2,left. The transformation T2,right is defined
similarly. We denote both of them by T2.
Suppose now that Π = ΠK1 . Observe that the transformations T1 and T2
preserve the properties described in Claims 6–9 above. Moreover, for the homo-
morphism β : F [X ]→ F we have constructed a solution α∗ : F [M ]→ F of Tn(ΠK1)
(n = 2, 3) such that the initial solution α can be reconstructed from α∗ and the
equations Π and Tn(Π). Notice also that the length of the elementsWσ′ correspond-
ing to new intervals σ are shorter than the length of the words Wσ of the original
intervals σ from which σ′ were obtained. Notice also that the transformations T1, T2
preserves the property of intervals formulated in the Claim 11.
Claim 17. Let Π be a cut equation which satisfies the conclusion of the Claim 11.
Suppose σ is an interval in Π such that Wσ satisfies the conclusion of Claim 15. If
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for some i
(v1 . . . ve)
φK = (v1 . . . vi)
φK ◦ (vi+1 . . . ve)
φK
then either T1 or T2 is applicable to given σ and i.
Proof. By Corollary 4.36 the automorphism φK1 satisfies the Nielsen property
with respect to W¯Γ with exceptions E(m,n). By Corollary 12, equality
(v1 . . . ve)
φK = (v1 . . . vi)
φK ◦ (vi+1 . . . ve)
φK
implies that the element that is cancelled between (v1 . . . vi)
φKβ and (vi+1 . . . ve)
φKβ
is short in rank K2. Therefore either µ
α
1 almost contains (v1 . . . vi)
φKβ or µαk almost
contains (vi+1 . . . ve)
φKβ . Suppose µα1 almost contains (v1 . . . vi)
φKβ. Either we can
apply T1,left, or the boundary θ belongs to µ
α
1 . One can verify using formulas from
Lemmas 4.6-4.9 and 4.21 directly that in this case one of the conditions C4)−C6)
is satisfied, and, therefore T2,left can be applied. 
Lemma 7.9. Given a cut equation ΠK1 one can effectively find a finite sequence
of transformations Q1, . . . , Qs where Qi ∈ {T1, T2} such that for every interval σ of
the cut equation Π′K1 = Qs . . . Q1(ΠK1) the label fX(σ) is of the form u
φK1 , where
u ∈ X±1 ∪ E(m,n).
Moreover, there exists an infinite subset P ′ of the solution set P of ΠK1 such
that this sequence is the same for any solution in P ′.
Proof. Let σ be an interval of the equation ΠK1 . By Claim 15 the word Wσ
can be uniquely written in the canonical decomposition form
Wσ = w
φK1 = (v1 . . . ve)
φK1 ,
so that the conditions 1), 2), 3) of Claim 15 are satisfied.
It follows from the construction of ΠK1 that either w is a subword of a word
between two elementary squares x 6= ci or begins and (or) ends with some power
≥ 2 of an elementary period. If u is an elementary period, u2φK = uφK ◦uφK , except
u = xn, when the middle is exhibited in the proof of Lemma 4.21. Therefore, by
Claim 17, we can apply T1 and T2 and cut σ into subintervals σi such that for any
i fX(σi) does not contain powers ≥ 2 of elementary periods. All possible values of
uφK for u ∈ E(m,n)±1 are shown in the proof of Lemma 4.21. Applying T1 and T2
as in Claim 17 we can split intervals (and their labels) into parts with labels of the
form xφK1 , x ∈ (X ∪ E(m,n)), except for the following cases:
1. w = uv, where u is x2i , i < n, v ∈ Em,n, and v has at least three letters,
2. w = x2n−2yn−2x
−1
n−1xnxn−1y
−1
n−2x
2
n−2,
3. w = x2n−1yn−1x
−1
n xn−1y
−1
n−2x
−2
n−2,
4. yr−1x
−1
r y
−1
r , r < n,
5. w = uv, where u = (cz11 c
z2
2 )
2, v ∈ E(m,n), and v is one of the following: v =∏m
t=1 c
zt
t x
±1
1 , v =
∏m
t=1 c
zt
t x
±1
1
∏1
t=m c
−zt
t , v =
∏m
t=1 c
zt
t x1
∏1
t=m c
−zt
t (c
z1
1 c
z2
2 )
−2,
6. w = uv, where u = (cz11 c
z2
2 )
2, v ∈ E(m,n), and v is one of the following:
v =
∏m
t=1 c
zt
t x
−1
1 x
−1
2 or v =
∏m
t=1 c
zt
t x
−1
1 y
−1
1 .
7. w = ziv.
Consider the first case. If fM (σ) = µ1 · · ·µk, and µα1 almost contains
x
φK1
i (A
∗
m+4i+K2)
−pm+4i+K2+1x
φK2β
i+1
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(which is a non-cancelled initial peace of x
2φK1β
i up to a very short part of it), then
either T1,left or T2,left is applicable and we split σ into two intervals σ1 and σ2 with
labels x
2φK1
i and v
φK1 .
Suppose µα1 does not contain x
φK1
i (A
∗
m+4i+K2
)−pm+4i+K2+1x
φK2β
i+1 up to a very
short part. Then µαk contains the non-cancelled left end E of v
φK+1β , and µαkE
−1
is not very short. In this case T2,right is applicable.
We can similarly consider all Cases 2-6.
Case 7. Letter zi can appear only in the beginning of w (if z
−1
i appears at the
end of w, we can replace w by w−1) If w = zit1 · · · ts is the canonical decomposition,
then tk = c
±zj
j for each k. If µ
α
1 is longer than the non-cancelled part of (c
p
i zi)
β , or
the difference between µα1 and (c
p
i zi)
β is very short, we can split σ into two parts,
σ1 with label fX(σ1) = z
φK1 and σ2 with label fX(σ2) = (t1 . . . ts)
φK1 .
If the difference between µα1 and (c
p
i zi)
β is not very short, and µα1 is shorter
than the non-cancelled part of (cpi zi)
β , then there is no interval δ with f(δ) 6= f(σ)
such that fM (δ) and fM (σ) end with µk, and we can split σ into two parts using
T1, T2 and splitting µk.
We have considered all possible cases. 
Denote the resulting cut equation by Π′K1 .
Corollary 7.10. The intervals of Π′K1 are labelled by elements u
φK1 , where
for n = 1
u ∈ {zi, xi, yi,
∏
czss , x1
1∏
t=m
c−ztt , }
for n = 2
u ∈ {zi, xi, yi,
∏
czss , y1x1
1∏
t=m
c−ztt , y1x1,
m∏
t=1
cztt x1
1∏
t=m
c−ztt ,
m∏
t=1
cztt x
−1
1 x
±1
2 ,
m∏
t=1
cztt x
−1
1 x2x1,
m∏
t=1
cztt x
−1
1 x2x1
1∏
t=m
c−ztt , x
−1
1 x2x1
1∏
t=m
c−ztt , x2x1
1∏
t=m
c−ztt ,
x−11 x2, x2x1},
and for n ≥ 3,
u ∈ {zi, xi, yi, c
zs
s , y1x1
3∏
t=m
c−ztt ,
m∏
t=1
cztt x
−1
1 x
−1
2 , yrxr, x1
1∏
t=m
c−ztt ,
yr−2x
−1
r−1x
−1
r , yr−2x
−1
r−1, x
−1
r−1x
−1
r , yr−1x
−1
r , r < n, x
−1
n−1xnxn−1,
yn−2x
−1
n−1xnxn−1y
−1
n−2, yn−2x
−1
n−1x
±1
n , x
−1
n−1xn, xnxn−1,
yn−1x
−1
n xn−1y
−1
n−2, yn−1x
−1
n , yr−1x
−1
r y
−1
r }.
Proof. Direct inspection from Lemma 7.9. 
Below we suppose n > 0. We still want to reduce the variety of possible labels
of intervals in Π′K1 . We cannot apply T1, T2 to some of the intervals labelled by
xφK1 , x ∈ X ∪ E(m,n), because there are some cases when xφK1 is completely
cancelled in yφK1 , x, y ∈ (X ∪ E(m,n))±1.
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We will change the basis of F (X ∪CS), and then apply transformations T1, T2
to the labels written in the new basis. Replace, first, the basis (X ∪ CS) by a new
basis X¯ ∪CS obtained by replacing each variable xs by us = xsy
−1
s−1 for s > 1, and
replacing x1 by u1 = x1c
−zm
m .
Consider the case n > 3. Then the labels of the intervals will be rewritten as
uφK1 , where
u ∈ {zi, uiyi−1, yi,
∏
s
czss , y1u1
1∏
j=n−1
c
−zj
j , u
−1
1 y
−1
1 u
−1
2 ,
yruryr−1, ur, u
−1
r−1y
−1
r−1u
−1
r , uryr−1ur−1yr−2, u2y1u1
1∏
j=n−1
c
−zj
j , r < n;
y−1n−2u
−1
n−1unyn−1un−1yn−2, u
−1
n−1unyn−1un−1, u
−1
n−1unyn−1,
u−1n−1y
−1
n−1u
−1
n , y
−1
n−2u
−1
n−1unyn−1, unyn−1un−1yn−2, u
−1
n un−1, un
}
.
In the cases n = 1, 2 some of the labels above do not appear, some coincide.
Notice, that xφKn = u
φK
n ◦y
φK
n−1, and that the first letter of y
φK
n−1 is not cancelled in the
products (yn−1xn−1y
−1
n−2)
φK , (yn−1xn−1)
φK (see Lemma 4.8). Therefore, applying
transformations similar to T1 and T2 to the cut equation Π
′
K1
with labels written
in the basis X¯, we can split all the intervals with labels containing (unyn−1)
φK1
into two parts and obtain a cut equation with the same properties and intervals
labelled by uφK1 , where
u ∈ {zi, uiyi−1, yi,
∏
s
czss , y1u1
1∏
j=n−1
c
−zj
j , u
−1
1 y
−1
1 u
−1
2 ,
yruryr−1, ur, u
−1
r−1y
−1
r−1u
−1
r , uryr−1ur−1yr−2, u2y1u1
1∏
j=n−1
c
−zj
j , r < n;
y−1n−2u
−1
n−1un, yn−1un−1yn−2, u
−1
n−1un, yn−1un−1, un}.
Consider for i < n the expression for
(yiui)
φK = A
−pm+4i+1
m+4i ◦ xi+1 ◦A
−pm+4i−4
m+4i−4
◦ xpm+4i−3 ◦ yi ◦A
pm+4i−2−1
m+4i−2 ◦ xi ◦ y˜
−1
i−1.
Formula 3.a) from Lemma 4.21 shows that uφKi is completely cancelled in the
product yφKi u
φK
i . This implies that y
φK
i = v
φK
i ◦ u
−φK
i .
Consider also the product
y−φKi−1 u
−φK
i
=
(
A
−pm+4i−4+1
m+4i−4 ◦ xi ◦ y˜i−1 ◦ x
−1
i A
pm+4i−4−1
m+4i−4
)
(
A
−pm+4i−4+1
m+4i−4 xi ◦ (x
pm+4i−3
i yi−1 . . . ∗)
pm+4i−1−1x
pm+4i−3
i yix
−1
i+1A
pm+4i−1
m+4i
)
,
where the non-cancelled part is made bold.
Notice that (yr−1ur−1)
φKyφKr−2 = (yr−1ur−1)
φK ◦ yφKr−2, because u
φK
r−1 is com-
pletely cancelled in the product yφKi u
φK
i .
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Therefore, we can again apply the transformations similar to T1 and T2 and
split the intervals into the ones with labels uφK1 , where
u ∈ {zs, yi, ui,
∏
s
czss , yrur, y1u1
1∏
j=m−1
c
−zj
j , u
−1
n−1un = u¯n,
1 6 i 6 n, 1 6 j 6 m, 1 6 r < n}.
We change the basis again replacing yr, 1 < r < n by a new variable vr = yrur,
and replacing y1u1
∏1
j=m−1 c
−zj
j by v1. Then y
φK
r = v
φK
r ◦ u
−φK
r , and y
φK
1 = v
φK
1 ◦
c
z
φK
1
1 ◦ c
z
φK
m−1
m−1 ◦ u
−φK
1 (if n 6= 1). Formula 2.c) shows that u
φK
n = u
φK
n−1 ◦ (u
−1
n−1un)
φK .
Apply transformations similar to T1 and T2 to the intervals with labels written
in the new basis
Xˆ = {zj , ui, vi, yn, u¯n = un−1un, 1 6 j 6 m, 1 6 i < n, j 6 m},
and obtain intervals with labels uφK1 , where
u ∈ Xˆ ∪ {czmm }.
Denote the resulting cut equation by Π¯K1 = (E¯ , fX¯ , fM¯ ). Let α be the correspond-
ing solution of Π¯K1 with respect to β.
Denote by M¯side the set of long variables in Π¯K1 , then M¯ = M¯veryshort ∪ M¯side.
Define a binary relation ∼left on M¯
±1
side as follows. For µ1, µ
′
1 ∈ M¯
±1
side put
µ1 ∼left µ′1 if and only if there exist two intervals σ, σ
′ ∈ E¯ with fX¯(σ) = fX¯(σ
′)
such that
fM¯ (σ) = µ1µ2 · · ·µr, fM¯ (σ
′) = µ′1µ
′
2 · · ·µ
′
r′
and either µr = µ
′
r′ or µr, µ
′
r′ ∈Mveryshort. Observe that if µ1 ∼left µ
′
1 then
µ1 = µ
′
1λ1 · · ·λt
for some λ1, . . . , λt ∈M
±1
veryshort. Notice, that µ ∼left µ.
Similarly, we define a binary relation ∼right on M¯
±1
side. For µr, µ
′
r′ ∈ M¯
±1
side put
µr ∼right µ′r′ if and only if there exist two intervals σ, σ
′ ∈ E¯ with fX¯(σ) = fX¯(σ
′)
such that
fM¯ (σ) = µ1µ2 · · ·µr, fM¯ (σ
′) = µ′1µ
′
2 · · ·µ
′
r′
and either µ1 = µ
′
1 or µ1, µ
′
1 ∈Mveryshort. Again, if µr ∼right µ
′
r′ then
µr = λ1 . . . λtµ
′
r′
for some λ1, . . . , λt ∈M
±1
veryshort.
Denote by ∼ the transitive closure of
{(µ, µ′) | µ ∼left µ
′} ∪ {(µ, µ′) | µ ∼right µ
′} ∪ {(µ, µ−1) | µ ∈ M¯±1side}.
Clearly, ∼ is an equivalence relation on M¯±1side. Moreover, µ ∼ µ
′ if and only if there
exists a sequence of variables
(43) µ = µ0, µ1, . . . , µk = µ
′
from M¯±1side such that either µi−1 = µi, or µi−1 = µ
−1
i , or µi−1 ∼left µi, or
µi−1 ∼right µi for i = 1, . . . , k. Observe that if µi−1 and µi from (43) are side
variables of “different sides” (one is on the left, and the other is on the right) then
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µi = µ
−1
i−1. This implies that replacing in the sequence (43) some elements µi with
their inverses one can get a new sequence
(44) µ = ν0, ν1, . . . , νk = (µ
′)ε
for some ε ∈ {1,−1} where νi−1 ∼ νi and all the variables νi are of the same side.
It follows that if µ is a left-side variable and µ ∼ µ′ then
(45) (µ′)ε = µλ1 · · ·λt
for some λj ∈M
±1
veryshort.
It follows from (45) that for a variable ν ∈ M¯±1side all variables from the equiva-
lence class [ν] of ν can be expressed via ν and very short variables from Mveryshort.
So if we fix a system of representatives R of M¯±1side relative to ∼ then all other vari-
ables from M¯side can be expressed as in (45) via variables from R and very short
variables.
This allows one to introduce a new transformation T3 of cut equations. Namely,
if a set of representatives R is fixed then using (45) replace every variable ν in
every word fM (σ) of a cut equation Π by its expression via the corresponding
representative variable from R and a product of very short variables.
Now we repeatedly apply the transformation T3 till the equivalence relations
∼left and ∼right become trivial. This process stops in finitely many steps since the
non-trivial relations decrease the number of side variables.
Denote the resulting equation again by Π¯K1 .
Now we introduce an equivalence relation on partitions of Π¯K1 . Two partitions
fM (σ) and fM (δ) are equivalent (fM (σ) ∼ fM (δ)) if fX(σ) = fX(δ) and either the
left side variables or the right side variables of fM (σ) and fM (δ) are equivalent.
Observe, that fX(σ) = fX(δ) implies fM (σ)
α = fM (δ)
α, so in this case the parti-
tions fM (σ) and fM (δ) cannot begin with µ and µ
−1 correspondingly. It follows
that if fM (σ) ∼ fM (δ) then the left side variables and, correspondingly, the right
side variables of fM (σ) and fM (δ) (if they exist) are equal. Therefore, the relation
∼ is, indeed, an equivalence relation on the set of partitions of Π¯K1 .
If an equivalence class of partitions contains two distinct elements fM (σ) and
fM (δ) then the equality
fM (σ)
α = fM (δ)
α
implies the corresponding equation on the variables M¯veryshort, which is obtained by
deleting all side variables (which are equal) from fM (σ) and fM (δ) and equalizing
the resulting words in very short variables. Denote by ∆(M¯veryshort) = 1 this
system.
Now we describe a transformation T4. Fix a set of representatives Rp of parti-
tions of Π¯K1 with respect to the equivalence relation ∼. For a given class of equiva-
lent partitions we take as a representative an interval σ with fM (σ) = µleft . . . µright.
Below we say that µα almost contains uβ if µα contains a subword which is the
reduced form of c1u
βc2 for some c1, c2 ∈ Cβ .
Principal variables A long variable µleft or µright for the interval σ which
represents a class of equivalent partitions is called principal in σ in the following
cases.
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1) Let fX(σ) = ui (i 6= n), where ui = xiy
−1
i−1 for i > 1 and u1 = x1c
−zm
m for
m 6= 0. Then (see Lemma 4.21)
u
φK1
i = A
∗−q4+1
K2+m+4i
x
φK2
i+1 y
−φK2
i x
−q1φK2
i(
x
−φK2
i A
∗q0
K2+m+4i−4
A
∗(−q2+1)
K2+m+4i−2
y
φK2
i x
−q1φK2
i
)q3−1
A∗q0K2+m+4i−4.
A right variable µright is principal in σ if µ
α
right almost contains a cyclically
reduced part of(
x
−ψK2
i A
∗q0β
K2+m+4i−4
A
∗(−q2+1)β
m+4i−2 y
ψK2
i x
−q1ψK2
i
)q
= (xq1i yi)
ψK2 (A∗βK2+m+4i−1)
−q(y−1i x
−q1
i )
ψK2 ,
for some q > 2. If µright is not principal, thenwe define µleft as principal.
2) Let fX(σ) = vi, where vi = yiui (i 6= 1, n) and v1 = y1u1
∏1
j=m−1 c
−zj
j .
Then (see formula 3.a) from Lemma 4.21)
v
φK1
i = A
∗(−q4+1)
K2+m+4i
x
φK2
i+1 A
∗(−q0)
K2+m+4i−4
x
q1φK2
i y
φK2
i A
∗(q2−1)
K2+m+4i−2
A∗−1K2+m+4i−4,
if i 6= 1, and
v
φK1
1 = A
∗(−q4+1)
K2+m+4
x
φK2
2 A
∗(−q0)
K2+2m
x
q1φK2
1 y
φK2
1 A
∗(q2−1)
K2+m+1
x1Π
1
j=nc
−zj
j ,
if i = 1.
A side variable µright or µleft is principal if µ
α
right (correspondingly, µ
α
left) almost
contains (AβK2+m+4i)
−q, for some q > 2.
3) Let fX(σ) = u¯n. Formula 3.c) from Lemma 4.21 gives u¯
φK1
n = A∗K2+m+4n−8
A−q2+1K2+m+4n−6(y
−1
n−1x
−q1
n )
φK1A∗q0K2+m+4n−8(x
q5
n yn)
φK1A∗q6−1K2+m+4n−2A
∗−1
K2+m+4n−4
.
A side variable µright or µleft is principal if µ
α
right (correspondingly, µ
α
left) almost
contains (AβK2+m+4n−2)
q, q > 2.
4) Let fX(σ) = yn. A side variable µright or µleft is principal if µ
α
right (µ
α
left)
almost contains (AβK2+m+4n−1)
q, 2q > pK1 − 2.
5) Let fX(σ) = zj, j = 1, . . . ,m− 1. Then (by Lemma 4.6)
z
φK1
j = cjz
φK2
j A
∗βpj−1
K2+j−1
c
z
φK2
j+1
j+1 A
∗βpj−1
K2+j
.
A variable µleft (µright) is principal if µ
α
right (correspondingly, µ
α
left) almost con-
tains (AβK2+j)
q, for some |q| > 2. Both left and right side variables can be simulta-
neously principal.
6) Let fX(σ) = zm. Then z
φK1
m = cK2m z
φK2
m A
∗pm−1
K2+m−1
x
−φK2
1 A
∗pm−1
K2+m
.
In this case µleft is principal in σ if and only if µleft is long (i.e., it is not very
short), and we define µright to be always non-principal. Observe that if µleft is very
short then µαright = fz
φK1β
m for a very short f ∈ F .
Let fX(σ) = z
−1
m cmzm. By Lemma 4.6 fX(σ)
φK1 = A∗−pm+1K2+m x
φK2
1 A
∗pm
K2+m
.
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The variable µleft is principal in σ if and only if the following two conditions
hold: µαleft almost contains (A
β
K2+m
)q, for some q with |q| > 2; µ−1left 6= fz
φK1β
m for a
very short f ∈ F .
Similarly, the variable µright is principal in σ if and only if the following two
conditions hold: µαright almost contains (A
β
K2+m
)q, for some q with |q| > 2; µαright 6=
fz
φK1β
m for a very short f ∈ F .
Observe, that in this case the variables µleft and µright can be simultaneously
principal in σ and non-principal in σ. The latter happens if and only if µαright =
f1z
φK1β
m and µαleft = z
−φK1β
m f2 for some very short elements f1, f2 ∈ F . Therefore,
if both µleft and µright are non-principal then they can be expressed in terms of
z
φK1
m and very short variables.
Claim 18. Every partition has at least one principal variable, unless this par-
tition is of that particular type from Case 6).
Claim 19. If both side variables of a partition of Π¯K1 are non-principal, then
they are non-principal in every partition of Π¯K1 .
Claim 20. Let n 6= 0. Then a side variable can be principal only in one class
of equivalent partitions.
Proof. Follows from the definition of principal variables. 
For the cut equation Π¯K1 we construct a finite graph Γ = (V,E). Every vertex
from V is marked by variables from M¯±1side and letters from the alphabet {P,N}.
Every edge from E is colored either as red or blue. The graph Γ is constructed
as follows. Every partition fM (σ) = µ1 · · ·µk of Π¯K1 gives two vertices vσ,left and
vσ,right into Γ, so
V =
⋃
σ
{vσ,left, vσ,right}.
We mark vσ,left by µ1 and vσ,right by µk. Now we mark the vertex vσ,left by a letter
P or letter N if µ1 is correspondingly principal or non-principal in σ. Similarly, we
mark vσ,right by P or N if µk is principal or non-principal in σ.
For every σ the vertices vσ,left and vσ,right are connected by a red edge. Also,
we connect by a blue edge every pair of vertices which are marked by variables µ, ν
provided µ = ν or µ = ν−1. This describes the graph Γ.
Below we construct a new graph ∆ which is obtained from Γ by deleting some
blue edges according to the following procedure. Let B be a maximal connected
blue component of Γ, i.e., a connected component of the graph obtained from Γ by
deleting all red edges. Notice, that B is a complete graph, so every two vertices in
B are connected by a blue edge. Fix a vertex v in B and consider the star-subgraph
StarB of B generated by all edges adjacent to v. If B contains a vertex marked
by P then we choose v with label P , otherwise v is an arbitrary vertex of B. Now,
replace B in Γ by the graph StarB, i.e., delete all edges in B which are not adjacent
to v. Repeat this procedure for every maximal blue component B of Γ. If the blue
component corresponds to long bases of case 6) that are non-principal and equal
to f1z
φK1
m f2 for very short f1, f2, we remove all the blue edges that produce cycles
if the red edge from Γ connecting non-principal µleft and µright is added to the
component (if such a red edge exists). Denote the resulting graph by ∆.
In the next claim we describe connected components of the graph ∆.
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Claim 21. Let C be a connected component of ∆. Then one of the following
holds:
(1) there is a vertex in C marked by a variable which does not occur as a
principal variable in any partition of Π¯K1 . In particular, any component
which satisfies one of the following conditions has such a vertex:
a) there is a vertex in C marked by a variable which is a short variable
in some partition of Π¯K1 .
b) there is a red edge in C with both endpoints marked by N (it corre-
sponds to a partition described in Case 6 above);
(2) both endpoints of every red edge in C are marked by P . In this case C is
an isolated vertex;
(3) there is a vertex in C marked by a variable µ and N and if µ occurs as a
label of an endpoint of some red edge in C then the other endpoint of this
edge is marked by P .
Proof. Let C be a connected component of ∆. Observe first, that if µ is a
short variable in Π¯K1 then µ is not principle in σ for any interval σ from Π¯K1 , so
there is no vertex in C marked by both µ and P . Also, it follows from Claim 19 that
if there is a red edge e in C with both endpoints marked by N , then the variables
assigned to endpoints of e are non-principle in any interval σ of Π¯K1 . This proves
the part “in particular” of 1).
Now assume that the component C does not satisfy any of the conditions (1),
(2). We need to show that C has type (3). It follows that every variable which
occurs as a label of a vertex in C is long and it labels, at least, one vertex in C
with label P . Moreover, there are non-principle occurrences of variables in C.
We summarize some properties of C below:
• There are no blue edges in ∆ between vertices with labels N and N (by
construction).
• There are no blue edges between vertices labelled by P and P (Claim 20).
• There are no red edges in C between vertices labelled by N and N (oth-
erwise 1) would hold).
• Any reduced path in ∆ consists of edges of alternating color (by construc-
tion).
We claim that C is a tree. Let p = e1 . . . ek be a simple loop in C (every vertex
in p has degree 2 and the terminal vertex of ek is equal to the starting point of e1).
We show first that p does not have red edges with endpoints labelled by P and
P . Indeed, suppose there exists such an edge in p. Taking cyclic permutation of p
we may assume that e1 is a red edge with labels P and P . Then e2 goes from a
vertex with label P to a vertex with label N . Hence the next red edge e3 goes from
N to P , etc. This shows that every blue edge along p goes from P to N . Hence
the last edge ek which must be blue goes from P to N -contradiction, since all the
labels of e1 are P .
It follows that both colors of edges and labels of vertices in p alternate. We
may assume now that p starts with a vertex with label N and the first edge e1 is
red. It follows that the end point of e1 is labelled by N and all blue edges go from
N to P . Let ei be a blue edge from vi to vi+1. Then the variable µi assign to
the vertex vi is principal in the partition associated with the red edge ei−1 , and
the variable µi+1 = µ
±1
i associated with vi+1 is a non-principal side variable in the
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partition fM (σ) associated with the red edge ei+1. Therefore, the the side variable
µi+2 associated with the end vertex vi+2 is a principal side variable in the partition
fM (σ) associated with ei+1. It follows from the definition of principal variables
that the length of µαi+2 is much longer than the length of µ
α
i+1, unless the variable
µi is described in the Case 1). However, in the letter case the variable µi+2 cannot
occur in any other partition fM (δ) for δ 6= σ. This shows that there no blue edges
in ∆ with endpoints labelled by such µi+2. This implies that vi+2 has degree one in
∆ - contradiction wit the choice of p. This shows that there are no vertices labelled
by such variables described in Case 1). Notice also, that the length of variables
(under α) is preserved along blue edges: |µαi+1| = |(µ
±1
i )
α| = |µαi |. Therefore,
|µαi | = |µ
α
i+1| < |µ
α
i+2|
for every i.
It follows that going along p the length of |µαi | increases, so p cannot be a loop.
This implies that C is a tree.
Now we are ready to show that the component C has type (3). Let µ1 be a
variable assigned to some vertex v1 in C with label N . If µ1 satisfies the condition
(3) then we are done. Otherwise, µ1 occurs as a label of one of P -endpoints, say v2
of a red edge e2 in C such that the other endpoint of e2, say v3 is non-principal. Let
µ3 be the label of v3. Thus v1 is connected to v2 by a blue edge and v2 is connected
to v3 by a red edge. If µ3 does not satisfy the condition (3) then we can repeat the
process (with µ3 in place of µ1). The graph C is finite, so in finitely many steps
either we will find a variable that satisfies (3) or we will construct a closed reduced
path in C. Since C is a tree the latter does not happen, therefore C satisfies (3),
as required.

Claim 22. The graph ∆ is a forest, i.e., it is union of trees.
Proof. Let C be a connected component of ∆. If C has type (3) then it is
a tree, as has been shown in Claim 21 If C of the type (2) then by Claim 21 C is
an isolated vertex – hence a tree. If C is of the type (1) then C is a tree because
each interval corresponding to this component has exactly one principal variable,
and the same long variable cannot be principal in two different intervals. Although
the same argument as in (3) also works here.

Now we define the sets M¯useless, M¯free and assign values to variables from
M¯ = M¯useless ∪ M¯free ∪ M¯veryshort. To do this we use the structure of connected
components of ∆. Observe first, that all occurrences of a given variable from M¯sides
are located in the same connected component.
Denote by M¯free subset of M¯ which consists of variables of the following types:
(1) variables which do not occur as principal in any partition of (Π¯K1);
(2) one (but not the other) of the variables µ and ν if they are both principal
side variables of a partition of the type (21) and such that ν 6= µ−1.
Denote by M¯useless = M¯side − M¯free.
Claim 23. For every µ ∈ M¯useless there exists a word
Vµ ∈ F [X ∪ M¯free ∪ M¯veryshort]
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such that for every map αfree : M¯free → F , and every solution
αs : F [M¯veryshort]→ F
of the system ∆(M¯veryshort) = 1 the map α : F [M¯ ]→ F defined by
µα =


µαfree if µ ∈ M¯free;
µαs if µ ∈ M¯veryshort;
V¯µ(X
δ, M¯αfreefree , M¯
αs
veryshort) if µ ∈ M¯useless.
is a group solution of Π¯K1 with respect to β.
Proof. The claim follows from Claims 21 and 22. Indeed, take as values of
short variables an arbitrary solution αs of the system ∆(M¯veryshort) = 1. This sys-
tem is obviously consistent, and we fix its solution. Consider connected components
of type (1) in Claim 21. If µ is a principal variable for some σ in such a component,
we express µα in terms of values of very short variables M¯veryshort and elements
tψK1 , t ∈ X that correspond to labels of the intervals. This expression does not
depend on αs, β and tuples q, p
∗. For connected components of ∆ of types (2) and
(3) we express values µα for µ ∈Museless in terms of values να, ν ∈Mfree and tψK1
corresponding to the labels of the intervals. 
We can now finish the proof of Proposition 7.8. Observe, that Mveryshort ⊆
M¯veryshort. If λ is an additional very short variable from M
∗
veryshort that appears
when transformation T1 or T2 is performed, λ
α can be expressed in termsMαveryshort.
Also, if a variable λ belongs to M¯free and does not belong to M , then there exists
a variable µ ∈M , such that µα = uψK1λα, where u ∈ F (X,CS), and we can place
µ into Mfree.
Observe, that the argument above is based only on the tuple p, it does not
depend on the tuples p∗ and q. Hence the words Vµ do not depend on p
∗ and q.
The Proposition is proved for n 6= 0. If n = 0, partitions of the intervals
with labels z
φK1
n−1 and z
φK1
n can have equivalent principal right variables, but in this
case the left variables will be different and do not appear in other non-equivalent
partitions. The connected component of ∆ containing these partitions will have
only four vertices one blue edge.
In the case n = 0 we transform equation ΠK1 applying transformation T1 to
the form when the intervals are labelled by uφK1 , where
u ∈
{
z1, . . . , zm, c
zm−1
m−1 , zmc
−zm−1
m−1
}
.
If µleft is very short for the interval δ labelled by (zmc
−zm−1
m−1 )
φK1 , we can apply
T2 to δ, and split it into intervals with labels z
φK1
m and c
−z
φK1
m−1
m−1 . Indeed, even if we
had to replace µright by the product of two variables, the first of them would be
very short.
If µleft is not very short for the interval δ labelled by
(zmc
−zm−1
m−1 )
φK1 = cmz
φK2
m A
∗pm−1−1
m−1 ,
we do not split the interval, and µleft will be considered as the principal variable
for it. If µleft is not very short for the interval δ labelled by z
φK1
m = z
φK2
m A
∗pm−1
m−1 , it
is a principal variable, otherwise µright is principal.
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If an interval δ is labelled by (c
zm−1
m−1 )
φK1 = A
∗−pm−1+1
m−1 c
−z
φK2
m
m A
∗pm−1
m−1 , we con-
sider µright principal if µ
α
right ends with (c
−z
φK2
m
m A
∗pm−2
m−1 )
β , and the difference is not
very short. If µαleft is almost z
−φkβ
m and µ
α
right is almost z
φkβ
m , we do not call any of
the side variables principal. In all other cases µleft is principal.
Definition of the principal variable in the interval with label z
φK1
i , i = 1, . . . ,m−
2 is the same as in 5) for n 6= 0.
A variable can be principal only in one class of equivalent partitions. All the
rest of the proof is the same as for n > 0.

Now we continue the proof of Theorem A. Let L = 2K + κ(Π)4K and
Πφ = ΠL → ΠL−1 → . . .→ . . .
be the sequence of Γ-cut equations (42). For a Γ-cut equation Πj from (42) by Mj
and αj we denote the corresponding set of variables and the solution relative to β.
By Claim 10 in the sequence (42) either there is 3K-stabilization at K(r + 2)
or Comp(ΠK(r+1)) = 0.
Case 1. Suppose there is 3K-stabilization at K(r + 2) in the sequence (42).
By Proposition 7.8 the set of variables MK(r+1) of the cut equation ΠK(r+1)
can be partitioned into three subsets
MK(r+1) =Mveryshort ∪Mfree ∪Museless
such that there exists a finite consistent system of equations ∆(Mveryshort) = 1
over F and words Vµ ∈ F [X,Mfree,Mveryshort], where µ ∈ Museless, such that for
every solution δ ∈ B, for every map αfree : Mfree → F , and every solution αshort :
F [Mveryshort] → F of the system ∆(Mveryshort) = 1 the map αK(r+1) : F [M ] → F
defined by
µαK(r+1) =


µαfree if µ ∈Mfree
µαshort if µ ∈Mveryshort
Vµ(X
δ,Mαfreefree ,M
αs
veryshort) if µ ∈Museless
is a group solution of ΠK(r+1) with respect to β. Moreover, the words Vµ do not
depend on tuples p∗ and q.
By Claim 3 if Π = (E , fX , fM ) is a Γ-cut equation and µ ∈M then there exists
a wordMµ(MT (Π), X) in the free group F [MT (Π) ∪X ] such that
µαΠ =Mµ
(
M
αT(Π)
T (Π) , X
φK(r+1)
)β
,
where αΠ and αT (Π) are the corresponding solutions of Π and T (Π) relative to β.
Now, going along the sequence (42) from ΠK(r+1) back to the cut equation ΠL
and using repeatedly the remark above for each µ ∈ML we obtain a word
M′µ,L(MK(r+1), X
φK(r+1)) =M′µ,L(Museless,Mfree,Mveryshort, X
φK(r+1))
such that
µαL =M′µ,L(M
αK(r+1)
K(r+1) , X
φK(r+1))β .
Let δ = φK(r+1) ∈ B and put
Mµ,L(X
φK(r+1))
=M′µ,L(Vµ(X
φK(r+1) ,Mαfreefree ,M
αshort
veryshort),M
αfree
free ,M
αshort
veryshort, X
φK(r+1)).
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Then for every µ ∈ML
µαL =Mµ,L(X
φK(r+1))β
If we denote by ML(X) a tuple of words
ML(X) = (Mµ1,L(X), . . . ,Mµ|ML|,L(X)),
where µ1, . . . , µ|ML| is some fixed ordering of ML then
MαLL =ML(X
φK(r+1))β .
Observe, that the words Mµ,L(X), hence ML(X) (where XφK(r+1) is replaced by
X) are the same for every φL ∈ Bp,q.
It follows from property c) of the cut equation Πφ that the solution αL of Πφ
with respect to β gives rise to a group solution of the original cut equation ΠL with
respect to φL ◦ β.
Now, property c) of the initial cut equation ΠL = (E , fX , fML) insures that for
every φL ∈ Bp,q the pair (UφLβ , VφLβ) defined by
UφLβ = Q(M
αL
L ) = Q(ML(X
φK(r+1)))β ,
VφLβ = P (M
αL
L ) = P (ML(X
φK(r+1)))β .
is a solution of the systemS(X) = 1 ∧ T (X,Y ) = 1.
We claim that
Y (X) = P (ML(X))
is a solution of the equation T (X,Y ) = 1 in FR(S). By Theorem 5.3 Bp,q,β is a
discriminating family of solutions for the group FR(S). Since
T (X,Y (X))φβ = T (Xφβ, Y (Xφβ)) = T (Xφβ,ML(X
φβ)) = T (UφLβ, VφLβ) = 1
for any φβ ∈ Bp,q,β we deduce that T (X,Yp,q(X)) = 1 in FR(S).
Now we need to show that T (X,Y ) = 1 admits a complete S-lift. LetW (X,Y ) 6=
1 be an inequality such that T (X,Y ) = 1 ∧ W (X,Y ) 6= 1 is compatible with
S(X) = 1. In this event, one may assume (repeating the argument from the begin-
ning of this section) that the set
Λ = {(Uψ, Vψ) | ψ ∈ L2}
is such that every pair (Uψ, Vψ) ∈ Λ satisfies the formula T (X,Y ) = 1∧W (X,Y ) 6=
1. In this case, W (X,Yp,q(X)) 6= 1 in FR(S), because its image in F is non-trivial:
W (X,Yp,q(X))
φβ =W (Uψ, Vψ) 6= 1.
Hence T (X,Y ) = 1 admits a complete lift into generic point of S(X) = 1.
Case 2. A similar argument applies when Comp(ΠK(r+2)) = 0. Indeed, in this
case for every σ ∈ EK(r+2) the word fMK(r+1)(σ) has length one, so fMK(r+1)(σ) = µ
for some µ ∈MK(r+2). Now one can replace the word Vµ ∈ F [X∪Mfree∪Mveryshort]
by the label fXK(r+1)(σ) where fMK(r+1)(σ) = µ and then repeat the argument.

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8. Implicit function theorem for NTQ systems
In this section we prove Theorems B, C, D from Introduction.
We begin with the proof of Theorem B. To this end let U(X,A) = 1 be a
regular NTQ-system and V (X,Y,A) = 1 an equation compatible with U = 1. We
need to show that V (X,Y,A) = 1 admits a complete effective U -lift.
We use induction on the number n of levels in the system U = 1. We construct
a solution tree Tsol(V (X,Y,A) ∧ U(X,Y )) with parameters X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xn. In
the terminal vertices of the tree there are generalized equations Ωv1 , . . . ,Ωvk which
are equivalent to cut equations Πv1 , . . . ,Πvk .
If S1(X1, . . . , Xn) = 1 is an empty equation, we can take Merzljakov’s words
(see Introduction ) as values of variables from X1, express Y as functions in X1 and
a solution of some W (Y1, X2, . . . , Xn) = 1 such that for any solution of the system
S2(X2, . . . , Xn, A) = 1
...
Sn(Xn, A) = 1
equation W = 1 has a solution.
Suppose, now that S1(X1, . . . , Xn) = 1 is a regular quadratic equation. Let
Γ be a basic sequence of automorphisms for the equation S1(X1, . . . , Xn, A) = 1.
Recall that
φj,p = γ
pj
j · · · γ
p1
1 =
←
Γ
p
j ,
where j ∈ N, Γj = (γ1, . . . , γj) is the initial subsequence of length j of the sequence
Γ(∞), and p = (p1, . . . , pj) ∈ Nj . Denote by ψj,p the following solution of
S1(X1) = 1:
ψj,p = φj,pα,
where α is a composition of a solution of S1 = 1 in G2 and a solution from a generic
family of solutions of the system
S2(X2, . . . , Xn, A) = 1
...
Sn(Xn, A) = 1
in F (A).We can always suppose that α satisfies a small cancellation condition with
respect to Γ.
Set
Φ =
{
φj,p | j ∈ N, p ∈ N
j
}
and let Lα be an infinite subset of Φα satisfying one of the cut equations above.
Without loss of generality we can suppose it satisfies Π1. By Proposition 7.8
we can express variables from Y as functions of the set of Γ-words in X1, coef-
ficients, variables Mfree and variables Mveryshort, satisfying the system of equations
∆(Mveryshort) The system ∆(Mveryshort) can be turned into a generalized equation
with parameters X2 ∪ · · · ∪Xn, such that for any solution of the system
S2(X2, . . . , Xn, A) = 1
...
Sn(Xn, A) = 1
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the system ∆(Mveryshort) has a solution. Therefore, by induction, variables
(Mveryshort) can be found as elements of G2, and variables Y as elements of G1.
Theorem B is proved. 
In order to prove Theorem C we need some auxiliary results.
Lemma 8.1. All stabilizing automorphisms (see [9]) of the left side of the equa-
tion
(46) cz11 c
z2
2 (c1c2)
−1 = 1
have the form zφ1 = c
k
1z1(c
z1
1 c
z2
2 )
n, zφ2 = c
m
2 z2(c
z1
1 c
z2
2 )
n. All stabilizing automor-
phisms of the left side of the equation
(47) x2cz(a2c)−1 = 1
have the form xφ = x(x
2cz)n , zφ = ckz(x2cz)n. All stabilizing automorphisms of the
left side of the equation
(48) x21x
2
2(a
2
1a
2
2)
−1 = 1
have the form xφ1 = (x1(x1x2)
m)(x
2
1x
2
2)
n
, xφ2 = ((x1x2)
−mx2)
(x21x
2
2)
n
.
Proof. The computation of the automorphisms can be done by software “Mag-
nus”. The statement of the lemma also follows from the fact that punctured surfaces
corresponding to QH subgroups corresponding to these equations (see [16], Sec-
tion 5) do not contain two intersecting simple closed curves that are not boundary-
parallel. Therefore if G is a freely indecomposable finitely generated fully residually
free group that has a QH subgroup Q corresponding to one of these equations, then
G does not have two intersecting cyclic splittings with edge groups conjugated into
Q. 
If a quadratic equation S(X) = 1 has only commutative solutions then the
radical R(S) of S(X) can be described (up to a linear change of variables) as
follows (see [12]):
Rad(S) = ncl{[xi, xj ], [xi, b], | i, j = 1, . . . , k},
where b is an element (perhaps, trivial) from F . Observe, that if b is not trivial
then b is not a proper power in F . This shows that S(X) = 1 is equivalent to the
system
(49) Ucom(X) = {[xi, xj ] = 1, [xi, b] = 1, | i, j = 1, . . . , k}.
The system Ucom(X) = 1 is equivalent to a single equation, which we also denote
by Ucom(X) = 1. The coordinate group H = FR(Ucom) of the system Ucom = 1, as
well as of the corresponding equation, is F -isomorphic to the free extension of the
centralizer CF (b) of rank n. We need the following notation to deal with H . For a
set X and b ∈ F by A(X) and A(X, b) we denote free abelian groups with basis X
and X ∪ {b}, correspondingly. Now, H ≃ F ∗b=b A(X, b). In particular, in the case
when b = 1 we have H = F ∗A(X).
Lemma 8.2. Let F = F (A) be a non-abelian free group and V (X,Y,A) = 1,
W (X,Y,A) = 1 be equations over F . If a formula
Φ = ∀X(Ucom(X) = 1→ ∃Y (V (X,Y,A) = 1 ∧W (X,Y,A) 6= 1))
is true in F then there exists a finite number of extensions φk on H of 〈b〉-
embeddings A(X, b)→ A(X, b) (k ∈ K) such that:
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(1) every formula
Φk = ∃Y (V (X
φk , Y, A) = 1 ∧W (Xφk , Y, A) 6= 1)
holds in the coordinate group H = F ∗b=b A(X, b);
(2) for any solution λ : H → F there exists a solution λ∗ : H → F such that
λ = φkλ
∗ for some k ∈ K.
Proof. We construct a set of initial parameterized generalized equations
GE(S) = {Ω1, . . . ,Ωr}
for V (X,Y,A) = 1 with respect to the set of parameters X . For each Ω ∈ GE(S),
in [16, Section 8], we constructed the finite tree Tsol(Ω) with respect to parameters
X . Observe, that non-active part [jv0 , ρv0 ] in the root equation ΩΩv0 of the tree
Tsol(Ω) is partitioned into a disjoint union of closed sections corresponding to X-
bases and constant bases (this follows from the construction of the initial equations
in the set GE(S)). We label every closed section σ corresponding to a variable
x ∈ X±1 by x, and every constant section corresponding to a constant a by a. Due
to our construction of the tree Tsol(Ω) moving along a brunch B from the initial
vertex v0 to a terminal vertex v we transfer all the bases from the non-parametric
part into parametric part until, eventually, in Ωv the whole interval consists of
the parametric part. For a terminal vertex v in Tsol(Ω) equation Ωv is periodized
(see Section 5.4). We can consider the correspondent periodic structure P and
the subgroup Z˜2. Denote the cycles generating this subgroup by z1, . . . , zm. Let
xi = b
ki and zi = b
si . All xi’s are cycles, therefore the corresponding system of
equations can be written as a system of linear equations with integer coefficients in
variables {k1, . . . , kn} and variables {s1, . . . , sm} :
(50) ki =
m∑
j=1
αijsj + βi, i = 1, . . . , n.
We can always suppose m 6 n and at least for one equation Ωv m = n, because
otherwise the solution set of the irreducible system Ucom = 1 would be represented
as a union of a finite number of proper subvarieties.
We will show now that all the tuples (k1, . . . , kn) that correspond to some
system (50) with m < n (the dimension of the subgroup Hv generated by k¯ − β¯ =
k1−β1, . . . , kn−βn in this case is less than n), appear also in the union of systems
(50) with m = n. Such systems have form k¯ − β¯q ∈ Hq, q runs through some finite
set Q, and where Hq is a subgroup of finite index in Z
n = 〈s1〉 × · · · × 〈sn〉. We
use induction on n. If for some terminal vertex v, the system (50) has m < n,
we can suppose without loss of generality that the set of tuples H satisfying this
system is defined by the equations kr = . . . , kn = 0. Consider just the case kn = 0.
We will show that all the tuples k¯0 = (k1, . . . , kn−1, 0) appear in the systems (50)
constructed for the other terminal vertices with n = m. First, if Nq is the index of
the subgroup Hq, Nq k¯ ∈ Hq for each tuple k¯. Let N be the least common multiple
of N1, . . . , NQ. If a tuple (k1, . . . , kn−1, tN) for some t belongs to β¯q +Hq for some
q, then (k1, . . . , kn−1, 0) ∈ β¯q +Hq, because (0, . . . , 0, tN) ∈ Hq. Consider the set
K of all tuples (k1, . . . , kn−1, 0) such that (k1, . . . , kn−1, tN) 6∈ β¯q + Hq for any
q = 1, . . . , Q and t ∈ Z . The set {(k1, . . . , kn−1, tN) | (k1, . . . , kn−1, 0) ∈ K, t ∈ Z}
cannot be a discriminating set for Ucomm = 1. Therefore it satisfies some proper
equation. Changing variables k1, . . . , kn−1 we can suppose that for an irreducible
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component the equation has form kn−1 = 0. The contradiction arises from the fact
that we cannot obtain a discriminating set for Ucomm = 1 which does not belong to
β¯q +Hq for any q = 1, . . . , Q.
Embeddings φk are given by the systems (50) with n = m for generalized
equations Ωv for all terminal vertices v. 
Below we describe two useful constructions. The first one is a normalization
construction which allows one to rewrite effectively an NTQ-system U(X) = 1 into
a normalized NTQ-system U∗ = 1. Suppose we have an NTQ-system U(X) = 1
together with a fundamental sequence of solutions which we denote V¯ (U).
Starting from the bottom we replace each non-regular quadratic equation Si = 1
which has a non-commutative solution by a system of equations effectively con-
structed as follows.
1) If Si = 1 is in the form
cxi11 c
xi2
2 = c1c2,
where [c1, c2] 6= 1, then we replace it by a system
{ xi1 = z1c1z3, xi2 = z2c2z3, [z1, c1] = 1, [z2, c2] = 1, [z3, c1c2] = 1 }.
2) If Si = 1 is in the form
x2i1c
xi2 = a2c,
where [a, c] 6= 1, we replace it by a system
{xi1 = a
z1 , xi2 = z2cz1, [z2, c] = 1, [z1, a
2c] = 1}.
3) If Si = 1 is in the form
x2i1x
2
i2 = a
2
1a
2
2
then we replace it by the system
{ xi1 = (a1z1)
z2 , xi2 = (z
−1
1 a2)
z2 , [z1, a1a2] = 1, [z2, a
2
1a
2
2] = 1 }.
The normalization construction effectively provides an NTQ-system U∗ = 1
such that each solution in V¯ (U) can be obtained from a solution of U∗ = 1. We
refer to this system as to the normalized system of U corresponding to V¯ (U).
Similarly, the coordinate group of the normalized system is called the normalized
coordinate group of U = 1.
Lemma 8.3. Let U(X) = 1 be an NTQ-system, and U∗ = 1 be the normalized
system corresponding to the fundamental sequence V¯ (U). Then the following holds:
(1) The coordinate group FR(U) canonically embeds into FR(U∗);
(2) The system U∗ = 1 is an NTQ-system of the type
S1(X1, X2, . . . , Xn, A) = 1
S2(X2, . . . , Xn, A) = 1
...
Sn(Xn, A) = 1
in which every Si = 1 is either a regular quadratic equation or an empty
equation or a system of the type
Ucom(X, b){[xi, xj ] = 1, [xi, b] = 1 | i, j = 1, . . . , k}
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where b ∈ Gi+1.
(3) Every solution X0 of U(X) = 1 that belongs to the fundamental sequence
V¯ (U) can be obtained from a solution of the system U∗ = 1.
Proof. Statement (1) follows from the normal forms of elements in free con-
structions or from the fact that applying standard automorphisms φL to a non-
commuting solution (in particular, to a basic one) one obtains a discriminating
set of solutions (see Section 7.2). Statements (2) and (3) are obvious from the
normalization construction. 
Definition 8.4. A family of solutions Ψ of a regular NTQ-system U(X,A) = 1
is called generic if for any equation V (X,Y,A) = 1 the following is true: if for any
solution from Ψ there exists a solution of V (Xψ, Y, A) = 1, then V = 1 admits a
complete U -lift.
A family of solutions Θ of a regular quadratic equation S(X) = 1 over a group
G is called generic if for any equation V (X,Y,A) = 1 with coefficients in G the
following is true: if for any solution θ ∈ Θ there exists a solution of V (Xθ, Y, A) = 1
in G, then V = 1 admits a complete S-lift.
A family of solutions Ψ of an NTQ-system U(X,A) = 1 is called generic if
Ψ = Ψ1 . . .Ψn, where Ψi is a generic family of solutions of Si = 1 over Gi+1 if
Si = 1 is a regular quadratic system, and Ψi is a discriminating family for Si = 1
if it is a system of the type Ucom.
The second construction is a correcting extension of centralizers of a normalized
NTQ-system U(X) = 1 relative to an equation W (X,Y,A) = 1, where Y is a tuple
of new variables. Let U(X) = 1 be an NTQ-system in the normalized form:
S1(X1, X2, . . . , Xn, A) = 1
S2(X2, . . . , Xn, A) = 1
...
Sn(Xn, A) = 1.
So every Si = 1 is either a regular quadratic equation or an empty equation or a
system of the type
Ucom(X, b) = {[xi, xj ] = 1, [xi, b] = 1, | i, j = 1, . . . , k}
where b ∈ Gi+1. Again, starting from the bottom we find the first equation Si(Xi) =
1 which is in the form Ucom(X) = 1 and replace it with a new centralizer extending
system U¯com(X) = 1 as follows.
We construct Tsol for the system W (X,Y ) = 1 ∧ U(X) = 1 with parame-
ters Xi, . . . , Xn. We obtain generalized equations corresponding to final vertices.
Each of them consists of a periodic structure on Xi and generalized equation on
Xi+1 . . . Xn. We can suppose that for the periodic structure the set of cycles
C(2) is empty. Some of the generalized equations have a solution over the ex-
tension of the group Gi. This extension is given by the relations U¯com(Xi) =
1, Si+1(Xi+1, . . . , Xn) = 1, . . . , Sn(Xn) = 1, so that there is an embedding φk :
A(X, b) → A(X, b). The others provide a proper (abelian) equation Ej(Xi) = 1
on Xi. The argument above shows that replacing each centralizer extending sys-
tem Si(Xi) = 1 which is in the form Ucom(Xi) = 1 by a new system of the type
U¯com(Xi) = 1 we eventually rewrite the system U(X) = 1 into finitely many new
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ones U¯1(X) = 1, . . . , U¯m(X) = 1. We denote this set of NTQ-systems by CW (U).
For every NTQ-system U¯m(X) = 1 ∈ CW (U) the embeddings φk described above
give rise to embeddings φ¯ : FR(U) → FR(U¯). Finally, combining normalization and
correcting extension of centralizers (relative to W = 1) starting with an NTQ-
system U = 1 and a fundamental sequence of its solutions V¯ (U) we can obtain a
finite set
NCW (U) = CW (U
∗)
which comes equipped with a finite set of embeddings θi : FR(U) → FR(U¯i) for each
U¯i ∈ NCW (U). These embeddings are called correcting normalizing embeddings.
The construction implies the following result.
Theorem 8.5. Let U(X,A) = 1 be an NTQ-system with a fundamental se-
quence of solutions Vfund(U). If a formula
Φ = ∀X(U(X) = 1→ ∃Y (W (X,Y,A) = 1 ∧W1(X,Y,A) 6= 1)
is true in F . Then for every U¯i ∈ NCW (U) the formula
∃Y (W (Xθi , Y, A) = 1 ∧W1(X
θi , Y, A) 6= 1)
is true in the group FR(U¯i) for every correcting normalizing embedding
θi : FR(U) → FR(U¯i).
Furthermore, for every fundamental solution φ : FR(U) → F there exists a
fundamental solution ψ of one of the systems U¯i = 1, where U¯i ∈ NCW (U) such
that φ = θiψ.
Corollary 8.6. Theorem C holds.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem D.
Proof of Theorem D. By [16, Theorem 11.1] for a finite system of equations
U = 1 over F one can effectively find NTQ systems Ui = 1, i = 1, . . . , k and
homomorphisms θi : FR(U) → FR(Ui) such that for every solution φ of U = 1
there exists i such that φ = θiψ, where ψ ∈ Vfund(Ui). Now the result follows from
Theorem C. 
9. Groups that are elementary equivalent to a free group
In this section we prove Theorem E from the introduction.
Let C (C∗) be the class of finite systems U(X) = 1 over F such that every
equation T (X,Y ) = 1 compatible with U(X) = 1 admits U -lift (complete U -lift).
We showed in Section 2, Lemma 2.9, that these classes are closed under rational
equivalence. Denote by K the class of the coordinate groups FR(U) of systems
U(X) = 1 over F such that every equation T (X,Y ) = 1 over F compatible with
U(X) = 1 admits a U -lift. It follows that every finite set of defining relations of a
group from K gives rise to a system from C .
By Theorem B the class K contains the coordinate groups of regular NTQ
systems.
Below, in the case of a coefficient-free system S(X) = 1 we put GcfR(S) =
F (X)/R(S), then GR(S) = G ∗GcfR(S). In this case the group GcfR(S) can be also
viewed as the coordinate group of V (S). It is usually clear from the context which
groups is considered in the case of the coefficient-free system.
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Lemma 9.1. The class K is closed under retracts. Namely, if H is a finitely
generated subgroup of G such that there exists a retract φ : G→ H. Then:
(1) if F 6 H then H = FR(U) for some system U = 1 over F and every
equation compatible with U = 1 admits a U -lift;
(2) if F ∩ H = 1 then H = FR(U) for some coefficient-free system U = 1
over F and every coefficient-free equation compatible with U = 1 admits
a U -lift into FcfR(S).
Proof. We show only (1), but a similar argument proves (2). LetH = 〈F∪X1〉
be a finitely generated subgroup of G generated by F and a finite set X1. Then
H is residually free, so H = FR(U) for some system U(X1) = 1 over F . Since
H is a subgroup of G it follows that X1 = P (X) for some word mapping P . If
T (X1, Y ) = 1 is compatible with U(X1) = 1 then T (P (X), Y ) = 1 is compatible
with S(X) = 1. Therefore T (P (X), Y ) = 1 admits an S-lift, so T (P (X), V (X)) = 1
in G for some V (X) ∈ G. It follows that
T (P (X), V (X))φ = T (P (X)φ, V (Xφ)) = T (P (X), V (Xφ)) = T (X1, V (X
φ)) = 1
so T (X1, Y ) = 1 admits a U -lift. 
Corollary 9.2. The class K is closed under free factors. Namely, if G ∈ K
then every factor in a free decomposition of G modulo F belongs to K.
Theorem E. Let F be a free non-abelian group and S(X) = 1 a consistent
system of equations over F . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The system S(X) = 1 is rationally equivalent to a regular NTQ system.
(2) Every equation T (X,Y ) = 1 which is compatible with S(X) = 1 over F
admits an S-lift.
(3) Every equation T (X,Y ) = 1 which is compatible with S(X) = 1 over F
admits a complete S-lift.
Proof. (1) =⇒ (3). It follows from Lemma 2.9 which states that the class C∗
is closed under rational equivalence and the fact that C∗ contains all regular NTQ
systems (Theorem B).
(3) =⇒ (2). Obvious.
(2) =⇒ (1). Suppose that every equation which is compatible with S = 1 over
F admits an S-lift. Consider G = FR(S).
Lemma 9.3. The group G does not have non-cyclic abelian subgroups.
Proof. Suppose G has a non-cyclic abelian subgroup, let x, y be two basis
elements in this subgroup. Consider their expressions in generators of G: x = u(X),
y = v(X). Then the system of equations
S1(X, x, y) = (S(X) = 1 ∧ x = u(X) ∧ y = v(X) ∧ [x, y] = 1)
is rationally equivalent to S(X) = 1, therefore every system of equations compatible
with S1(X, x, y) = 1 admits an S-lift. The formula
∀X∀x∀y∃u(S1(X, x, y) = 1→ (u
2 = x ∨ u2 = y ∨ u2 = xy))
is true in every free group, because in a free group the images of x, y are powers of
the same element. But this formula is false in G. Therefore the system
u2 = x ∨ u2 = y ∨ u2 = xy
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does not admit an S-lift. This gives a contradiction to the assumption. 
By Corollary 9.2 we may assume that G is freely indecomposable. There are
two cases to consider, F 6 G and F ∩ G = 1. Since the same argument gives a
proof for both of them we consider only one case, say F 6 G.
If G does not have a non-degenerate JSJ Z-decomposition [16] then G is either
a surface group, or G is an infinite cyclic group (in the case F ∩ G = 1). In both
cases G is the coordinate group of a regular NTQ system, as required.
Suppose now, that G has a non-degenerate JSJ Z-decomposition of G, say D.
Denote by 〈X | U〉 the canonical finite presentation of G as the fundamental group
of the graph of groups D. By Lemma 2.9 the class C, of systems V = 1 over
F for which every compatible equation admits an V -lift, is closed under rational
equivalence. Hence U = 1 belongs to C. Since G = FR(U) we may assume from the
beginning that S = U , so G = 〈X | S〉 is the canonical finite presentation of G as
the fundamental group of D.
Let AE be the group of automorphisms (F -automorphisms, in the case F 6 G)
of G generated by Dehn’s twists along the edges of D. The group AE is abelian by
Lemma 2.25 [16]. Recall, that two solutions φ1 and φ2 of the equation R(X) = 1
are AE-equivalent if there is an automorphism σ ∈ AE such that σφ1 = φ2.
Recall, that if A is a group of canonical automorphisms of G then the the
maximal standard quotient of G with respect to A is the quotient G/RA of G by
the intersection RA of the kernels of all solutions of S(X) = 1 which are minimal
with respect to A (see [16] for details).
By [16, Theorem 9.1] the maximal standard quotient G/RAD of with respect
to the whole group of canonical automorphisms AD is a proper quotient of G, i.e.,
there exists an equation V (X) = 1 such that V 6∈ R(S) and all minimal solution
of S(X) = 1 with respect to the canonical group of automorphisms AD satisfy the
equation V (X) = 1. Now, compare this with the following result.
Lemma 9.4. The maximal standard quotient of G with respect to the group AE
is equal to G, i.e., the set of of minimal solutions with respect to AE discriminates
G.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that the standard minimal quotient G/RAE
of G is a proper quotient of G, i.e., there exists V ∈ G such that V 6= 1 and V φ = 1
for any minimal solution of S with respect to AE . Recall that the group AE is
generated by Dehn twists along the edges of D. If ce is a given generator of the
cyclic subgroup associated with the edge e, then we know how the Dehn twists
σ = σe associated with e acts on the generators from the set X . Namely, if x ∈ X
is a generator of a vertex group, then either xσ = x or xσ = c−1xc. Similarly, if
x ∈ X is a stable letter then either xσ = x or xσ = xc. It follows that for x ∈ X
one has xσ
n
= x or xσ
n
= c−nxcn [xσ
n
= xcn] for every n ∈ Z. Now, since the
centralizer of ce in G is cyclic (Lemma 9.3) the following equivalence holds:
∃n ∈ Z(xσ
n
= z)⇐⇒
{
∃y([y, ce] = 1 ∧ y−1xy = z) if xσ = c−1e xce;
x = z if xσ = x.
Similarly, since the group AE is finitely generated abelian one can write down
a formula which describes the relation
∃α ∈ Ae(x
α = z)
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One can write the elements ce as words in generators X , say ce = ce(X). Now the
formula
∀X∃Y ∃Z
(
S(X) = 1→
(
m∧
i=1
[yi, ci(X)] = 1 ∧ Z = X
σY ∧ V (Z) = 1
))
holds in the group F . Indeed, this formula tells one that each solution of S(X) = 1
is AE-equivalent to (a minimal) solution that satisfies the equation V (X) = 1.
Since S(X) = 1 is in C the system(
m∧
i=1
[yi, ci(X)] = 1 ∧ Z = X
σY ∧ V (Z) = 1
)
admits an S-lift. Hence there is an automorphism α ∈ AE such that V (Xα) = 1 in
G, so V (X) = 1 – contradiction. 
Lemma 9.5. There exist QH subgroups in D.
Proof. By Theorem 9.1 [16] the maximal standard quotient G/RAD of G with
respect to the whole group AD of the standard automorphisms of G is a proper
quotient of G. Let E1 be the set of edges between non-QH vertex groups. By [16,
Lemma 2.25] the group AD is a direct product of AE1 and the group generated by
the canonical automorphisms corresponding to QH vertices and abelian non-cyclic
vertex groups. By Lemma 9.3 there are no abelian non-cyclic groups in D, so AD is
a direct product of AE1 and the group generated by the canonical automorphisms
of QH vertices. Since the maximal standard quotient of G with respect to AE is
not proper (Lemma 9.4) then AD 6= AE hence (see Section 2.20 in [16]) D has QH
subgroups. 
Let K = 〈X2〉 be the fundamental group of the graph of groups obtained from
D by removing all QH subgroups.
Lemma 9.6. The natural homomorphism G → G/RD is a monomorphism on
K.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 9.4 and the fact that canonical automor-
phisms corresponding to QH subgroups fix K. 
Lemma 9.7. There is a K-homomorphism φ from G into itself with the non-
trivial kernel.
Proof. The generating set X of G corresponding to the decomposition D can
be partition as X = X1 ∪X2. Consider a formula
∀X1∀X2∃Y ∃T∃Z (S(X1, X2) = 1
→
(
m∧
i1
[ti, ci(X2)] = 1 ∧ Z = X
σT
2 ∧ S(Y,X2) = 1 ∧ V (Y, Z) = 1
))
.
It says that each solution of the equation S(X1, X2) = 1 can be transformed by a
canonical automorphism into a solution Y, Z that satisfies V (Y, Z) = 1. It is true
in a free group, therefore the system(
m∧
i=1
[ti, ci(X2)] = 1 ∧ Z = X
σT
2 ∧ S(Y,X2) = 1 ∧ V (Y, Z) = 1
)
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can be lifted in G. Elements Z generate the same subgroup K as X2, because
ti = c
ni
i , for a fixed number ni, i = 1, . . . ,m in G. Therefore, there is a proper
K-homomorphism φ from G into itself. 
For a QH subgroup Q we denote by PQ the fundamental group of the graph
of groups obtained from D by removing the QH-vertex vQ and all the adjacent
edges. In the following lemma, the second statement in not needed for the proof of
Theorem E, but we included it for completeness.
Lemma 9.8.
1. There exists a QH subgroup Q in D such that PQ is a retract.
2. The maximal standard quotient G/RAQ of G, with respect to the group
AQ of the canonical automorphisms of G corresponding to Q, is a proper
quotient of G.
Proof. 1. The image H = φ(G) cannot contain conjugates of finite index
subgroups of all the QH subgroups ofD. Indeed, suppose it does. Let Q1, . . . , Qs be
QH subgroups with minimal number of free generators. There is no homomorphism
from a finitely generated free group onto a proper finite index subgroup. Therefore
the family Q1, . . . , Qs has to be mapped onto the same family of QH subgroups.
Similarly, the family of all QH subgroups would be mapped onto the conjugates
of subgroups from the same family, and different QH subgroups would be mapped
onto conjugates of different QH subgroups. In this case H would be isomorphic to
G. This is impossible because G is hopfian. Therefore there is a QH subgroup Q
such that H does not intersect any conjugate Qg in a subgroup of finite index.
By construction, G is the fundamental group of the graph of groups with vertex
vQ and vertices corresponding to connected components Y1, . . . , Yk of the graph for
PQ. Let P1, . . . , Pk be the fundamental groups of the graph of groups on Y1, . . . , Yk.
Then PQ = P1 ∗ · · · ∗Pk. Let DQ be a JSJ decomposition of G modulo K. Then it
has two vertices vQ and the vertex with vertex group PQ.
By [16, Lemma 2.13] applied to DQ and the subgroup H , one of the following
holds:
(1) H is a nontrivial free product modulo K;
(2) H 6 P gQ for some g ∈ G.
Moreover, the second statement of this lemma is the following. IfHQ = H∩Q is
non-trivial and has infinite index in Q, then HQ is a free product of some conjugates
of pα11 , . . . , p
αm
m , p
α and a free group F1 (maybe trivial) which does not intersect any
conjugate of 〈pi〉 for i = 1, . . . ,m.
In the case (2) one hasH 6 P gQ, and, conjugating, we can suppose thatH 6 PQ.
Suppose now that the case (1) holds. For any g the subgroup Qg ∩H is either
trivial or has the structure described in the second statement of Lemma 2.13, [16].
Consider now the decomposition DH induced on H from DQ. If the group F1 is
nontrivial, then H is freely decomposable modulo K, because the vertex group QH
in DH is a free product, and all the edge groups belong to the other factor. If at
least for one subgroup Qg, such a group F1 is non-trivial, then H is a non-trivial
free product and the subgroup K belongs to the other factor. Hence H = H1 ∗ T ,
where K ∈ H1. In this case we consider φ1 = φψ, where ψ is identical on H1 and
ψ(x) = 1 for x ∈ T . Now each non-trivial subgroup H1 ∩ Qg is a free product of
conjugates of some elements pαii , αi ∈ Z, in Q
g.
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According to the Bass-Serre theory, for the group G and its decomposition DQ
one can construct a tree such that G acts on this tree, and stabilizers correspond to
vertex and edge groups of DQ. Denote this Bass-Serre tree by TDQ . The subgroup
H1 also acts on TDQ . Let T1 be a fundamental transversal for this action. Either
H1 6 P
g
Q or H1 is not conjugated into PQ. The amalgamated product of the
stabilizers of the vertices of T1 is a free product of subgroups H1 ∩ P
g
Q. Therefore
H1 is either such a free product or is obtained from such a free product by a sequence
of HNN extensions with associated subgroups belonging to distinct factors of the
free product. In both cases H1 is freely decomposable modulo K. Conjugating, we
can suppose that one of the factors of φ1(G) is contained in PQ. We replace now φ1
by φ2 which is a composition of φ1 with the homomorphism identical on the factor
that is contained in PQ and sending the other free factors into the identity. Then
φ2(G) = H2 6 PQ, where H2 is freely indecomposable modulo K.
A mapping pi defined on the generators X of G as
pi(x) =
{
φ2(x) if x ∈ Q;
x if x 6∈ Q
can be extended to a proper homomorphism pi from G onto PQ. Then pi is a
PQ-homomorphism, and PQ is a retract.
2. Let X = X3 ∪ X4 be a partition of X such that X4 are generators of PQ.
Then the following formula is true in G
∀X3∀X4∃Y (S(X3, X4) = 1→ (S(Y,X4) = 1 ∧ Y = r(X4))),
where Y = r(X4) = pi(X3). This formula is also true in F .
For a homomorphism γ : G→ F there are two possibilities:
a) γ can be transformed by a canonical automorphism from AQ into a homomor-
phism β : G→ F , such that there exists α : G→ PQ∗F (Z) and ψ : PQ ∗F (Z)→ F
such that β = αψ. Here F (Z) is a free group corresponding to free variables of the
quadratic equation corresponding to Q.
b) γ is a solution of one of the finite number of proper equations that correspond
to the cases γ(Q) is abelian or γ(Ge) = 1, where e is an edge adjacent to vQ.
Since ker(α) =
⋂
ker(αψ), where ψ ∈ Hom(PQ ∗ F (Z), F ), the statement
follows. 
By Lemma 9.1 the group P = PQ belongs to K. If P is freely undecomposable
[modulo F ] and does not have a non-degenerate JSJ decomposition [modulo F ]
then H is either F or a cyclic group, or a surface group. In this event, G is a
regular NTQ (since only regular quadratic equations belong to the class C). If P
is freely decomposable modulo F or it has a non-degenerate JSJ decomposition we
put G0 = G, Q0 = Q and repeat the argument above to the group G1 = P . Thus,
by induction we construct a sequence of proper epimorphisms:
G→ G1 → G2 → . . .
and a sequence of QH subgroups Qi of the groups Gi such that Gi is the fun-
damental group of the graph of groups with two vertices Qi and Gi+1 and such
that Qi is defined by a regular quadratic equation Si = 1 over Gi+1 and such that
Si = 1 has a solution in Gi+1. Since free groups are equationally Noetherian this
sequence terminates in finitely many steps either at a surface group, or the free
group F , or an infinite cyclic group. This shows that the group G is F -isomorphic
to a coordinate group of some regular NTQ system.
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This proves the theorem. 
As a corollary one can obtain the following result. To explain we need few
definitions. Let F be a free group and LF be a group theory language with constants
from the group F , and Φ be a set of first order sentences of the language LF .
Recall, that two groups G and H are Φ-equivalent if they satisfy precisely the same
sentences from the set Φ. In this event we write G ≡Φ H . In particular, G ≡∀∃ H
(G ≡∃∀ H) means that G and H satisfy precisely the same ∀∃-sentences (exists∀-
sentences ). Notice that G ≡∀∃ H ⇐⇒ G ≡∃∀ H . We have shown in [13] that for a
finitely generated group G G ≡∀∃ H implies that G is torsion-free hyperbolic. Now
we can prove Theorem F from the introduction:
Theorem F. Every finitely generated group which is ∀∃-equivalent to a free
non-abelian group F is isomorphic to the coordinate group of a regular NTQ system
over F .
Proof of Theorem F. Let G be a finitely generated group which is ∀∃-
equivalent to a free non-abelian group F . In particular, G is ∀-equivalent to F ,
hence by Remeslennikov’s theorem [25] the group G is fully residually free. It
follows then that G is the coordinate group of some irreducible system S = 1 over
F (see [2]), so G = FR(S). We claim that every equation compatible with S(X) = 1
admits an S-lift over F . Indeed, if T (X,Y ) = 1 is compatible with S(X) = 1 over
F then the formula
∀X∃Y (S(X) = 1→ T (X,Y ) = 1)
is true in F , hence in G. Therefore, the equation T (Xµ, Y ) = 1 has a solution in
G for any specialization of variables from X in G, in particular, for the canonical
generators X of G. This shows that every equation compatible with S = 1 admits
S-lift. By Theorem E, the group G is isomorphic to the coordinate group of a
regular NTQ system, as required. 
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